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Weldon Spring Containment Facility 
near St. Louis, Missouri 

 [UPDATE: January, 2019—
As I gradually go back over my old 
travelogues, I‘ll be leaving the 
original text intact but adding 
additional comments in boldfaced 
enclosed in brackets to expand on 
what was originally said. I‘ll also add 
some additional photos to enhance 
the original travelogues.] 

 
 Back in February, when we 
were having record snows and it 
seemed like winter would never end, I 
got a touch of cabin fever.  
[Interestingly, as I write this 
travelogue we’re in the midst of a 
polar vortex that brought a blizzard 
followed by near record lows.  I’ve 
filled some of the time on the no 
school days by once again looking at 
possible travel plans.]  As part of 

coping with that, I arranged for a two-
week vacation that would mostly involve 
short hops by rail around Missouri and 
Illinois and would culminate at my 
brother’s ordination in Des Moines.  The 
trip was timed for late May and early 
June, shortly after school got out for the 
summer.   At the time I had  no conflicts,  

and it seemed like it would be a lengthy, but affordable trip to places I hadn’t been in decades—or in some cases ever. 
 
 No sooner had I finished making the plans for the trip, then I got the surprise news that Iowa Lakes Community College would 
again be hiring me to teach for summer term.  I hadn’t worked there at all in 2012, thanks to a new full-time instructor who had nabbed 
literally every math class an adjunct might possibly teach.  [The head of the Algona center had actually created this section 
specifically because some students in Algona had done poorly when trying to take Statistics over the TV system from that 
instructor.]  The income would certainly be welcome, but it did conflict with this trip.  Before agreeing to sign it, I made sure the schedule 

could work and still allow me to take the trip. 
 
 Once that had been worked out, another conflict arose.  Our Garrigan quiz bowl team, which had one of those “rebuilding years” 
coaches delicately talk around, managed to dominate in their last tournament of the year, which again qualified them for nationals.  I 
could hardly say they couldn’t go, but the trip would conflict with most of what I had planned for this vacation.  It really was a pretty serious 
conflict.  I had a long string of Amtrak reservations that were already confirmed and paid, as well as two prepaid hotel rooms and tickets 
to two plays that were non-refundable. 
 
 I spent quite a while working out alternate plans.  The quiz bowl team did make their trip, and in fact they made a very good 
showing (3 – 3 overall) at nationals in Alexandria.  I put one of my play tickets for sale on an online auction site, with the price decreasing 
each by a dollar each day.  I ended up selling it for about half what I paid.  While I’d have to eat the rest of the amount, at least I got 
something out of the deal.  Amtrak was actually surprisingly flexible about things (much more so than the airlines).  I was expecting at 
best to get a credit for future travel, but in fact they fully refunded tickets for nine separate travel legs without a single question.  [Amtrak’s 
policies have changed a bit since 2013.  Today their refunds for most fare classes are in the form of a travel voucher.  That still 
beats forfeiting the ticket or paying an enormous fee—which are basically the options the airlines offer.] 

 
 I was left with the pre-paid hotel rooms and one play ticket that couldn’t be refunded.  Between that and the money I’d gotten 
back from Amtrak, I decided to go to “Plan B”.  I’d cover most of the places I’d originally planned to go, but on an entirely different schedule.  
Instead of one long trip, I’d end up making three shorter trips over the course of the entire summer.  Between that and a bunch of other 
short excursions, it would seem like I was forever on the road this summer.  I love traveling, though, and this gave me even more chances 
to see the countryside.  Unfortunately there were some issues with one of those trips, too, so I still didn’t quite end up with what I bargained 
for.  [Actually I did, but not until the following winter.]  I always love travel, though, and it certainly was an interesting summer. 

 



 
 
 Today began  by teaching my Statistics class at the college.  I’d been gone the two previous sessions for the quiz bowl trip, so 
I had to be there and make today’s class productive.  It was.  The students (a small group mixed in age from just out of high  school to 
about my age) were very attentive, and they learned a lot today.  Since I was in a hurry to leave, class was shorter than it might otherwise 
have been.  [I’ve never felt a need to fill every scheduled minute at the college.  When we finish what we have to do, we’re done.]  

It still took the better part of the morning, though, and we managed to get quite a bit accomplished.  I finished by giving a lengthy 
assignment and announcing that a review for the first test would be on the class website (actually part of my own personal website) by 
the weekend. 
 
 I’d just gotten done driving more than 1500 miles on our quiz bowl trip, not returning home until 10pm last night.  Even so, I’d 
turn around and drive a lot more today.  From Iowa Lakes, I headed out to Garrigan, where I dropped off the school credit card we’d used 
for gas on the quiz bowl trip.  I spent about fifteen minutes visiting with different people there, all of whom congratulated me on how we’d 
done at nationals.  I’d intended to continue on from there, but I realized about one mile east of Algona that I’d left my scr ip cards and the 
passes I’d bought for the St. Louis transit system at home.  So, I looped around and stopped back at my apartment. After the false start, 
it was about 11:15 when I finally got on my way. 
 
 I followed county roads over to highway 17, a route I often take when I’m headed down toward Des Moines.  I continued south 
to state highway 3 and made my east from there.  Normally I’d continue to Eagle Grove and down to U.S. 20.  However an oversized 
truck that I couldn’t see around was in front of me when I got to the turn-off for Eagle Grove.  Since the truck turned off, I continued straight 
ahead to avoid it.  I went over to Clarion and then turned south on U.S. highway 69.  About fifteen miles south of there I turned off onto a 
county road I don’t think I’ve ever taken before that had a “TO I-35” sign at its intersection.  [That really is kind of weird; I NEVER take 
county roads.]  The interchange with the interstate was awkward, but I made it on all right.  I continued south past the old Boondocks 

truck stop and then down to Story City, Ames, and Ankeny.  Traffic was surprisingly light, and I made good time as I drove southward. 
 

 
Ponding in the fields in central Iowa 

 

 I turned east onto I-80 at the 
north end of Des Moines and then 
headed down highway 163, the 
Southeast Connector that leads from 
Des Moines down to Burlington.  Two of 
my brothers used to live in Oskaloosa, 
and I’ve taken this route many times 
when going down to visit them.  Once 
you get out of the Des Moines area it’s a 
good road, and fairly scenic as well.  
Today it wasn’t as scenic as it would 
normally be this time of year, though.  
That was because of the excess rain 
we’ve had in Iowa this spring.  There 
was still water standing in a lot of the 
fields, and many were still unplanted.  
Those that had been seeded the crops 
were just barely starting to pop up—
nearly a month after you’d expect them  

 

 

to emerge.  There was still water standing in a lot of fields.  We’ve been worried about drought 
for several years now, but it’s excess water that’s the problem in 2013. 

 
 It rained some more as I drove along.  Sometimes it was just sprinkles, and other 
times heavy showers.  I kept a long distance back from cars in front of me to avoid spray from 
the wet highway, but it was still hard to see whenever someone passed. 

 
 I made my first stop of the day almost exactly three hours after I’d set out.  I had a 
late lunch at the Arby’s in Pella.  Pella is proud of their Dutch heritage, to the point that there 
are city regulations that force businesses to decorate their buildings in an old Dutch theme.  
That works really well downtown, but not so much on the outskirts.  Arby’s is part of a modern 
strip mall complex at the north end of town that I doubt is more than ten years old.  Even so 
they have to pretend that their building is on a European town square and decorate it 
accordingly.  I personally think that makes the place look ridiculous, but of course no one asked 
me. 
 
 Lunch took a bit longer than it might have, because the clerk at the counter was 
obviously new.  I ordered a salad and a small “triple berry” shake (an item they were featuring  



on their menu board).  There were several options for the salad, and the clerk couldn’t seem to figure out how to enter any of my responses 
to those choices.  Then he couldn’t figure out how that the flavor of shake I wanted was listed as “promo” on his screen.  It complicated 
things further that I was making most of my payment by zeroing out a gift card.  The clerk was aware of how to process gift cards, but 
he’d never before dealt with one that was for partial payment only.  So for the third time just while I was waiting a manager had to come 
over to assist him.  The kid was equally incompetent with the people before and after me in line.  He did seem like a nice kid, though, so 
hopefully he’ll eventually get the hang of things. 
 
 I didn’t actually see anything other than Arby’s in Pella, but it made a much needed stop.  After lunch I continued southeast past 
Oskaloosa and on the new Ottumwa bypass, a road I’d never taken before.  [Having grown up in southeast Iowa, it’s weird how alien 
the roads in that part of the state seem these days.  It’s been thirty-five years since I lived there, though.]  For a brand new 

highway, they certainly didn’t bother grading the surrounding land much.  The bypass goes up and down like a roller coaster around the 
north and east sides of Ottumwa.  It is four lanes, though, and it’s nice to avoid going into the run-down city itself. 
 
 I exited the Southeast Connector and continued on U.S. 63.  At the east end of Ottumwa 63 intersects old highway 34 at a traffic 
circle.  While I think of them as more of an Eastern thing, we’re getting more and more traffic circles in the Midwest these days.  The 
highway engineers say they’re safer and more efficient than other options (like a four-way stop, which is what logic would say this 
intersection should be).  I find that really hard to believe, though.  While in theory it’s just incoming traffic that’s supposed to yield, at the 
circle in Ottumwa everyone seemed to be stopping for everyone else, which just created chaos all the way around the thing. 
 
 [We seem to have adopted the British term “roundabouts” for traffic circles these days, and they are spreading like a 
cancer.  I don’t like driving through them, but I especially hate them when I’m a pedestrian.  The crosswalks invariably require 
a huge detour, and since traffic never really stops, you can’t be sure the cars will yield when you try to cross.  Just today I read 
an article that said that while roundabouts do indeed lessen the severity (though not the number) of car on car crashes, they 
actually increase injuries to pedestrians.] 

 
 I made it through the traffic circle and continued south on U.S. highway 63.  In Iowa 63 is an old highway, but a good one.  It’s 
wide, has good shoulders, and is equipped with passing lanes on every hill.  It reminds me a lot of what 218 used to be south of Mt. 
Pleasant before they finished Avenue of the Saints.  The only town the highway goes through is Bloomfield, a dumpy old county seat that 
lets you know you’re in southern Iowa.  The rain continued as I made my way south, but it wasn’t a bad drive. 

 

 

“Welcome to Missouri” sign – and fireworks stand just beyond it 
 

 I almost laughed out loud when I got to the Missouri border.  While the speed limit 
went up at the border, the quality of the highway rapidly degraded.  Just beyond the border 
was a skuzzy gas station and a fireworks stand, the same icons that have marked the 
Missouri border ever since I was a kid.  Just as Minnesotans will make jokes about their 
neighbors to the south, when I was a kid in southern Iowa, we made joked about Missouri, 
and the border on U.S. 63 certainly seemed to confirm the stereotypes.  [I suspect there’s 
less of those jokes these days, since the Iowa legislature has seen fit to legalize both 
gambling and fireworks.] 

 
 I stopped for gas at a Casey’s in the town of Queen City, just a little bit south of 
the border,  and I was  in for more local color  there.  Casey’s  has renovated  most of their  

 

locations in Iowa, with new brick-front convenience stores 
that are spotless inside.  The Queen City store is “old 
school”, though.  It looks like a run-down mobile home, 
which made it fit in well with the neighboring homes and 
businesses.  This is the part of the Show Me State that calls 
their home “muh-ZURR-uh” and complains about the 
politicians in “WAR-shun-ton”.  The local accent is stronger 
than what you’d hear in Alabama.  As I waited in line the 
customers and the clerk discussed divorces and 
pregnancies, the sort of thing you might hear in a bad 
country song.  I wrote to my brother Steve that everyone in 
the place seemed like a hick.  But, of course, since I was in 
that Casey’s myself, I suppose the description must apply 
to me as well. 

 
Google Street View image of Queen City Casey’s 



 In northern Missouri highway 63 is a heavily traveled and poorly maintained two-lane road.  There’s lots of trucks and lots of 
agricultural traffic.  It’s not a road you can make good time on.  In Iowa the speed limit had been 55mph, but it was safe and easy to go 
over 60.  In Missouri the speed signs said 65mph was legal, but realistically I didn’t average much more than 55. 
 
 That changed when I got to Kirksville.  South of there U.S. 63 is called the Pearl Harbor Memorial Highway.  It’s a four-lane that 
bypasses every town, and it seems brand new.  (I’d assume from the name it probably dates to 2011, the 70 th anniversary of WWII.)  The 
speed limit here is 70mph, but again I really couldn’t go that fast.  That’s because there’s cross traffic without exits all along the road, so 
traffic is always slowing down to turn.  [Missouri has a lot of four-lanes like this, and they almost never have turn lanes for the 
crossroads.]  That was annoying, but I still managed to make it down to Columbia fairly quickly. 

 
 At Columbia I joined Interstate 70.  It was kind of weird to think that just two days ago I’d been near the eastern end of th is 
interstate in Maryland and yesterday I drove on I-70 in Ohio and Indiana.  The stretch in Missouri was one of the first interstates built.  
Connecting Kansas City and St. Louis, it carries tons of traffic and probably should be six lanes wide.  It’s four lanes, though, and the 
shoulders are very narrow.  The road is jammed with traffic, which made this the least pleasant part of the trip.  My shoulders were stiff 
from clutching the steering wheel the whole way.  I had seen on a map that there was a rest area along this stretch, and I’d hoped to pull 
off to relax just a bit.  Unfortunately the rest area had recently been converted into truck parking only, so that wasn’t an option.  A lot of 
states are cutting back on their rest areas because of the maintenance costs.  I really wish we could get our priorities in order and find a 
way to fund public services like these.  [I really do think there’s a need for more rest areas, not less.  Yet state after state is closing 
them down.] 

 
 Eventually I made it to the town of New Florence and state highway 19.  This is a quaint and scenic road that reminded me of 
Old Stage Road, the county road that connects Decorah and Waukon near my sister’s home.  It’s certainly scenic, but the highway 
department appears to have done no real engineering on the thing at all.  It would be a horrible road to attempt to make any time on, but 
fortunately I was going only a few miles south.  Before too long I reached my destination, the town of Hermann. 
 
 Hermann is a quaint-looking old town.  It actually reminds me quite a bit of Pella, though the theme is German rather than Dutch.  
Much of the construction is brick and stone, and there’s a lot of “olde worlde” feeling to the place. 
 
 I looked up the place I was staying (the Vinchester Inn) ahead of time, and I was glad I had.  While the front is easy to find, 
there’s no parking there.  The parking is in back, off a very steep alley and pretty much invisible from any of the surrounding streets.  
Having located everything ahead of time, though, I found it on the first try.  There were no cars in the lot, but I parked, unpacked, and 
made my way inside. 

 
Vinchester Inn – Hermann, Missouri 

(The balcony at the top left was my room.) 

 This turned out to be a very strange stay.  No one 
was at the front desk when I arrived, and in fact no one 
(neither employees nor other guests) was anywhere in the 
hotel.  I’ve been in hotels that didn’t have much business 
before, but I’m pretty sure this was the first time I’d ever 
been the only guest at a hotel.  I looked around a bit and 
eventually realized there was an envelope with my name 
on it on the counter.  The envelope had a key in it (a 
traditional metal key, not the plastic card most hotels use 
these days—that stood out, because my brother John had 
recently written a blog entry about the first time he’d 
encountered key cards), as well as a receipt that said 
“PAID IN FULL”.  There was also a memo on the counter 
giving a number that could be called if there were any 
problems.  Since everything seemed to have been taken 
care of, though, I made my way up a steep flight of stairs 
to Room #10 (of twelve in the entire hotel).  [I suppose 
this place must do a good business on summer 
weekends.  It seemed weird to me, given that it was 
well past Memorial Day, that there were no other 
customers.  It must have been because it was a 
Wednesday.] 

 
 The Vinchester Inn looks like a quaint old inn on 
the outside.  Inside, though, it’s more like a tired ma ‘n’ pa 
motel.  The room’s best feature was a small balcony that 
overlooked the street out front.  Inside it was a huge room 
with lots of beat-up furniture.  I had to kill a couple of 
mosquitoes that were buzzing around the sink.  Strangely 
there was a refrigerator in the room,  but it wasn’t plugged  

in.  Since most motel fridges don’t cool very well anyway, this probably wasn’t that big of a deal. The place advertised free internet, as 
almost every lodging establishment does these days.  When I tried to connect my computer, though, it said a password was required.  I 
looked all around the room and couldn’t find anything that might have a password on it.  Unlike most motels, they didn’t have the standard 
guest services directory, and there was no card on the desk with a password on it either.  I went down to the desk to see if anything was 
posted there, but nothing was.  Next I tried a variety of fairly obvious password options (like “guest” and “june”, both of which I’ve 
encountered at other hotels).  Nothing seemed to work, though.  Eventually I found the password was printed in small type on the bottom 
of the laminated TV channel guide.  That seems a strange place to put it.  It was bizarrely complicated, too—1vNFDkt6, to be exact.   



 
Sunset over the swollen Missouri River at Hermann, Missouri 

 After settling into the room, I spent a while walking around downtown Hermann.  It was still daylight, but it might as well have 
been dark.  Hermann is a place that rolls up the sidewalks early, at least on weekdays.  The vast majority of businesses close between 
4 and 6pm.  I arrived around 7:15, and it was closer to 8:00 when I went out walking.  By that time even the local supermarket was locked 
up tight.  A couple of snooty restaurants and a bar were open, though none of them appeared to have any business at all.  Otherwise 
there was a gas station and a Subway sandwich shop. 
 
 I had dinner at Subway.  The place had a big sign on their door saying they could only accept cash—no credit, debit, or gift 
cards.  While I had hoped to use a gift card, it wasn’t like there were a lot of choices.  It turned out the problem was that their cash register 
wasn’t working at all.  They used a small calculator to figure total the purchases and figure the tax, and they used a simple lockbox to 
store their money.  I’m not sure what was up with the cash register, but the employees were actually remarkably efficient at improvising. 
 
 I bought a vegetarian salad and took it back to my room.  I went out to the balcony to eat, which gave a bit of a quaint feel.  The 
salad was really very good, too.  For less than five bucks, it’s one of the best fast food meals I’ve had. 
 
 As evening turned to night, Hermann became very dark.  Probably in fitting with its historic theme, there are almost no streetlights 
in the town.  Combined with the deserted streets and being the only person in the hotel, that made it feel a bit creepy.  Before too long I 
closed the drapes and was off to bed myself. 
 
 [I’ve known a number of people who have gone to Hermann on vacation, and almost everyone described it positively.  
While I’d like it better during business hours, even then I really didn’t care much for the place.  I certainly won’t be rushing back 
there.] 

 
 
 I slept in fairly late this morning and went for 
another walk around town.  Not only do the businesses 
close early, but they also open late.  Perhaps I’m spoiled 
with Hy-Vee open around the clock, but it really seemed 
strange to me that even after 8am the grocery store in 
Hermann was still closed.  [I am spoiled with a 24-hour 
supermarket.  Hermann is a small town, so its opening 
hours are a bit more extreme than some places, but 
they’re certainly not unusual.  Even in the city that 
never sleeps, though, there’s almost nothing that’s 
actually open around the clock.  Wal-Mart used to be 
open overnight in many places, but most of them are 
now closing in the wee hours, and now that you can 
pay for gas at the pump with a credit card, a lot of 
convenience  stores  are  also closing  at night to keep  

 
Courthouse – Hermann, Missouri 

 



from being targeted by criminals.] 
 

 It wasn’t really a surprise that there was no one 
at the hotel desk this morning.  Theoretically the 
Vinchester Inn is supposed to serve a continental 
breakfast, but if they do it’s extremely minimal.  I found 

juice boxes in the lobby refrigerator, but not even 
doughnuts or toast.  There was a coffee maker that was on 
an automatic timer.  They’d forgotten to put coffee grounds 
in it, though, so all that was there was hot water. 
 
 I packed up my car and went back to the desk.  
Since no one was there, I just left my key on the counter 
on top of the same envelope they’d left it for me in.  They 
may have a very nice staff at the Vinchester, but I certainly 
wouldn’t know. 

 
Downtown business block – Hermann, Missouri 

 
 I made my way to Hermann’s Hardees, which was about a mile south of the hotel.  The Hardees was attached to a gas station, 
which was kind of a strange set-up.  [I think it’s the only time I’ve seen a Hardees that wasn’t free-standing.]  The counter clerk was 

an extremely obese elderly woman who was far less competent at her job than the kids at Subway had been last night.  No one in back 
seemed much more competent, either.  It took a full fifteen minutes before I got my biscuit, and when it did appear, it looked more like an 
artwork by Picasso than a breakfast sandwich.  [Years later I still distinctly remember that biscuit.  It had been assembled at an 
angle, with each ingredient offset from the one below—really quite weird.]  It was tasty, though, and far more filling than anything 

they had at the hotel. 
 
 Central Missouri is the Midwest’s biggest wine region.  They bill themselves as the “American Rhineland”, and Hermann is 
officially recognized as a “viticultural area” similar to Bordeaux or Champagne.  [They make a big deal of that in Missouri, but while 
you may hear people talking about “Napa wines” or “Finger Lakes wines”, pretty much no one outside the Show Me state ever 
refers to “Hermann wines”.]  After breakfast I decided to check out the area’s largest business, the Stone Hill Winery.  It was a bit 

strange to be at a winery so early in the day, but I was far from the only person there.  They did a very comprehensive tasting, which I 
liked.  While most wineries offer fairly large amounts (about half a standard glass) of three distinct wines, Stone Hill gave true tastes (just 
a splash in the bottom of a glass) of almost every wine they sell.  The actual amount of wine is probably the same, but here there was a 
much wider variety.  The guide pointed out the subtle differences between different kinds of wine, which with her descriptions really did 
stand out when I sampled them.  My favorite of the wines was a brown sherry with a very complex flavor. 
 
 After the tasting I bought some wine as a souvenir.  An advantage of traveling in my own car was that I could pack and transport 
them safely.  I also picked up a couple of cheap plastic wine glasses (the sort of thing they serve out of at a big group event, but they look 
nice).  [I kept one of them, though it’s probably been used no more than twice over the past six years.  I gave the other to 
Margaret, and she likely got far more use out of hers than I did.]  Then I made my way down the steep hill where the winery is located 

and back into Hermann proper. 
 
 It was 10:00 when I finished at Stone Hill, and only then was the town just starting to open for the day.  It reminded me of 
Amherst, Nova Scotia, the Canadian town where we were stranded years ago after an accident.  [I’ve been considering taking the 
train out to Halifax, and in researching that, it appears the whole Atlantic Time Zone starts its day late.]  The businesses in 

Amherst had extremely limited hours, and so do those in Hermann.  It strikes me as particularly odd in a tourist-oriented place.  I’d think 
they’d want to extend their hours and catch as much money from the travelers as they can.  Apparently I would be wrong, though.  There 
were a number of gift shops that looked interesting in Hermann, but since they didn’t seem to want my money, I just drove on. 
 
 I followed highway 100 (another twisting path through gorgeous hills) east to Washington, Missouri.  My first stop there was at 
a Walgreen’s store.  I bought some juice and some ibuprofen.  I noticed that the pain reliever was on a special where if you bought one 
bottle you could get a second at a big discount, so I picked up two.  When I got to the check-out both bottles rang up at full price.  The 
clerk explained that Walgreen’s advertised specials are now only available to holders of their “Balance Rewards” frequent shopper cards.  
She offered to sign me up for the program, but I really didn’t care to take the time.  Instead I just had her remove the second bottle of 
ibuprofen.  [I joined Balance Rewards almost immediately after this trip.  That’s a little odd, since the nearest Walgreens is fifty 
miles from my house, but they do provide some very good deals—many of them associated with fitness and healthy lifestyles 
rather than just shopping.  Unfortunately they restructured the program this past year, severely limiting the benefits.  I may be 
getting rid of the card before too long.]   

 

 I had lunch in Washington at a Steak ‘n’ Shake restaurant, using the last remnants of 
a scrip card I’d gotten over a year ago.  The only Steak ‘n’ Shake location in Iowa is in Coralville, 
and when I happen to be down there, I’m rarely eating on my own.  That meant I pretty much 
had to be out of state to use the card.  [They’ve since opened a couple of restaurants in 
the Davenport area, but that might as well be out of state.]  Steak ‘n’ Shake had a special 

on “steakburger shooters”, little mini burgers in various flavors.  I got three with fries for $3.99.  
Even adding tax it was less than $4.50.  I left a buck for a tip [since unless the service is 
dreadful, it just seems tacky to leave anything less than that], and that was cancelled out 

by what was left on the gift card.  It made a cheap and tasty lunch. 
 

 Washington is right at the edge of metro St. Louis, and I joined Interstate 44 just south of there.  Almost immediately the interstate 
expanded to six lanes, and it maintained at least that all the way into the city. 



 I drove east about fifteen miles and exited just past the town of Eureka.  I made a couple of wrong turns on access roads, but 
eventually I made it to my destination:  Route 66 State Park.  The name tells half of the purpose for this park.  In Missouri I-44 is the 
modern replacement for the historic “mother road” that led from Chicago to Los Angeles.  They have a nice museum in an old road house 
that fed and housed travelers along the road back in the ‘20s and ‘30s.  There’s more to the story of this place, though.  The land that is 
now a state park is actually the remains of Times Beach, the ill-fated town that was contaminated by dioxin back in the ‘70s. 
 
 The story of Times Beach is fascinating.  The town was built by a now-defunct newspaper, the St. Louis Times as a resort 

community.  They sold land there dirt cheap with the stipulation that those who built there would also have to buy subscriptions to the 
paper.  In the ‘50s and ‘60s the place morphed from a town of summer homes to a distant bedroom community with cheap housing for 
those who worked in the city.  Taxes were extremely low in Times Beach, with an equivalent level of local services.  Most noteworthy, the 
streets were not paved.  This made dust a problem, and periodically they’d hire people to spray oil on the dirt roads to keep down the 
dust.  It turned out that the oil being spread was used motor oil that had numerous contaminants in it.  [It wasn’t actually the used motor 
oil (which is used pretty commonly to keep down dust) that was the problem.  A shady distributor had mixed the oil with 
industrial waste.  That waste happened to remnants from the production of Agent Orange, and it contained a huge quantity of 
the chemical dioxin.  The risk was compounded when the area flooded.]  Exactly how dangerous those contaminants were is still 

being debated, but with the big environmental push of the ‘70s, Times Beach became a national symbol of carelessly trashing the earth.  
The residents were “evacuated” (in many cases against their will), and the area was sealed off.   Literally billions of dollars were spent 
cleaning the place up,  and the result is this obscure state  

 
Self-portrait of David Burrow 

Route 66 State Park – Times Beach, Missouri 

park. 
 

 The “trails” in the park follow the town’s former 
streets.  They’ve torn down all the houses, but you can still 
see a few concrete pads where buildings once stood.  Most 
are overgrown and disintegrating, though, as the area 
gradually returns to native forest.  It’s really quite a 
fascinating place—a bit eerie, but most interesting 
nonetheless. 
 
 The only toilets at the state park were portable 
chemical toilets outside the visitors center.  There was a 
sign posted in the one I used that said, “Please do NOT 
put trash in the toilets.  It is extremely difficult to remove.  
THANK-YOU.”  That polite message made me wonder just 
who dues throw trash into a porta-pottie, particularly since 
there was a trash can right outside.  Obviously they’ve had 
problems with this in the past, though. 
 
 From Times Beach it was just a short hop over to 
I-270, the rather close-in beltway around western St. Louis.  
I drove north about six miles and then exited onto I-64 
(which locals invariably  call by its old name,  U.S. 40), the 

southern end  of  the  Avenue  of  the  Saints.   While it was built on almost no land, I-64 isn’t too bad for an urban freeway.  Traffic flowed 
well, and I quickly made my way east about five miles to the absurdly complicated interchange with I-170, Hanley Road, and Brentwood 
Boulevard. 
 
 Mu ultimate destination was about four blocks south on Brentwood, a SpringHill Suites that mostly serves businesspeople who 
frequent the many office parks that line the border between St. Louis County and the city that shares that same name.  The hotel is 
located in a very dense close-in suburb where almost everything appears to be brand new.  I could sense instantly that I couldn’t afford 
to live in Brentwood, and I had to wonder how all the fashionable twenty-somethings who do live here manage to make ends meet. 
 
 While the SpringHill Suites was easily visible from the street, its entrance was a bit hidden.  I had to turn onto a side road and 
then almost immediately turn again into a service drive the hotel shared with a Houlihan’s Restaurant and a condo building.  The lot in 
front mostly served the restaurant, and signs directed hotel guests to a nearby ramp.  The ramp appeared to be primarily for the condo 
residents.  No permits were required, though, and it was no problem for me to park there.   
 
 A police car came through the ramp as I was unpacking my stuff.  I suppose it’s good that they patrol there, but I must say seeing 
the cops worried me a bit.  Of all the places I’ve been to, St. Louis comes across as just about the least safe, and seeing police driving 
around a suburban parking ramp did nothing to change that feeling.  I can’t imagine they’d waste money looking at parked cars unless 
they’ve had problems there.  [I can’t help but recall that St. Louis County police officers were at the forefront of the “Black Lives 
Matter” movement a couple years later.  Whether they’d had problems or not in the parking garage, those officers were likely 
there to provide rich (and somewhat racist) white people with the sense of security they wanted.] 

 
 Check-in took no time at all.  A middle-aged black woman with some unpronounceable name was working the desk, and she 
was about as efficient as any clerk I’ve dealt with.  It was literally just seconds from the time I walked through the door until I had my key 
and was on my way. 
 
 My room was similar to the one I’d had at the SpringHill Suites in Alexandria, Virginia.  It was ultra-modern, and everything was 
decorated in turquoise and lime green.  The place was a true suite, with a separate sitting room (with an enormous sectional couch) and 
bedroom.  It was overpriced, but in line with what most places in the St. Louis area were charging. 



 I’d chosen this particular hotel mostly because of its location.  It was about three blocks from the Brentwood station on Metrolink, 
St. Louis’ light rail system.  St. Louis was one of the first places to build a modern light rail system, and they did a good job with it.  There’s 
nothing beautiful or luxurious about Metrolink, but it moves a lot of people quite efficiently.  Its two lines also do a surprisingly 
comprehensive job of serving the whole metro area. 
 
 To get to the station I had to walk back past the condo building and Houlihan’s.  I rounded the corner and made my way past a 
sidewalk construction project that forced me to detour into the busy street.  Then I passed the local animal shelter, a couple of fast food 
places, and an enormous Home Depot store.  Past Home Depot was a complex of high rises that included condos, a community college, 
several expensive restaurants, and a gym.  I turned west there and made my way past a twelve-level parking ramp to the Metrolink 
entrance.  There was invariably a guard at the entrance checking for tickets.  I’d bought a pass ahead of time, so I made it past him 
without any problem.  [St. Louis enforces “proof of payment” fare collection far more than most other cities.  I think they’ve had 
issues with homeless people riding the train all day, and the guards are there to keep that from happening.]  

 
 The Brentwood station is 
located in an open cut, far below the 
surrounding neighborhood.  A long 

ramp leads from the street down to the 
platforms.  Steps or perhaps an 
escalator would have taken quite a bit 
less space.  The ramp makes the station 
handicap accessible, though, and I 
suppose that’s why they have it. 
 

 Brentwood is not far from the 
end of the line, so almost all the traffic in 
the station is inbound.  I made my way 
to the outbound platform.  It’s about 
fifteen minutes between trains at off 
hours in St. Louis, and I had just missed 
one while I was on the ramp.  Still, the 
whole time I waited I was the only 
person on the outbound platform. 
 

 I caught  a train  and rode three  
 

Metrolink train emerging from a tunnel under I-64 – Brentwood, Missouri 

stops south to Shrewsbury, the end of the line just past I-44.  This station is an enormous park-and-ride and bus transfer point.  The 
surrounding area is mostly residential and looks a lot like southern part of Minneapolis/St. Paul along 46 th Street and Ford Parkway.     
 
 I walked about a mile east from the station, ending up at a place I’d been once before.  I had an afternoon snack at Ted Drewes’ 
frozen custard stand.  This is actually the third location of this St. Louis institution.  The original opened in 1930 on the north side of the 
city, but they’ve been dishing out ice cream (or “frozen custard”, though must confess the difference between those products is lost on 
me) from this stand on the southwest side since 1941.  Ted Drewes was in my mind, because it was one of the Route 66 businesses they 
featured at Times Beach.  The place was a madhouse on a summer afternoon, but I did end up having a nice treat.   
 
 Waiting in line gave me a chance to read through the menu in detail.  I ended up ordering a small peach shake.  While the price 
was many times more than it would have been back in the Depression era ($3.99), it really was outstanding.  It was also the same price 
they were charging for specialty shakes at Steak ‘n’ Shake (though I didn’t have one there), so I suppose it’s not out of line. 
 
 I made my way back to Shrewsbury station and rode back up to Brentwood.  I rested up for a bit at the hotel and then changed 
to go out for the evening.  My first stop was at a fast food place just north of the hotel, a restaurant called Lion’s Choice.  This is a local 
chain that apparently competes mostly with Arby’s.  I skipped their main feature (roast beef), and instead opted for a ham and cheese 
sandwich.  It was pricey, but really very good.   
 

 I walked to the station and caught an inbound train, which I rode to Grand station.  Grand is in an area that’s obviously trying to 
gentrify, but which still looks more than a little bit rough.  (That description could actually apply to most of St. Louis, but it’s particularly 
apt for the Grand Avenue.)  Right next to the station is an enormous concrete building shaped like a flying saucer.  I’d been in that building 
before when it housed a taco place.  They’ve replaced the tacos with a Starbuck’s coffee bar, but the building is as eye-catching as ever.  
I just gawked as I made my way past it.  [The flying saucer now houses a Chipotle restaurant.] 

 
 Beyond the flying saucer is the campus of St. Louis University.  The Jesuit school is the oldest college west of the Mississippi, 
though most of its campus seems to date to the 1960s and ‘70s.  Its urban setting reminded me a lot of Loyola University in New Orleans.  
They were having freshman orientation today, and scores of recent high school graduates and their parents were mobbing the sidewalk 
as I passed.    They must have made a fortune selling “Billikens” athletic apparel—not that they’d really need to, with tuition at more than 
$36,000 a year.  [I do wonder how colleges spend that kind of tuition.] 

 
 North of the college is an area called Grand Center.  This was once the commercial center of Midtown St. Louis, and it’s full of 
handsome art deco buildings that once housed department stores and offices.  The vast majority of these beautiful buildings are now 
empty.  A few have been converted to loft apartments, and a handful of others house the down-market businesses you’d expect to find 
in a seedy neighborhood.  For the most part, though, there’s block after block of boarded up windows.  [St. Louis has been declining 



in population ever since the Great Depression.  There are just a third as many people here now as there were in the 1930s.  
That’s what makes for all the abandoned buildings.] 

 
Lobby area of the Fox Theatre – St. Louis, Missouri 

  
 While the crumbling 
architecture was interesting, I was 
actually in Grand Center for a reason.  
I’d come here to see a play that was 
being staged at St. Louis’ Fox Theatre.  
Almost every city has a restored 
Vaudeville house that now hosts 
Broadway tours. (Some, like Chicago 
and Minneapolis, have many.)  In St. 
Louis that venue is the Fox.  I’d taken a 
tour of the Fox many years ago when I 
happened to spend a weekend in St. 
Louis, but I’d never seen a show there.  
When I’d originally made plans for this 
trip, I noticed that the Broadway revival 
of Anything Goes would be at the Fox in 

early June, and I thought it would be 
interesting to see it. 
 
 Coming by train, I’d arrived 
well before showtime, and I had nearly 
half an hour to kill before they opened 
the doors to the auditorium.  I used most 
of that time to gawk at the lavish walls 
and ceilings.  Even the most elegant 
modern   buildings    don’t    match    the  

grandeur of old theatres like this.  It really is a magnificent place. 
 
 Once they opened my doors, I made my way to my seat.  My ticket had cost just $30 (about as cheap as you can get for 
professional theatre these days), so I wasn’t expecting much.  It turned out to be a fantastic seat, though.  I was about two-thirds of the 
way back on the main floor of the theatre, and right on the aisle.  The row where I was ticketed was designed for handicapped patrons.  
There was a cross-aisle in front of the row, and the seats were designed to be easily removed to make room for wheelchairs.  While only 
one person in the row was disabled, the rest of us got to enjoy additional legroom thanks to that design. 

 
Pre-show curtain for Anything Goes – Fox Theatre – St. Louis, Missouri 

(Most likely this photo technically violates copyright, but they didn’t announce a photography ban until after I’d taken it.) 

 
 While the theatre was gorgeous and my seat was nice, I really can’t say I cared much for Anything Goes.  The 1934 musical is 
set on an ocean liner bound from New York to London, and it features most of Cole Porter’s best known songs (“You’re the Top”, “I Get 
a Kick out of You”, “You’d Be So Easy to Love”, “Friendship”, and “It’s De-Lovely” among others).  The acting and musical performances 
were wonderful, but I just didn’t care much for the show.  As with most musicals of the era, the romantic comedy plot seemed strung 
together at best.  I’m also not a big fan of Cole Porter.  The music is repetitive, and the contrived lyrics seem to struggle to be cute.  [I’ve 
seen a lot of shows over the years, and Anything Goes is pretty close to the dullest one I’ve seen.] 

 
 The two acts are quite unbalanced in Anything Goes, so it was already 9:30 when the first act ended.  Partly because I was less 

than enchanted with the show and partly because I didn’t really care to walk through Grand Center late at night, I ended up leaving at 
intermission.  I felt I’d gotten my money’s worth, and in spite of saying I didn’t care for Cole Porter, those cutesy songs kept going through 
my head all night long. 
 



 While there was absolutely no one on the street, my walk back to Grand station was uneventful.  The neighborhood is surprisingly 
well lit [most likely thanks to the college], which keeps it from seeming totally creepy at night.  It is weird to be the only person on the 

street in a major city, though. 
 
 When a train showed up, I realized my timing was not good.  The train was packed with Cardinals fans who had just come from 
a game at the new Busch Stadium.  It was actually fortunate that I had to change trains after a few stops, as the one I changed to was 
less crowded. 
  
 The Grand Center area had been quite well lit, but surprisingly the lighting in suburban Brentwood was very dim.  [I’m pretty 
sure they had LED streetlights in Brentwood.  Those create specific pockets of bright light, but anything away from the lights 
themselves is dark.  The old-fashioned lights in the city proper provided better overall lighting.]  The neighborhood is also pretty 

much deserted at night, and I felt like I had to keep my wits up as I walked back to the hotel.  Nothing happened, but the area just doesn’t 
come across as very friendly at night. 
 
 Back at the hotel I watched YouTube videos of the second act of Anything Goes and quickly convinced myself I hadn’t missed 

much.  I also did a bit of reading and finally got to bed around midnight. 
 

 
 
 As is frequently the case in nicer hotels, my bed at the SpringHill Suites was too soft.  I actually wished I’d slept on the couch 
as I had on our quiz bowl trip.  I did manage to get a bit of sleep, but far less than I’d have liked. 
 
 I showered and made my way downstairs to breakfast.  While their selection was actually quite good (including scrambled eggs 
and strips of turkey bacon), the breakfast room itself was extremely awkward.  The bulk of the seating was at a single long communal 
table.  That’s just about the stupidest option imaginable in a hotel.  A large portion of the guests are traveling solo, and almost no one is 
in a group larger than four.  I’m sure I was not alone in feeling more than a bit awkward sitting with strangers.  [I’ve watched shows on 
Food Network where they renovate restaurants, and installing communal tables is almost always part of the overhaul.  I can’t 
imagine that type of seating being any customer’s first choice.  At a hotel, the ideal seating is lots and lots of tables for two—
preferably easily moveable tables that can be combined to provide room for larger groups as necessary.  A big communal table 
is just stupid.] 

 
 I packed up my stuff and took it out to the car.  Then I checked out of the hotel and set out for the day.  I left the car in the ramp 
and walked back to the train station.   This time the guard looked very closely at my pass, and he seemed disappointed that everything 
was in order. 
 
 The St. Louis blue line runs mostly through the Missouri suburbs.  North of Brentwood it passes shopping malls and office parks 
in Clayton, a place that describes itself as “a suburban downtown”.  Clayton is the seat of St. Louis County, and a lot more business 
happens there than in the city of St. Louis.  Past Clayton the line tunnels into the subway beneath Webster Grove, a ritzy close-in suburb 
that is home to Washington University.  It surfaces again in Forest Park at the west end of the city [where it joins with the red line that 
comes from the airport]. 

 
 The two lines follow the same route through the city of St. Louis, but the blue line ends just across the river in downtown East 
St. Louis.  My destination was deep in the Illinois suburbs, so I had to switch to the red line.  I changed trains at Civic Center, at the west 
edge of downtown.  When Metrolink was first opened two decades ago, this station was called Kiel Center which was then the name of 
the hockey arena next door [which was in turn named after a World War II era mayor].  For a time both the arena and the station were 

called Savvis Center.  When the arena changed names again to Scottrade Center, they decided to go for a more neutral name for the 
station.  [The arena is now Enterprise Car Rental Center.] 

 
 Civic Center station is adjacent to the brand new Downtown Multimodal Terminal [since renamed Gateway Center], the 

combination Amtrak and Greyhound station.   From the outside at least it’s one of the nicest looking modern train stations I’ve seen, and 
I’m sure the place must have cost a fortune.  An interesting feature of the place is series of solid color stained glass windows that reflect 
light through the neighborhood in interesting ways. 
 
 East of Civic Center the train descends to an ancient tunnel.  I’m not sure what this tunnel was originally used for, but I assume 
it was abandoned decades before anyone ever thought of Metrolink.  The existence of a tunnel makes a convenient way to serve 
downtown, though; the ride goes much faster than it does in downtown Minneapolis, where the trains fight street traffic and can only 
manage about a block a minute. 
 
 I crossed the river on the historic Eads Bridge and entered East St. Louis, a city that was once fairly large but has been almost 
entirely abandoned.  At its industrial peak, East St. Louis had over 100,000 people.  It’s been declining ever since World War II, though, 
and now is closer to 20,000.  As in Chicago, most of the abandoned buildings have been torn down, so there’s block after block of empty 
lots—even in what theoretically is “downtown”.  They actually consider themselves to be in a bit of a renaissance now, because while the 
blacks who have traditionally lived there continue to leave their places are now being taken by Hispanic immigrants.  As in a most places 
with lots of immigrants, there’s a lot of new businesses and certainly more vitality than they had the last time I was here. 
 
 I continued through East St. Louis and on into the suburbs.  Past East St. Louis Metrolink functions more like commuter train 
(like Chicago’s Metra, for instance) than like urban transit.  The stops are from one to five miles apart, and the trains come much less 



frequently than they do west of the Mississippi.  The stations all have park-and-rides, many of which are enormous.  The area feels 
incredibly rural, with the tracks surrounded by trees and cornfields much of the way.  Still, you’re never very far from a lot of population. 
 
 I got off at the Swansea stop, which is about eighteen miles southeast of downtown and thirty miles from Brentwood.  Swansea 
has one of the largest parking lots of any station, though it was about two-thirds empty this morning.  I spent nearly as long walking 
through the lot as I did in the surrounding neighborhood. 
 
 Swansea is near the intersection of two major highways.  It’s not a particularly pedestrian-friendly area.  There are no sidewalks 
at all, so I had to cut through parking lots and yards to avoid the busy streets.  I made my way to a Jack in the Box restaurant I’d eaten at 
years ago, where I had my second breakfast of the morning.  This particular Jack in the Box is apparently open twenty-four hours a day, 
and they serve both breakfast and dinner menus all day long.  I wish other places would do that.  I like fast food breakfasts a lot, but I’m 
not much of a fan of hamburgers.  It was still breakfast time now, but it would be nice to go into such a place and get a ham and egg 
sandwich in the afternoon.  [It was not long after this that McDonalds began serving breakfast all day long.] 

 
David Burrow on the Metrolink bike trail 

Belleville, Illinois 

 
 After bolstering my energy, I went hiking.  Through much of Illinois, 
they’ve built a hiking and biking trail parallel to the Metrolink tracks.  The thing 
had to have cost a fortune to build, because the bike path has its own bridges 
separate from the train.  It really strikes me as a huge waste of money, since 
it’s almost completely recreational.  Since they bothered to build the thing, 
though, I figured I’d take a walk along it.  I hiked from Swansea to Belleville 
station, about a mile and a half.  I can’t say it was particularly exciting, but it 
made a pleasant walk. 
 
 At Belleville I caught a westbound train back west.  I got off at 8th 
and Pine, right in the heart of what was once the busy downtown area of St. 
Louis.  While there’s more going on here than in East St. Louis, except during 
sports events, not much happens in downtown St. Louis.  A nearly empty 
mall is all that’s left of downtown shopping, and about the only place to eat is 
a Hardees.  The area doesn’t come across as unsafe by day, but there’s not 
much reason to go there.  All the real business is happening out in Clayton.  
Downtown Des Moines is in quite a bit better shape than downtown St. Louis, 
and it’s not like Des Moines doesn’t have far too much empty space itself. 
 
 [A couple years later I’d attend a nationwide Catholic schools 
convention in St. Louis.  I’d discover then that there is a bit more 
business a little ways further west, but it’s still not much.  The real 
problem is that—unlike Chicago or even Des Moines—no one really 
lives in downtown St. Louis.  Without a residential base, there’s nothing  

to support real business.  There’s a few restaurants where office workers have lunch and bars that cater to sports fans, but 
nowhere at all to shop or to have a family-oriented dinner.] 

 
 I made my way to the Stadium station, which was a bit of a chore to enter due to a construction project.  While I was waiting on 
the platform, a recorded announcement reminded us that tickets needed to be validated before boarding a train.  While technically it’s 
honor system ticketing, they are obsessed with enforcing ticket rules on Metrolink.  Single ride tickets are only valid in one direction and 
for a limited amount of time.  You have to put them in a special machine that indicates the station and time when you board, and guards 
in the stations and on trains do check to make sure everything is in order.  That wasn’t a problem with my pass, but after the announcement 
was made, a young couple waiting near me realized they hadn’t validated their tickets.  The man sprinted up the stairs and re turned 
huffing and puffing, just seconds before a train arrived. 
 
 The train that came was a red line train, so I had to transfer again at Forest Park.  I waited there again and eventually caught a 
train back to Brentwood.   While walking back to the hotel, I stopped again at Lion’s Choice.  All I bought there was an item they call a 
“lemon freeze”.  Essentially this is a thick, lemon flavor milkshake.  The combination of citrus and diary is weird, but it’s actually kind of 
good.  It was refreshing on a hot day.  [I’ve since done homemade versions of this many times, mixing lemon juice and vanilla ice 
cream.] 

 
 I made my way back to the parking ramp and was pleased to find my car and everything in it were just as I’d left them.  I made 

my way back onto Interstate 64.  Traffic was light, and I had an easy drive through the western suburbs. 
 
I took Exit 10 off I-64 to see another strange attraction I happened to read about.  Just west of the interstate is a fascinating 

place that is officially called the Weldon Spring Containment Facility.  It is informally called the Nuclear Waste Adventure Trail.  [I don’t 
think anyone actually calls it that; the term comes from the “Roadside America” website, which I’m pretty sure just came up 
with the catchy name themselves.]  During World War II the military forcibly bought out homes in Weldon Spring to build an ordinance 

plant.  They processed uranium here in the ‘40s and ‘50s, and later they manufactured Agent Orange on the site.  By the 1980s they 
realized the area was highly contaminated.  As part of the Superfund clean-up, the waste was encased in an underground cell that was 
in turn covered by an enormous mound of earth covered in boulders.  The mound is absolutely immense.  It’s been compared with 
Cahokia, a huge pre-Columbian mound across the river in Illinois, and it reminded me of the Mexican pyramids.  It’s so tall that it is in fact 
the highest point in all of St. Charles County. 

 



I scaled an enormous staircase to the top.  Supposedly on clear days you can actually see downtown St. Louis, twenty-five miles 
to the east.  It was hazy today, so I didn’t see that.  I did have a commanding view of the surrounding area, though. 

 
You’re constantly reminded of what this place is.  Radiation monitors are scattered all over the area, constantly testing for 

anything that might escape from the tomb.  The containment facility does appear to do its job, though.  There’s actually less  radiation in 
the air at Weldon Spring than would be encountered in normal everyday life in the rural Midwest.  It’s sad that such a place has to exist, 
but I suppose it’s actually a good thing it does. 

 

 
 

Weldon Spring Containment Facility 
LEFT:  Stairs to the top of the mound 

RIGHT:  Radiation detector 

It’s interesting that there’s a high school just east of Weldon Spring.  Even more interesting and a bit scary is that the school pre-
dates the construction of the containment facility.  While radiation levels are low today, there’s no doubt that a generation  of students 
there was exposed to high radiation levels and toxic waste. 

 
Sign inside portable toilet 
Weldon Spring, Missouri 

 
 They had portable toilets set up at the bottom of the mound at 
Weldon Spring.  Amusingly, the one I used had a big sticker posted in it 
attempting to make the thing seem environmentally friendly.  It proclaimed 
that “every day portable restrooms save 125 million gallons of fresh water”.  
Of course they don’t bother mentioning the issues with disposing of the waste 
that accumulates inside the porta-johns nor the problem of disposing of a little 
fiberglass cabin when it reaches the end of its useful life.  I don’t have 
anything against porta-potties, but they don’t really strike me as “green”. 

 
I went back to I-64.  Just north of Weldon Spring the interstate 

officially ends, but Avenue of the Saints continues north as U.S. 61.  Highway 
61 has four lanes, but nearly constant crossroads.  There’s no minimum 
speed, and even farm equipment uses the road.  That means traffic 
alternates  between   speeding  along  at   70  and   hitting  the brakes  hard.   

There’s a lot of traffic, too, and it didn’t make for a very pleasant drive. 
 
 After driving about an hour and a half, I stopped at a Burger King at the north end of Hannibal.  I bought a frozen lemonade, 
basically a lemonade slush.  My car has no air conditioning, so the refreshment was most welcome on a very hot afternoon. 
 
 I continued north to Wayland, Missouri, which is just south of the Iowa border.  Gas is almost always less expensive in Missouri 
than in Iowa, so I stopped at a truckstop there to fuel up.  At Wayland signs announced that highway 61 was closed at the Iowa border.  
Apparently the Des Moines River had flooded the bridge there.  The rivers had been high in Missouri, but there was no flooding that would 
close a highway.  We’d basically had a month of rain in Iowa, though, so it wasn’t really a surprise they’d be having problems at Keokuk. 
 
 I had to stay on Avenue of the Saints (which crosses the Des Moines River on a new and fairly high bridge) and head north 
about twenty miles to Donnellson.  The detour exited there, and I headed back down highway 218 to Keokuk.  It was quite a ways out of 
my way, but at least I did eventually make it. 
 
 My reservation for this evening was a freebie point redemption at the Hampton Inn—Keokuk.  While I’m really only a “frequent” 
guest at Choice Hotels properties (Comfort Inn, Quality Inn, etc.), I have frequent guest cards for several companies.  Hampton is owned 
by Hilton, and their program is just about the worst frequent guest program there is.  (My brother Paul would disagree with that statement, 
but in my experience HHonors is pretty much worthless.)  While Choice has almost continuous promotions where you get a free night 



after just one or two stays [invariably two, not one], with Hilton it takes forever to get a single reward.  Taking a group of quiz bowl kids 

to Chicago a year ago, I earned points for the equivalent of fifteen nights of stays.  That gave me just enough points for a single free night 
at their lowest level of property.  I did quite a bit of searching to see what might qualify as that lowest level of property, and there aren’t 
many of them.  In fact, I checked every hotel under the Hilton umbrella in Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Missouri, Nebraska, and 
South Dakota, and in that whole region the only hotel where I could redeem at the minimum rate was the Hampton Inn—Keokuk.  I expect 
hotels in major cities to cost more, but it’s kind of strange that places like Marshalltown and Waterloo aren’t at the minimum level.  [In 
fairness, I should note that Hilton has started doing more promotions, though it’s still notably fewer than Choice.  Since this 
stay I’ve also redeemed HHonors points at the Hampton Inn in Ottumwa, and I did a combination of points and cash for a stay 
at an Embassy Suites in the Twin Cities.  In the same time as those stays, though, I probably had a dozen or so free rooms at 
Comfort Inns and Econolodges.] 

 
 I’m pretty sure the reason Keokuk does cost fewer points than anywhere else is that the place is out of the way (even without 
the detour), and it’s also surprisingly overbuilt with hotels.  This is no one’s vacation destination, and it’s not even on the way to most 
places.  There’s also a limited number of business travelers who would stay overnight in Keokuk, but there’s about half a dozen fairly 
large hotels to accommodate them. 

 
“Scenic” view from the Hampton Inn—Keokuk 

 I was checked in quickly and received a pleasant, if rather basic room.  I had a “lovely” view of the supermarket next door.  My 
only adventure this evening was walking over to that Hy-Vee, where I picked up some salads from the deli for dinner.  I don’t think I’ve 
ever bought anything from the Hy-Vee deli before, though I always enjoy their food when they cater different events.  [I have since 
bought Hy-Vee potato salad on a couple of occasions when it’s been on sale, but I don’t think I’ve gotten anything else from 
the deli.]  It was an unusual supper, but not a bad one.  I basically did nothing but relax all evening, and it was kind of nice to do nothing. 

 

 
 
 While I did relax in the evening, I can’t say I slept particularly well.  I’m not normally bothered by noise at hotels, but this place 
was unusually loud.  They seemed to attract more than their share of young families, and all night long there were babies crying and kids 
running up and down the halls.   At one point a mother in the room next to mine yelled at the top of her lungs in an effort to try to get her 
kid to quiet down.  In addition to all the noise, my bed was extremely soft and even with the air conditioning going full blast my room 
seemed overly humid.  The combination made it a less than restful night. 
 
 Almost every Hampton Inn offers a nice breakfast, and this one was no exception.  Indeed, this was one of the nicest hotel 
breakfasts I’ve had in quite a while.  The most interesting item they had was called “bagel toppers”.  This was basically ind ividual breakfast 
pizzas, with scrambled eggs, cheese, and bacon covering sliced bagels.  I’d have actually preferred the toppings on an English muffin or 
even just toast, but they weren’t bad.  [I’m sure they are shipped frozen, and likely the bagels hold up better than other possible 
bases would.]  In addition, they had a lovely fruit salad with various types of melon mixed with fresh pineapple and blueberries.  It really 

was excellent. 
 



 My original plan this morning was to head over to Nauvoo, the old Mormon town that I hadn’t been to since I was a child.  I drove 
east through downtown Keokuk, but as soon as I crossed the bridge into Illinois, signs informed me that the Great River Road was closed 
due to flooding.  It appeared the detour led far out of the way.  So I just turned around and headed back to Iowa. 
 
 I spent much of the morning bumming around my old hometown of Mt. Pleasant.  It had been a few years since I was back in 
Mt. P, and it was interesting to see the place again.  It’s fascinating how each time I go there things are both the same and totally different 
than they were the time before. 
 
 Downtown Mt. Pleasant looked quite a bit more prosperous than it did a few years back.  The last time I’d been there was shortly 
after the Bluebird bus factory had closed, and there had obviously been a downturn in business with that.  Things appear to be picking 
up.  There were only three or four empty storefronts in all of downtown, while there were a dozen or so the last time I was through there.  
While the businesses were occupied, there wasn’t much of anything that was the same as it was when I was growing up.  In fact many 
businesses had changed since the last time I was in town.  The old downtown Hardees, for instance, had gone through incarnations as 
a Mexican and a Chinese restaurant.  Now it’s a Maid Rite diner.  [The Maid Rite has since been replaced by a pharmacy.]  The 
downtown Penney’s store had stood empty for years and later housed a mini-mall.  Now a second-hand store is located there.  [I just 
browsed around Google Maps portrayal of downtown Mt. P., and the only business I could find that was unchanged since my 
childhood was Dairy Queen—and their building has seen a major renovation.] 

 
 The biggest change is the building that was the Walgren’s supermarket when I was a kid.  That place was later an IGA and a 
SuperValu, but it had been a grocery store for decades.  That building has been remodeled into the new home for the Mt. Pleasant Police 
Department.  Perhaps because there’s no longer a downtown supermarket, the Hy-Vee pharmacy on the west side of the square (where 
a bar and a radio station were located when I was growing up) had expanded to include a large grocery department.  I picked up a few 
things there [among them a Mt. Pleasant Panthers T-shirt, something I never owned as a kid] and added to my Hy-Vee Fuel Saver 

points. 

 
ABOVE:  Former Walgren’s supermarket & current police department – Mt. Pleasant, Iowa 

BELOW:  Union Block building on the north side of the square – Mt. Pleasant, Iowa 

 



 The biggest news in Mt. P. appears to be the 
restoration of the Union Block, the historic building on the north 
side of the square.  I remember this housing a clothing store 
when I was growing up, the place where we went to buy the 
mandatory MPHS gym shorts.  Later when I was back in Mt. 
Pleasant, there had been a Mexican restaurant in the building.  
It’s all empty today and in the process of being completely 
restored.  In addition to being an architectural treasurer (as is 
most of downtown Mt. P.), the building is truly historic as it was 
there that the first woman to practice law in the United States 
had her office.  The place had gone into serious disrepair, to the 
point that it had been listed as one of the “ten most endangered” 
properties on the National Register of Historic Places.  It’s good 
to see it’s being restored. 

 
 A pleasant discovery while I was walking around was 
that the Methodist church in Mt. Pleasant has done significant 
renovations and—miracle of miracles—they finally have an 
elevator in the building.  This is particularly important news to 
my family.  My  mother  suffered  from  severe  arthritis  when  I    

 
Elevator entrance to First United Methodist Church 

was growing up.  Like many public buildings of its era, the church in Mt. P. was all steps, and by the time I was in high school my mother’s 
pain was so bad she couldn’t make it up the steps to attend church.  When she and my father died in the early ‘80s, we designated a 
sizeable memorial gift to the church to be used for making the building accessible.  Unfortunately our gift alone wasn’t enough to install 
an elevator, so for years nothing was done.  Finally, thirty years after my parents passed away, they’ve installed an elevator.  It’s buried 
in a back alley, but at least it’s there.  They also seem to have done extensive work in front of the building.  There are st ill steps there, 
but far fewer than there used to be. 
 
 [While doing this revision I spent a fair amount of time trying to research just when the elevator was installed in the 
Methodist Church in Mt. Pleasant.  I never did find that out, but in 2017 they had a special dedication for the elevator’s 
refurbishment—so it had obviously been around long enough to wear out by then.  I’d bet they started seriously considering 
accessibility options when the Americans with Disabilities Act was passed in 1989.] 
 
 [Looking through the church website, I doubt that I’d actually go to this church if I still lived in Mt. P. today.  While there 
is still a pretty big social action emphasis, their theology is quite a bit more conservative than what mine is as an adult.  They 
also have gone toward a more modern worship style, with praise bands and the like.  My brother Steve would probably like that, 
but it’s not at all my idea of church.  I must also say that whoever programmed their website could use some lessons.  While it 
looks very complete, several of their features (like audio links to recent sermons) generate errors.] 
 

Something that stands out every time I visit Mt. Pleasant is that the whole town is built of brick.  That’s very different from the 
towns in western Iowa, where almost everything is wood (or in many cases metal or plastic trying to look like wood).  In fact, it makes Mt. 
Pleasant look more like an Eastern town than a Midwestern one.  In Algona they’ve even covered over the old brick facades of some of 
the downtown buildings with plywood or vinyl siding, and nothing remotely new has any brick in it.  Even the new buildings (like the 
renovated police station) are brick in Mt. Pleasant, and they treat the old brick buildings downtown as the historic structures they are.  I 
like brick.  It weathers well, and it just seems more substantial than other building materials.  I do wonder why more people don’t use it 
these days.  [The answer, of course, is money, though brick isn’t really that expensive comparatively.] 

 
The new highway 34 bypass, west of Mt. Pleasant, Iowa 

 I’d never before taken the new highway 34 expressway from Mt. Pleasant to Ottumwa, so it was interesting to drive on it.  While 
it’s an incredibly dull drive, it certainly is fast.  I was reminded of a time when Paul was in college, and he missed the bus back to Des 



Moines.  Our father drove like a bat of hell on old 34, just barely catching up with the bus in Ottumwa.  Trailways still runs along that route; 
in fact, I saw a bus coming the other direction as I drove along.  They no longer stop downtown, though, but rather at a motel at the east 
edge of Mt. P.  The trip from Mt. Pleasant to Des Moines has to be at least an hour shorter than it was in the ‘70s, too.  It seemed like I’d 
barely left Mt. Pleasant when I was in Ottumwa, and then just a few minutes later I had lunch in Pella.  While I don’t really have much 
reason to go to Mt. P. these days, I’m pretty sure going down to Des Moines and then the Southeast Connector is quicker than following 
Avenue of the Saints, the route I normally think of taking to reach southeast Iowa. 
 
 I got to the Quality Inn—Merle Hay shortly after 2pm.  Looking around Des Moines, it was apparently a good thing I’d booked in 
advance.  The Motel 6 on I-80 was advertising a rate of $64.97 on their sign, almost the same as what I’d prepaid at the Quality Inn.  
While I was getting luggage, someone came to the desk inquiring about rooms, and they were told the place was sold out. 
 
 I’ve stayed at the Quality Inn—Merle Hay more times than I care to recall.  There’s nothing actively wrong with the place, but it’s 
far from my favorite hotel.  There’s a lot of “deferred maintenance” issues, and it just never seems very clean.  Their beds are comfortable, 
though (far more so than at the Hampton Inn), the air conditioning works, and they have free internet access.  Des Moines is a surprisingly 
pricey city for hotels, too (often more expensive than Minneapolis or Chicago), and the Quality Inn—Merle Hay is one of the most 
affordable hotels they have. 
 
 I relaxed in the air conditioning and wrote a lengthy letter to my brother Steve, much of which served as the basis for this 
travelogue.  Then in the early evening I went out for the night. 
 
 The reason I was in Des Moines this weekend was because of my brother Paul’s ordination.  Paul has served as a Methodist 
minister for a decade or so, having gone through a “Course of Study” program rather than getting a traditional seminary degree.  I went 
to his graduation ceremony at Northwestern several years ago. That included a religious ceremony that was much like, but technically 
not an ordination.  The Methodist clerical structure is weird, and having not been officially ordained, Paul was at the low end of the 
Methodist totem pole.  He went on to do a lot more study (mostly at Duke University in North Carolina), and he completed what amounted 
to a practicum in ministry.  Finally that qualified him to be officially ordained an elder in the United Methodist Church. 
 
 The actual ordination would be tomorrow, but tonight there was a reception being held in Paul’s honor.  I drove over to a relatively 
new church in Urbandale where Paul’s daughter Rachel is a member.  The church is buried behind a car dealership, but I managed to 
find it with no problem.  [This was another time it helped to have scoped the place out in an online mapping service.]  The reception 

was pretty low key.  It was never crowded, but there was a steady stream of people in and out—(parishioners from the various churches 
he has served and a lot of other pastors. Except for Paul, Nancy, and Rachel, I didn’t know a soul, but it was interesting to see the variety 
of people.  Among the most interesting was Paul’s friend Jay, who serves as a pastor near the southern edge of Iowa.  Jay stood out 
because he reminded me a lot of my sister Margaret’s late husband Brian Sullivan.  He both looks like Brian and has mannerisms similar 

to him. 
 

The reception reminded me a lot of a high school graduation reception.  They had a sheet cake, nuts, mints, and a very nice 
fruit salad almost identical to what the Hampton Inn had served for breakfast.  I ate more than I should have, and I had a nice visit with 
Paul and Nancy. 
 

I left the reception around 8:30 and drove back to the hotel.  I stopped next door at Wendy’s, which turned out to be a mistake.  
It was one of the most inefficient restaurants I’ve ever been to.  They had six employees, but the way the staff was working, they needed 
about a dozen more.  There were four people in line in front of me, but it was more than twenty minutes before they took my order.  I 
ordered chili, a side salad, and a frosty.  The frosty came out right away, but it melted before I got the chili or the salad.  They gave me 
the wrong dressing, and they forgot the cheese I’d ordered for the chili, so there was more delay getting that corrected.  It was almost 
9:30 before I finally got back to my hotel room. 
 
 I watched a bit of TV, but got to bed fairly early.  This hadn’t been a particularly busy day, but it did seem tiring. 
 

 
 
 I was up fairly early this morning, dressed in nice clothes, and packed things up quickly.  I then walked down to the breakfast 
room.  That was pretty much a wasted trip, because—as on the previous occasions when I’ve stayed at this particular hotel—there wasn’t 
much I cared to eat or drink.  Their “featured hot item” was biscuits and gravy.  I don’t think that even my brother Steve (who I’ve seen 
order that item) would have cared for the version they served here.  The gravy was so thick a spoon literally stood straight up in it.  
Sometimes when hotels serve biscuits and gravy, I’ll grab one of the biscuits and eat it with butter and honey.  I wouldn’t have cared to 
do that here. They didn’t have real butter and no honey at all, and the biscuits appeared to be better suited to hockey than to breakfast.   
 
 Nothing else on the buffet was much more appetizing.  Even the beverages were disgusting.  The juice had been watered down 
to the point that it had very little flavor at all, and the coffee tasted burnt.  I ended up grabbing a couple of donettes and heading out. 
 
 Since I hadn’t eaten much at the Quality Inn, I stopped at a Hardees that’s kitty-corner across from Merle Hay Mall.  You can tell 
Hardees’ Southern roots in their breakfast; they know how to make good biscuits.  I ordered what I’ve gotten for breakfast for nearly forty 
years:  a ham, egg, and cheese biscuit.  They actually don’t have that item on their menu board these days, instead featuring bigger and 
more expensive items.  They’ll put pretty much anything on a biscuit if you ask, though.  Their coffee was also more tolerable than the 
hotel’s, so I ended up with a decent morning meal. 
 



 From Hardees I headed down Douglas Avenue (old highway 6).  This is actually a surprisingly efficient way to get through Des 
Moines.  For an urban location there are very few stoplights, and traffic moves right along.  Quite soon I turned off onto 2nd Avenue (which 
strangely is right next to 3rd Street—I have no clue what the difference between streets and avenues is in Des Moines), which leads 

straight to downtown. 
 
 The parking ramps in Des Moines are free on weekends, something I knew from the many ballgames I’ve been to here.  Keeping 
that in mind, I made my way to 4th and Grand, where there’s a huge ramp built over the street that extends for two blocks.  I parked 
quickly, made my way down to street level, and walked up 3rd Street to my ultimate destination, Hy-Vee Hall at the Iowa Events Center, 
the site of the United Methodist Annual Conference.  I was pleased to find my brother John and his wife Janet shortly after entering, and 
before long we found Nancy and Rachel and Paul’s son Tim and his wife Jessica.  The directions on where we were supposed to sit were 
vague at best.  Before long, though, we made it into the hall and found a place to sit right in front. 
 
 It surprised me that most of the seating was at banquet-style tables rather than rows of seats.  That probably works well when 
they’re having their business meeting, but it was very odd for a religious service.  The tables were filled with water bottles advertising a 
project to fight malaria that the conference was doing (which struck me as a waste of money—shouldn’t the money be used for things 
like netting in Africa rather than water bottles in America?) and with strange little coasters on which people were apparently supposed to 
write prayer intentions (something we might do at a school retreat at Garrigan, but it seems kind of silly for adults).   
 

The atmosphere struck me as more like a political convention than a church service.  There were distractions everywhere, and 
it amazed me just how irreverent many people were.  People were up and down all through the service, often paying very little attention 
to what was going on.  There were also technical people running around all over the front, and in spite of that they had sound issues.  
Immediately outside the door were vendors that called to mind the moneychangers in the temple, and there were lots of people who had 
food and drink with them during the church service.  Many of those in attendance were clergy themselves, and I’d think they’d be offended 
if people in their congregations acted the way they did here.  [The Catholic schools convention I went to in St. Louis also had huge 
religious services in a convention center.  The Catholics, though, had a better sense of when one should be reverent than the 
Methodists did, though.] 

 
 It certainly didn’t help that Hy-Vee Hall looked nothing like a church—at least not like any church I’d care to go to.  In lieu of a 
real chancel, there was a stage a large stage at the front of the room.  The stage was filled with a lectern, some tables, and kneelers of 
the sort you might see at a wedding.  None of these were embellished with any religious symbolism at all.  Indeed a single wood cross in 
a stand was all that identified this as a Christian gathering.  It looked a bit more religious when filled with clergy, but it still was just a 
stage.   

 
Stage area at the Iowa Annual Conference at the 2013 Service of Ordering of Ministry 

(All the ordination photos are from the website of the Iowa Conference of the United Methodist Church.) 

 



The large wall at the back of the stage served as a projector screen, though all that was projected on it was a strange logo with 
the invented word “imaginow”.  John, Janet, and I kept discussing what they could possibly mean by that (“imagine how”, “imagine now”, 
???).  Apparently the overall theme of the conference was “Imagine”, and I couldn’t help but think of John Lennon’s most famous song—
and its rather anti-religious lyrics. 
 
 In front of the stage they had big screen TVs set up, and there were additional TVs on the walls at the side.  Some of these just 
showed that same “imaginow” logo, while others showed the speakers, with closed captioning for those who might not be able to hear.  
Still others had the parts of the service shown, as might otherwise be found in a printed bulletin.  While I’m sure it was a cost savings, it 
bothered me that they mostly didn’t use bulletins.  (A few large-print ones were available for the visually impaired, but that was it.)  Not 
only do I like to follow along and know what’s coming next, but the bulletin also makes a nice souvenir of a special church service.  
[Especially at a service that serves as a rite of passage, having a souvenir is important.  It’s weird that the Methodist authorities 
didn’t realize that.] 

 
 With no offense at all to Paul, I really 
didn’t care at all for this service.  The only time I’d 
ever been to the Methodist conference before 
was for the memorial service for Margaret’s late 
husband.  Probably both because of its theme 
and because it was twenty-five years ago, that 
came across as a much more dignified service 
than this one was.  I’ve been to two other 
ordinations in the past, one Catholic and one in 
the United Church of Christ.  Both of those came 
across as much more formal and just more 
religious than this one did.  For me personally the 
much smaller service when Paul graduated from 
Course of Study in Evanston was really more 
meaningful.  I honestly found this service a bit of 
a let-down. 
 

 The most noteworthy feature of the 
service was just how little participation there was 
by the congregation.  I don’t think I’ve been to any  

 
Procession at the Service of Ordering of Ministry 

(Paul Burrow is at the center.) 

religious  service  anywhere  where I’ve  felt less a part of the event.  The congregation sang the opening and closing hymns (or at least 
tried to—the opening one was a doozy), we had a single line in the opening prayer, and we said “Amen” periodically at the end of prayers 
said by the bishop.  Mostly, though, we were an audience.  We just sort of sat back and watched the event happen, rather than being 
part of it ourselves.  I honestly felt more included when I was at my former student’s ord ination as a priest a decade or so ago, and that 
was as a Protestant at a Catholic sacrament.  For the Methodists ordination seems to be all about the clergy, and as much about those 
doing the ordaining as the ordinands  

 

 A large part of the service was spent with introductions.  In addition to the 
United Methodist Bishop of Iowa, two other bishops were present.  The head of the 
Episcopal Diocese of Iowa (someone I’ve actually met twice—once when he was at the 
CROP Walk in Algona and once when I went to mass at the Episcopal cathedral in Des 
Moines) gave an “ecumenical greeting” near the start of the service, and head of the 
Chicago area Methodist conference delivered the sermon.  Both had to be introduced 
before they could speak, and in the case of the Episcopal bishop, the introduction was 
longer than his actual remarks.  If they’d bothered to print programs, they could have 
included the biographies in there and shaved ten minutes off the service. 
 
 The best part of the service was the sermon.  Bishop Sally Dyck titled her 
address “It IS Rocket Science”, and she focused on the countless different rolls that 

pastors play and the expectations people have that all of them be done with perfection.  
While again it made most of the congregation feel like outsiders, it was at least 
interesting. 
 
 The culmination of the service was the actual laying on of hands to ordain the 
various candidates.  Apparently this year’s was the smallest group of ordinands they’ve 
had in recent times, something several people commented on.  Even so, it still took 
about fifteen minutes to get through everyone.  While I don’t know all the technicalities, 
there were several groups of ordinands, presumably destined for various levels in the 
clerical hierarchy.  The one that stood out most was a man whose orders were being 
transferred from the Methodist Church of Korea to the American United Methodist 
Church.  
 
 While my synopsis essentially rips the service to shreds, I’m certainly glad I 
was there for Paul’s ordination.  I’m very proud of my brother’s accomplishment, and I 
know he’ll continue to do a good job as a pastor.  [Paul has been a very successful 
minister, and his ordination also allowed him to serve on several committees in 
the state Methodist conference.] 



 
Ordination of Paul Burrow 

(I find the enormous “cue cards” the bishop is using particularly amusing.) 

 After the ordination service, Paul treated us to lunch.  We followed the skywalks (something I hadn’t done in years, but would do 
on several occasions later this summer) to the Court Avenue Brewery.  This is located in the heart of Des Moines’ nightclub district, an 
area I’ve walked through many times on my way to and from ballgames at Principal Park.  I’m pretty sure that at night this place would 
be a bit too “hip” for my tastes.  On a Sunday noon, though, it was a surprisingly quiet, family-oriented restaurant.  We all had soft drinks 
instead of their namesake beer, and we certainly were not alone as teetotalers.  I had an individual pizza with one of the best crusts I’ve 
ever eaten, crisp and buttery.  The rest of the group had an assortment of salads and pasta dishes, all of which looked outstanding. 
 
 I drove straight home after lunch and settled in for a busy summer.  The quick jaunt southward made a very interesting getaway. 
 

 
 
 I titled this travelogue “Two (and a half) for One”, and this would be the “half” alluded to in that title.  Originally my plan was that 
over the Independence Day weekend I’d complete much of the summer getaway I’d planned before the quiz bowl team qualified for 
nationals.  I’d be heading down to Springfield, Illinois.  I was looking forward to staying at a historic hotel there, as well as seeing all the 
Lincoln sites.  I’d also planned a side-trip by train to Pontiac, a small town that is home to the National Route 66 Museum and dozens of 
outdoor murals.  Things looked to be a “go” when I left, but unfortunately it didn’t all go as planned. 
 
 I taught my Statistics class at the college this morning, and things went pretty well with that.  I have a good group this summer, 
in spite of a mix of ages.  They’re all quite attentive, and that’s made it an easy class to teach. 
 
 I’d already packed for the trip, so I just stopped by home quickly to pick up my mail and change into more casual clothes.  The 
most noteworthy thing in the mail was new glasses that I’d ordered.  I’d had an eye exam in late June, and while the prescript ion hadn’t 
changed dramatically, it was appropriate to keep things up to date.  I chose to change the style of glasses quite a bit this time, going away 
from the gold wire rims I’ve worn since I was in junior high.  The new glasses are semi-frameless (with frames only at the top, not at the 
bottom of the lenses), and they’re a copper color rather than gold.  It is quite a change, but I like them.  In particular, it’s amazing just how 
light they are—almost like I don’t have glasses on at all.  [While I’ve gotten a couple of new pairs of glasses since then, I still have 
the same style of frames.] 



 I headed down highway 169 toward Humboldt and was 
surprised that they were now done with a construction project that 
had caused major delays earlier in the summer.  That was an 
especially good thing this weekend.  Over the 4th of July Algona 
hosts the ABATE Freedom Rally, a big get-together for 
motorcyclists from around the Midwest.  While I find the traffic and 
noise annoying (part of the reason I’d planned to be out of town this 
weekend), it does bring quite a bit of money to the area.  There was 
a constant stream of northbound motorcycles as I made my way 
southward, and I was glad to be leaving them behind.  [The 
motorcyclists are actually better than the bicyclists who come 
to town for RAGBRAI.  The bike ride is little more than a big 
party that keeps moving across the state, and its drunken 
participants seem to feel they should be able to get away with 
whatever they want to.  The motorcyclists are very tame by 
comparison.] 

 
 I stopped for lunch at a run-down Casey’s on the west edge 
of Ft. Dodge.  Casey’s has renovated most of their stores, but in Ft.  

 
Self portrait of David Burrow, with the new glasses 

Dodge they still have the same tiny metal building that’s been there since the ‘70s.  [They’ve built a new Casey’s not far from this 
location, but the old one continues to do a good business.]  Ft. Dodge in general is one of the dumpiest towns in Iowa (it reminds 

me a lot of Ottumwa, the place we avoided like the plague when I was a kid), so the Casey’s actually fits in quite well there .  Fitting with 
the building was a limited and picked-over selection of lunch items.  The only pizza they had was sausage (which I hate), and the only 
sandwich was something they called a “beef sub”.  I chose the latter, and it actually turned out to be fairly decent.  It reminded me of a 
meatball sub I had years ago at Comiskey Park in Chicago, though instead of actual meatballs it had little blobs of hamburger drowned 
in marinara sauce and mozzarella.  I also had a small cup of “potato cheese bites”, little croquettes of hash browns mixed with cheddar. 
 
 From Ft. Dodge I headed east on U.S. 20.  The route is now four lanes almost all the way across the state.  There’s just a thirty-
mile stretch between Early and Correctionville left to go.  [That was finally completed just last year.]  Pretty much everywhere in Iowa 

it’s a remote, dull highway.  The new road bypasses every town, and until you get east of Waterloo there’s no business even vaguely 
close to any of the exits.  As I crossed I-35 and entered a particularly boring stretch, I was reminded of a recent news story.  A cop 
pursued an SUV that was driving along here at speeds that varied from 84 to 90 mph.  It turned out that the speeding SUV was Governor 
Terry Branstad’s official vehicle; he was being chauffeured back to Des Moines from a political event in Waterloo.  What made this a 
controversial story was that when a state police officer reported this incident to the media, he was promptly fired—though of course 
officially the termination was for other reasons.  I contacted Governor Branstad through the state website after this incident became public.  
Here is what I said: 
 

I was upset to hear of the incident earlier this year involving your vehicle speeding on highway 20, and I am truly 
angered that it appears a long-time state officer was relieved of his duties as a result of it.  If anyone should have been fired over 
this incident, it is the person who was driving your vehicle.  No one should be above the law, and that includes you and your 
driver.  The speed limit on U.S. 20 is 65mph.  All accounts indicate that your vehicle was going a minimum of 19mph over that 
limit, clearly an illegal and unsafe speed.  No one else can get away with driving 80 - 90 miles per hour on an Iowa highway, and 
you shouldn't be able to either.  You need to take responsibility for this and see to it that such behavior never happens again.  
As governor you need to be a good role model.  If anything you should be obeying our state's laws even more scrupulously than 
a member of the general public.  While I've voted for you in the past, I certainly can't support someone who arrogantly believes 
he is above the law. 

 
So far I haven’t even gotten an automatic e-mail acknowledging receipt of my comments.  I do hope that at the very least some intern 
records the negative feedback and lets the governor know the incident isn’t just going to go away.  It’s absurd that anyone should drive 
at ninety miles an hour, and there’s really no excuse for the governor’s vehicle doing that. 
 
 [I’d completely forgotten about this incident until re-reading this travelogue.  I never did get a response from Governor 
Branstad, who is now the U.S. Ambassador to China.  A lot of politicians—particularly Republicans—seem to feel they are too 
important to be bothered by the law.  I definitely do believe that public servants should be good role models, but fewer and 
fewer are taking that to heart.] 

 
 I drove right at the speed limit, which is what I pretty much always do on four-lane highways.  Even so I made my way eastward 
fairly quickly.  My speedometer doesn’t even go up to 90, and I really have no desire to go that fast in a car. 
 
 I was amazed driving along at how green everything was and how amazingly well the crops were doing.  Excess rain all spring 
made this a very late season for the farmers, but the corn especially seems to have recovered well.  While just a week ago much of it 
was still struggling to emerge, the bulk would be at least as tall as the proverbial “knee high by the 4 th of July”.  It’s a couple weeks later 
as I write this travelogue, and now the farmers are complaining of drought.  I guess if it’s not one thing, it’s another. 
 
 My next stop was at a brand new Casey’s in Peosta, just west of Dubuque.  I bought gas there that ended up being some of the 
cheapest gas I’ve gotten in a long time.  The official pump price was $3.249, but I’d saved up more than a dollar’s worth of Hy-Vee fuel 
saver rewards, which meant the actual price I paid was just $1.839.  I honestly don’t know when the last time I paid that little for gas was.  
It’s got to be about a decade ago, since I remember being scandalized at seeing $1.89 gas out in California back in 2003.  I’d purposely 



driven until the tank was less than a quarter full (quite a bit lower than I usually push it), and it was nice to fully fill it for just $13.40.  In 
some ways, saving like that makes me wish I had a larger car. 
 
 The trip from Algona to Peosta had gone like clockwork.  While it was brutally hot driving a car without air conditioning, the car 
handled well and it was an easy drive.  I always worry a bit about my car, particularly since it’s got more than 200,000 miles on it now.  A 
week ago my brother Steve had asked me how it was doing, and I commented that—knock on wood—it seemed to be running as well as 
ever. 
 
 With the bulk of the trip having been very smooth, the next leg stood out.  I followed county roads (what locals call the Monastery 
Road) to avoid driving through Dubuque.  The county roads are quite hilly, and somehow the car seemed to have less power on the hills 
than I expected it to.  I didn’t really think much of that, figuring I’d either not accelerated soon enough or should have shifted down on the 
up-grades.  The car got my attention again, though, when I reached the intersection with U.S. 151.  My Metro has never been quiet, but 
as I was accelerating to cross that four-lane highway, it seemed unusually loud.  It seemed to sound louder than normal as I headed 
down highway 61 toward Davenport.  It seemed to handle more normally on the expressway, though, so I continued driving south.  Of 
course every unusual sound got my attention, though. 
 
 Before long I reached Maquoketa, where my brother John and his wife Janet live.  While their house is right off the highway, it’s 
unlikely either of them was home.  John’s retirement job is with the U.S. Department of Agriculture.  He travels around Iowa setting traps 
for invasive insects.  He’s typically on the road four days at a time and home only on weekends.  Janet works typical business hours at 
an insurance broker in Dubuque.  She’d likely be driving down U.S. 61 an hour or so after I had. 
 
 Something that stood out as I was driving past Maquoketa was that both of the town’s main hotels have apparently lost their 
national franchises.  For as long as John and Janet have lived in their current home, there’s been a Super 8 right around the corner from 
them.  That hotel is now called the Maquoketa Inn and Suites.  There’s another place at the south end of town that was built as a Comfort 
Inn.  It’s apparently now called the Centerstone Inn.  I looked them up, and apparently it’s a new chain with exactly seven properties (plus 
eight they list as “under development”).  I have no idea how their franchise terms compare with Choice Hotels (the parent of Comfort Inn), 
but I’d think getting rid of the Comfort Inn banner would eliminate a lot of potential customers.  I’ve certainly never seen any national 
marketing from Centerstone, while Choice ads are all over the place. 
 
 [Centerstone is part of Cobblestone Franchising, which is based in Wisconsin.  Their chain (which includes a variety 
of brands, most of which have some sort of rock in their name) has mushroomed in size in recent years, mostly through 
acquisitions and conversions from other brands.  They’ve got about 100 properties in 2019, strung from Florida to Idaho.  The 
chain has 26 hotels in Iowa alone, almost all of them in second rate county seat towns.  It’s actually kind of surprising that the 
new hotel in Algona isn’t part of that chain.] 

 
 Around 4:30 I reached Eldridge, a former small town that’s now essentially a suburb of Davenport.  I’d made a reservation at the 
Eldridge Quality Inn (another Choice Hotels property), mostly because it’s just about the cheapest chain hotel anywhere in the upper 
Midwest.  At $47 a night, I wasn’t expecting much, but I figured I could stay just about anywhere for one night.  It turned out to be quite a 
nice place.  They don’t seem to get much business, I think mostly because they’re a few miles off I-80, which is where the bulk of the 
Quad Cities traffic goes.  [I think I’ve stayed in Eldridge one other time since this trip.  Their rates are almost always affordable, 
but it’s just a bit far from Princeton, Illinois, which is where I’m normally headed when I’m in the Quad Cities.] 

 
 I was checked in by a middle aged woman who was almost too friendly.  [I’ve read many hotel reviews that complain about 
desk clerks who are indifferent, but I personally prefer that to those who talk too much.  While I don’t want people to be 
unpleasant, I’m not a fan of people I don’t know trying to be my friend.]  The hotel was almost empty when I arrived and would end 

up with only half a dozen or so guests for the night, so she gave me my choice of pretty much any room I wanted.  Not knowing what 
rooms might be desirable, I let her select one.  She offered a third floor room on the south side of the building, supposedly because from 
there I might be able to see the fireworks that Davenport would be launching tonight.  Those fireworks turned out to be pretty lame, but it 
was a pleasant room nonetheless. 
 
 The strangest part of check-in was a place on the form I was a release I was supposed to initial to indicate that I would pay $560 
if I broke the television in my room.  Many hotels have various releases you’re supposed to initial.  The most common are for safe fees, 
which I invariably ask to be refunded.  Some hotels also say they will charge a cleaning fee (usually from $75 to $200) if you smoke in a 
non-smoking room.  I’d never seen anything about a TV before, though.  Like a lot of hotels, this one has gone for flat screen televisions 
(something I personally think is a waste of money).  I’d bet the one in Room #315 cost somewhere between $200 and $300, though, 
rather than the $560 the form indicated.  Fortunately, when the folio was processed, it didn’t include any unusual charges. 
 
 After dumping my stuff and cooling off a bit in the room, I went out for dinner.  The car definitely sounded loud when I left the 
hotel, but it seemed to run all right.  I drove to a spot on the border between Davenport and Bettendorf, just east of the first exit off I-74.  
My destination was a Red Robin restaurant.  I’d never been to one of these places before.  In fact most of what I knew about the chain 
came from advertisements for their Barstow and Victorville locations I’d heard during games I listened to on internet radio back when 
Brad Nelson was playing A-ball out in California.  They’re a sit-down restaurant chain that specializes in “gourmet” hamburgers.  The ads 
from California intrigued me, and for a decade or so I’ve always wanted to go to one. 
 
 The décor at Red Robin is certainly eclectic, though I think “weird” might actually be a better description.  Every inch of the walls 
is covered with junk, in the same way the walls at Applebees are.  What makes up the wall covering is different, though.  Instead of old 
road signs, Red Robin has strange works of art.  From my booth, for instance, I stared out at an Andy Warhol print that portrayed Jackie 
Kennedy in shocking pink and teal.  Next to that was a “sculpture” that featured a U.S. flag fashioned out of baseballs, many of which had 
been painted red and blue.  I’m not really sure what sort of atmosphere they were attempting to create, but it certainly was different. 



 

 I didn’t care much for the staff at Red Robin.  Even though the place was 
nearly empty, the hostess didn’t want to seat a party of one on the floor.  She tried 
hard to get me to sit at the bar, and seemed upset when I insisted on a table or 
booth.  My waitress was also annoying.  She knelt down beside my booth when I 
ordered.  Amusingly, I’d seen a feature on TV recently that said servers who do that 
earn more in tips than those who stand beside their tables.  I wondered if she’d seen 
that same show.  While I did leave a decent gratuity, it certainly wasn’t because of 
her kneeling, but rather because she was efficient at refilling my iced tea.  If anything 
the kneeling strikes me as patronizing.  It’s the sort of thing that would encourage 
me to leave nothing at all. 
 
 Perhaps the Red Robins in the High Desert are better, but I can’t say I was 
too thrilled with the Quad Cities location.  The best part of my meal was French onion 
soup—and even that was flawed by pieces of hard onion skin.  My bacon 
cheeseburger  was  extremely overpriced  (close to ten bucks),  and its big problem  

was that it hadn’t been seasoned at all.  That struck me as kind of odd, since the soup was quite salty.  The unseasoned meat was 
basically flavorless, though, and certainly not worth a premium price.  It was interesting to check the place out, but I doubt I’ll ever go 
back to one again.  For the prices they charge, I can get a lot better meals elsewhere.  [I’ve seen a number of Red Robins since this 
trip, but I never have been in one again.] 
 
 I made my way back to the Quality Inn and basically just relaxed for the evening.  My main accomplishment was writing the 
notes that would become this travelogue.  I got to sleep fairly early and had a decent night’s rest. 
 

 
 
 By vacation standards, I was up fairly late this morning, not getting out of bed until 7:30 or so.  After showering I went out to my 
car.  My car burns a bit of oil, and sometimes in the past excessive noise has been due to the oil being low.  So I added a quart, hoping 
that would solve the problem. 
 
 I then went to breakfast, which was definitely not the high point of this hotel.  They had quite a variety of items, but none of them 
were really very good.  I broke down and had a do-it-yourself waffle, but it also had very little flavor. 
 
 I checked out and took my stuff out to the car, fully intending to complete my trip down to Springfield.  When I started, though, 
in addition to what sounded like loud muffler noise, there was a scraping sound when I accelerated.  I stopped before pulling onto the 
highway and double-checked that nothing was actually scraping on the ground.  Nothing was, so I set out.  I went down to I-80 and soon 
crossed over into Illinois. 

 
The noises were still there.  I tried to ignore them, but they seemed to get louder and louder.  I kept debating with myself on 

whether to proceed or not.  Eventually, after going about thirty miles into Illinois, I decided to turn around and head back.  The noises 
obviously weren’t getting better, and there did seem to be a lack of power on hilly stretches.  I really didn’t want to be stuck out of state 
with a car in need of repairs, so I decided to head back to Iowa. 

 
One issue that remained was cancelling the reservations I’d made.  I feared it might be too late to cancel the hotel in Springfield 

(nicer hotels often require cancellation well in advance), and I figured I’d probably end up forfeiting the train fare.  There wasn’t a lot of 
choice, though, so I just resigned myself to that. 

 
I pulled off at a rest area between Davenport and Iowa City.  Iowa rest areas have internet access, so I turned on my laptop to 

try to make the cancellations.  I first went to a picnic table to work, but thought better of that, since the rest area seemed to be overrun 
with gnats.  Instead I went inside and sat at what was obviously once a phone booth.  They’ve pulled out all the pay phones in the cell 
phone era, but the little ledges where the phones once were are still there.  It made a great place to use my computer. 
 

The reservations turned out to be quite easy to cancel.  The Springfield hotel allowed cancellations up until 4pm today.  It was 
about 10:30 when I actually made the cancellation, so that was no problem at all.  I also easily cancelled a reservation I’d made for 
Sunday night near Peoria.  Amtrak turned out to be just about the easiest of all.  Unlike plane tickets, Amtrak fares (even discounted 
ones) are fully refundable right up until the scheduled time of departure.  It was basically just a push of a button, and they refunded the 
fare to my credit card. 
 

The car was still running, so I decided to try to get home.  At least there I could deal with people I knew for the repairs.  I chose 
to leave the interstate shortly after the rest area, so I headed up to highway 30 and went west from there.  Traffic was lighter, and I didn’t 
feel the pressure to keep up with a 70mph speed limit.  The car continued to be very loud.  It sounded almost like I was flying in a noisy 
airplane, and the scraping noise continued when I accelerated.  I checked repeatedly, though, and nothing was dangling or scraping on 
the ground.  Of course, I noticed anything that could be considered remotely abnormal, but basically once I was off the interstate the car 
seemed to run fine. 
 

When I passed Cedar Rapids, I saw gas for sale for as low as $3.149.  Unfortunately, I didn’t stop there.  Instead I went on to 
Tama.  Annoyingly they had a sign for a Casey’s from the bypass that required me to drive all the way through town to get there.  It ended 



up being right next to another exit.  Gas at the Casey’s in Tama was $3.249—still much cheaper than it has been, but a full dime higher 
than in Cedar Rapids. … Oh well. 

 
I continued west on highway 30, and except for the car being loud, it was an uneventful trip.  My next stop was in Boone, where 

I pulled into Burger King for a late lunch.  It’s sad that the Whopper Jr. I had at Burger King was really a better sandwich than the “gourmet” 
burger at Red Robin.  The price was less than 15% of what I’d paid yesterday, too. 
 

The Burger King in Boone has been renovated, and honestly it looks kind of weird.  It comes across more like a coffee bar than 
a fast food place.  The counter area is all granite, the walls have been covered in dark wood and stone, and they have formal  looking 
leather chairs at all the tables.  It’s still standard Burger King food, though.  I’m sure some researcher felt this would somehow attract 
more or better customers, but it just seems pretentious to me. 
 

I continued west to highway 169 and headed north.  My final stop was in Humboldt, at which point I figured I could actually make 
it home.  It’s only 22 miles to Humboldt, and there are times I’ve actually walked that far in a day.  I pulled into the Hy-Vee in Humboldt 
and bought some jugs of orange juice, which I knew were currently on sale.  It was easier to stop there than at the Algona Hy-Vee, 
because the motorcyclists would be swarming it picking up ice and booze.  Humboldt’s Hy-Vee is an old cramped store, one of the few 
Hy-Vees that hasn’t been renovated.  It’s also set up awkwardly, without much pattern to what’s where.  I did manage to find the orange 
juice, though, and I figured it wasn’t a bad thing to let the car rest a while. 
 

My noisy car didn’t stand out as badly in Algona as it had the rest of the day.  There was motorcycle noise everywhere in town, 
so my bad muffler blended right in.  I made it home and parked, very thankful that I wasn’t stranded somewhere. 

 
Because of the holiday, I’d have to wait until the following Monday to get my car fixed.  When I went in to the dealer, the diagnosis 

wasn’t surprising.  I’d need to replace the muffler and most of the exhaust system.  This is the third time the muffler’s been replaced.  The 
mechanics tell me there’s a design flaw in manual transmission Metros.  The transmission linkage runs right along the exhaust train, 
which means every time you shift the transmission cable rubs against the muffler.  This was a common design in older cars, but they kept 
it from being a problem by placing asbestos padding between the cable and the exhaust train.  It’s illegal to use asbestos padding these 
days, so they just let it rub—which damages the exhaust system prematurely.  Fortunately it’s not a terribly expensive repair—though it 
was about the same as I’d have paid for the hotels and train rides I cancelled. 
 

I really would love to get down to Springfield at some point.  I haven’t been there since I was a kid, and there really are quite a 
lot of things I’d like to see as an adult.  Hopefully someday I can complete the trip I aborted this summer.  [I’d end up making the trip to 
Springfield right after Christmas the following year, and it did lend a sense of completion to my plans.] 

 

 
 
 I was up quite early this morning and ended up leaving home around 6:15am.  Traffic was surprisingly brisk, but I still made my 
way southward with no problem.  An advantage of leaving early was that it was cool outside, which made for a pleasant drive. 
 

I stopped for breakfast at Hardees in Humboldt and then continued down highway 169.  This particular Hardees is notoriously 
slow, but today was apparently my lucky day.  I was in and out in just a couple minutes. 
 
 I couldn’t help but notice how much the corn had grown since the last time I’d driven a significant distance.  Around Perry in 
particular it towered on both sides of the road, practically making me feel I was driving through a green tunnel.   
 
 I was a little worried about hitting Des Moines right at rush hour, since the last time I’d been down there I’d encountered horrible 
traffic back-ups.  Today everything flowed smoothly, though.  Indeed, it barely seemed like I’d gone through a city at all.  Before I knew 
it, I was just sixty miles from Missouri. 
 
 There seemed to be construction everywhere on I-35 in southern Iowa.  I wondered if they weren’t replacing literally every bridge 
on the interstate.  Every few miles they’d close a lane and merge into two-way traffic.  Fortunately this isn’t a particularly busy stretch, so 
there weren’t any serious delays.  It did seem as if there was constant construction, though. 
 
 I made a brief stop at a rest area near Osceola and then continued southward into Missouri.  My next stop was at a Casey’s 
convenience store in Bethany, where I filled up my car.  With savings from Hy-Vee’s fuel saver program, the pump price went down to 
$2.809 a gallon.  It turned out I didn’t even pay that much, though.  That’s because the clerk (an extremely indifferent Hispanic girl) was 
incompetent at running her cash register.  I was paying with scrip cards, which I normally do at Casey’s.  Scrip is easy to handle at 
Casey’s.  They just press the “gift card” button and swipe the card on their cash register.  If you use multiple cards, they’ ll exhaust the 
value on the first one and put the balance on another.  For this transaction, I should have had about $7 debited to exhaust one card and 
then around $10 from another.  Somehow the clerk managed to double-credit the first card, though.  While I didn’t catch the mistake until 
later, she managed somehow to credit it as both “gift certificate” and “gift card”—crediting me with more than $14 in value rather than $7.  
That meant just a couple dollars were debited from the second card (which she ran correctly).   Had I realized the error before I left, I 



might have told the girl about it.  I’m not sure she’d have even understood there was a problem, though.  She just went through her day 
robotically and didn’t seem to care for anything that changed the routine. 
 
 From Bethany it was just a short hop down to the Kansas City area.  I took Exit #16 at Liberty, which leads to highway 152, a 
road that alternates between expressway and major street through the northern suburbs.  Traffic was backed up at the east end of 152 
due to a minor accident.  I made it past that before too long, though, and then I sailed west along the freeway stretch.  I’d originally 
expected it would be mid-afternoon when I got to Kansas City, but it wasn’t even 11:30am when I arrived. 
 
 My destination was Boardwalk Square.  As far as I can tell there’s neither a boardwalk nor a square anywhere near the place.  
What is there is a mess of suburban business.  [I googled “boardwalk square” while writing this revision, but in at least ten pages 
of results there was nothing about the origin of the name.  It’s just what the developers chose to call a business big collection 
of strip malls.]  One of the biggest Wal-Marts I’ve ever seen, a huge Lowe’s home improvement store, and the Thoroughbred Ford 

dealership (an amusing name for a place that specializes in horseless carriages) form the core of the complex.  Besides that there’s strip 
mall after strip mall and restaurant after restaurant.  They appear to have paved over half a county to form Boardwalk Square, and the 
mess continues across Interstate 29 in another development called the Zona Rosa Shopping Plaza.  [Why a Midwestern mall was 
named after the cabaret district in Mexico City is another question Google doesn’t seem to know the answer to.] 

 
 Shopping wasn’t on my agenda today, since I certainly don’t need to go to Kansas City to see a Wal-Mart.  I was here because 
the Boardwalk Square MetroCenter is the main park-and-ride facility in the “northland” for the Kansas City bus system.  For a place its 
size (the metro area is almost identical to the Twin Cities in population), K.C. has a truly pathetic public transit system.  [K.C.’s transit 
appears to have improved minimally in the past six years, but it’s still pretty bad.]  I had checked the schedules online ahead of 

time, though, and I was perfectly willing to park my car and avoid driving in the city. 
 
 Unfortunately I’d have to wait a while before getting to know the Kansas City transit system.  There are two buses that run from 
Boardwalk Square to downtown K.C., and both of them run hourly most of the day.  Having checked the schedule, I knew I’d just missed 
the later of the two (almost literally by seconds), and it would be about a forty-five minute wait before the next bus would be leaving.  I 
decided to kill a bit of time at the Boardwalk Square Wendy’s.  The employees there were extremely slow, but I wasn’t really in any hurry.  
Eventually I got some chili and a caramel apple parfait, which made a nice treat.  [I’d forgotten those parfaits, which Wendy’s has 
since discontinued.  They were really quite tasty.] 

 

 From Wendy’s I drove over to the park-and-ride, 
where I joined about two dozen other cars that had been 
parked since the morning rush hour.  [The fact that a 
major park-and-ride is so little used speaks to how 
pathetic the K.C. bus system is.]  I waited about twenty 

minutes and finally caught a southbound bus.  Bus 142 
follows an extremely convoluted route.  I felt like I got a 
grand tour of the north side of Kansas City as I rode 
downtown.  From Boardwalk Square we travelled east on 
Barry Road, past assorted housing developments and big 
box stores.  We then turned onto North Oak Trafficway, a 
fascinating name for a street.  Much of what we passed on 
this massive semi-expressway was industrial, but there 
were also some apartments and strip businesses.  
Eventually North Oak gave way to Burlington Road, a 
seedy old street named after the railroad it parallels.  We  
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then crossed over a vast rail yard and the Missouri River and emerged on Grand Avenue in the heart of the city. 
 
 It’s interesting that one of the most common businesses in Kansas City is the Hy-Vee grocery chain.  I passed three different 
Hy-Vees on this bus ride, and I’d see at least half a dozen more later on this trip.  I think of Hy-Vee as the definitive Iowa business, but 
they’ve been expanding in recent years.  In addition to Missouri, they’re becoming a common sight in Minnesota, Nebraska, and Illinois.  
I also saw a number of Casey’s convenience stores in Kansas City, so I guess K.C. is a good market for Iowa businesses. 
 
 The ride downtown took almost exactly an hour, and I can’t say I cared much for it.  There are some cities where the riders on 
transit are a good cross-section of the people.  That’s definitely not the case in K.C.  Here I felt like a prop in a game of “Which of these 
things doesn’t belong?”  About three-fourths of the riders were people of color (roughly evenly split between black and Hispanic), and 
almost all the rest were destitute or mentally challenged.  The fare on Kansas City buses is just 75¢, and day passes are only three bucks.  
[The day pass is still $3 six years later, but the single ride fare has doubled to $1.50.]  I think the low fare was an incentive for 

marginal people to just ride the bus all day.  Many of those people were extremely rude.  I heard three different riders swear at the driver, 
and a man and woman were fighting at the top of their lungs for much of the way down North Oak.  As my fellow passengers grew louder 
and louder, I buried myself in reading   I’d brought along my Kindle e-reader, and had about a week’s worth of the electronic version of 
USA Today to go through.  I can’t say there was anything of great interest in the news, but I scoured it in detail.  Fortunately the other 
passengers ignored me. 
 
 I got out at Crown Center, a complex of mini-skyscrapers that surrounds a rather barren courtyard.  The complex is owned by 
Hallmark.  The card company’s headquarters are there, and they lease out the other space to a wide range of businesses.  There’s a 
Hallmark visitors center buried in the bowels of Crown Center.  I’d visited there decades ago when I happened to be in Kansas City mostly 
to see a baseball game, and I thought it would be interesting to go back there today. 
 



 They had closed the visitors center for renovations last winter, but if anything those renovations seem to have down-sized and 
down-graded the place.  When I was here before, there was a large museum and what amounted to an industrial tour.  There’s no tour 
at all these days, which made me wonder  if they even  print their cards in America anymore.   [I recently bought a card that proudly 
proclaimed it was “DESIGNED in America”, which leads me to believe my suspicions that they have moved their printing plants  

 

overseas are correct.]  The museum also seemed small and disappointing.  There 

were a lot of historic cards, of course—most notably the Christmas greetings sent by 
the White House over the years.  They also had a Christmas tree decorated with all 
the annual ornaments Hallmark has created, and there was a tribute to the TV specials 
the company has sponsored.  It took no more than twenty minutes to see everything 
there was to see, though.  I didn’t regret going there, but I was glad they didn’t charge 
admission. 
 
 I spent a bit of time going through the mall at Crown Center.  This is honestly 
one  of  the  dullest  retail  venues  I’ve  been to.  Perhaps  most  interesting  was  the  

discovery that  Hallmark originally  started as a division  of a department  store.  Hall’s Department Store still exists (and oddly hasn’t 
been bought out by Macy’s), and their flagship remains at Crown Center.  It’s kind of weird that the department store’s logo features the 
same script font and crown logo I’m used to see on the back of greeting cards.  It didn’t take long to figure out Hall’s was pretentious and 
overpriced, and I bought nothing there.  The mall also features a huge Crayola store (not surprising, since a few years ago Hallmark 
bought out Crayola) and a card shop pretty much identical to the one here in Algona. 
 
 I made my way to the bus stop in front of Crown Center and waited there for a MAX bus.  MAX is the one good aspect to Kansas 
City transit.  It’s an enhanced service similar to the Metro Rapid service in Los Angeles.  It runs comparatively frequently (though still only 
about every fifteen minutes), and it makes limited stops at high profile bus stops they call “stations”.  K.C. voters have struck down 
proposals for light rail on multiple occasions, so MAX is the best transit the city has to offer.  Even that appears to be underfunded, though, 
which makes the MAX service horribly overcrowded.  It was standing room only, and I was glad to get off after riding just a couple stops 
south.  [They have since added a single streetcar line in Kansas City.  It’s only two miles long, running north from the Crown 
Center through the central core.  It probably makes a decent downtown circulator (I haven’t taken it, so I can’t say), but it does 
nothing to solve the regional transit issues.]   

 
 My next destination was much more interesting than Crown Center.  I was headed to the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.  
While there’s not much of note about the massive, bunker-like building, the first floor features the Money Museum, which traces the history 
of money and explains the purpose and operation of the Fed.  My brother Paul and his wife Nancy had visited the Money Museum when 
they were in Kansas City last winter, and they spoke favorably of it.  The place is also free, which was a definite point in its favor. 
 
 I expected some security at the Money Museum, but they really seem to take things overboard.  A guard took my driver’s license 
and passed it through a secure drawer to another guard who was behind bulletproof glass.  While he was looking over it I went through 
a metal detector similar to what you’d see at an airport.  Once I’d passed through that, the second guard came out of the booth and asked 
me some personal questions that implied he didn’t believe the driver’s license was actually mine.  Apparently the issue was that my 
driver’s license (which is five years old and will expire in October) features an old picture showing the moustache I used to have.  He 
didn’t seem to think I was the same person clean-shaven.  He asked about half a dozen personal questions and then retreated back in 
his glass cage.  Eventually he passed my license through the secure drawer back to the first guard.  I then had to wait for the guard to 
process other people before he would unlock the door to let me into the museum itself.  It was more of an ordeal to visit this museum in 
Kansas City than it had been to visit the “real” Federal Reserve in New York.  [That’s not exactly true.  To visit the Fed in New York 
(which is best known for its golf vault), I had to make arrangements ahead of time.  That would have allowed them to do any 
background checks they needed to.  I’m pretty sure I also used my passport as ID there, and that’s both more secure and more 
up to date than my driver’s icense.] 

 

 I’m not sure 
why the place is so 
hyper-secure.  While 
a small part of the 
museum is a viewing 
area that looks into 
the actual bank and 
allows you to see 
people processing 
money, there are 
many layers of secure 
glass between 
visitors and the actual 
cash.  Otherwise the 
most valuable thing 
here is a collection of 
old coins (basically a 
complete set of every 
coin ever issued by 
the United States).  
There’s  certainly   no  

 
David Burrow’s $3 bill from the Money Museum 

more value there than there would be in any art or history museum, but they really seem preoccupied with security. 
 



 The Money Museum really is quite interesting, and it features lots of interactive exhibits.  Many of them are intended for children, 
but I found them entertaining as well.  There’s one, for instance, that allows you to “make your own money”—that is design a fake bill with 
your own picture on it.  It amused me that all the possible options were for amounts of money that have never been printed by the United 
States.  I chose a $3 bill, but they also had options such as a $1,000,000 bill.  No matter what you choose, the end result is a digital 
picture that they e-mail to you.  There’s really nothing educational about that particular exhibit (though elsewhere they go through the 
various security features that are incorporated in real bills), but it was fun. 
 
 They have a gift shop at the Money Museum, though there wasn’t much they had for sale that interested me.  Every visitor does 
get a free gift, though.  They give away plastic bags filled with shredded money.  Supposedly there’s about $165 worth of money in each 
bag, though of course it’s actually worthless.  I took mine out to school, and I expect it will entertain quite a number of bored students 
during the year. 
 
 The Federal Reserve is located in Penn Valley Park, a large green space south of downtown whose primary feature is the Liberty 
Memorial.  This classical tower is a National Historic Landmark and is apparently considered a symbol of Kansas City—though I must 
confess  that  until planning  for  this trip  I’d never heard of the thing before.  It’s  a  monument  to the citizens  of Kansas  and  Missouri  

 
Liberty Memorial – Kansas City 

who lost their lives in World War I.  Beneath the tower is the National 
World War I Museum.  That might have been interesting to see, but 
it wasn’t interesting enough for me to pay their $18.50 admission.  
[In retrospect, I probably should have seen the museum, but it 
did strike me as extremely overpriced.] 
 

 Since I’d be taking an Amtrak train tomorrow, I walked a 
few blocks north in drizzle from the Money Museum to Union 
Station.  I wanted to scope the place out and see if there was 
anything I needed to know before catching the train.  There wasn’t 
really anything of great note, except that Amtrak is essentially 
irrelevant to Kansas City’s Union Station.  The grand old train station 
has mostly been repurposed.  The bulk of it serves as a science 
museum, and there’s also an art gallery, some shops and 
restaurants, and some offices.  The enormous old concourse has 
been converted to an “event space” that can be rented out for 
receptions.  Amtrak is relegated to a tiny area in the back.  [Amtrak 
has a similar position in St. Paul’s newly refurbished grand old 
depot.] 

 
 After checking out Union Station, I headed to the bus stop 
out front.  I caught another MAX bus and rode southward down Main 
Street.  I first passed the Westport neighborhood, which is one of 
those trendy neighborhoods that’s trying to gentrify but hasn’t made 
it yet.  There are a lot of lovely old buildings in Westport, but it’s 
been decades since most of them have seen proper maintenance. 
 

 

 
Website picture of Country Club Plaza 

 South of Westport is one of the most 
famous areas in Kansas City, Country Club 
Plaza.  Built in the 1920s, “The Plaza” was one 
of the first suburban shopping centers built in 
America, though it looks nothing like most 
shopping centers.  The main attraction of 
Country Club Plaza is its architecture.  The 
place is modeled on Seville, Spain, and it’s a 
fascinating collection of arches, fountains, and 
mosaics.  At the core is a replica of the Giralda 
Tower that now houses a Cheesecake Factory 
restaurant.  I didn’t actually stop at the Plaza, 
but it was interesting to ride past the place. 
 
 I got off the bus a few blocks south of 
Country Club Plaza, at 49th and Main.   This is  

neighborhood that has truly gentrified, and all its businesses are upscale.  Just south of the intersection was a place I’d read about called 
Glacé which serves unique flavors of gelato.    I got a cup with two scoops for about $4.50.  I chose lemon curd and mango passionfruit 
gelato. Both were excellent, and very refreshing on a hot day. 
 
 After enjoying the gelato I made my way south to 51st Street and then eastward to the University of Missouri at Kansas City.  I 
chose the wrong way to cross the UMKC campus.  From west to east, it’s almost a constant upgrade.  There’s actually a gap in 51st Street 
at the college, and you have a choice of either ascending steps or a switchback ramp to get to the top of the hill. 
 
 The ugly blue and white concrete buildings at UMKC were oddly familiar.  Years ago I’d accompanied a couple Garrigan students 
who had qualified for the regional math championships in Kansas City.  Normally it’s a colleague of mine [who has since retired] who 



works with our math team, but he had made a previous commitment to take his daughter to a convent in Ohio.  While I really know nothing 
about UMKC, there was an odd sense of déjà vu walking across the campus. 

 
 Eventually I made it to Troost Avenue 
at the east end of campus.  I had a very late 
lunch (since it was late afternoon at this point) 
at another place I’d read about called Go! 
Chicken Go!  Mostly because of the stupid 
name, I thought it might be a fun place to eat.  
Go! Chicken, Go! is a local chain that exists in 
bad neighborhoods throughout greater 
Kansas City.  The location at 51st and Troost 
is in an appropriately colorful area.  The 
neighborhood is primarily black, but they drew 
a very multi-ethnic clientele—including whites, 
Hispanics, and Asians.   
 
 It was a bit disconcerting that the 
counter girl took my order from a cage, but it 
really didn’t  seem like an  unsafe place.  [The 

 
Go! Chicken, Go! on Troost Avenue – Kansas City 

ultra-secure counter is fairly common at urban fast food places, but it always makes me feel a bit uneasy.]  I can’t say the chicken 

was the best I’d ever eaten, but it wasn’t bad.  In addition to decent chicken, they also served good potato salad.  The dinner roll I got 
had seen its better days, though.  It literally disintegrated when I picked it up.  I don’t know that I’d ever go back to Go! Chicken, Go!, but 
it was good to check out the place.  [There’s a similar chain in Chicago I’ve been wanting to check out, and I just might do it on 
my next trip to the Second City.] 
 

 I made my way south to 52nd Street and waited at a MAX bus stop called “Universities”.  I’m not sure what other university 
besides UMKC is in the area, but they chose to give the bus stop a plural name.  The second MAX line mostly runs along Troost Avenue, 
and it appears that the express bus is part of an attempt at urban renewal.  Troost is definitely an area that could use some revitalization.  
It’s a very gritty inner city neighborhood full of abandoned homes and burned out business buildings.  The active businesses were mostly 
pawn shops, with the occasional Walgreen’s or Family Dollar thrown in.  I will say that Troost seems surprisingly lively in spite of its 
negative ambiance, so hopefully they can revive it a bit. 
 
 I took the Troost MAX to the downtown mixmaster and found the downtown stop for bus #129, which heads back to Boardwalk 
Square.    I ended up spending a long time at the 10th & Main MetroCenter, because things didn’t go quite as planned in my transfer to 

the other bus.  When I arrived at 10th & Main, I noticed on the schedule posted at the stop that the bus was due shortly.  Unfortunately 
when it came the bus didn’t actually pull over to the curb.   Instead it just stayed in the left lane and kept right  on going. 

  
10th & Main MetroCenter – Kansas City 

There were three people waiting for that bus, and obviously none of us was happy.  At the bottom of the bus stop sign was an information 
number, so I called it on my cell phone.  The woman who answered said her records showed that the bus was at 10 th & Main and that it 
hadn’t left there.  She didn’t really believe me when I said it hadn’t stopped.  I assured her that there was no bus at the stop (actually 
there was, but it wasn’t bus 129), but obviously there was nothing she could do about that.  We had little choice to wait until the next one. 
 
 It had started to rain steadily at this point.  Most of the stops at 10th & Main had shelters, but for some reason there was no 
shelter for bus 129.  I got thoroughly soaked by the time the next bus arrived.  Fortunately it was not quite as long a wait as it might have 
been.  It was rush hour now, and at peak service they run buses every half hour instead of every hour.  That’s still a horrib le schedule.  
Even Des Moines (a metro area one-fifth the size of K.C.) runs more frequent bus service. 
 
 The second bus showed up right on schedule at 5:40pm, and it actually did pull over to the stop.  This ride began with a strange, 
convoluted route through downtown.  Traffic was heavy, and by the time we finally left downtown we were about fifteen minutes behind 



schedule.  Once we did leave downtown, we moved fast, though.  Bus 129 runs express north of downtown, using the US 169 freeway 
and Interstate 29.  About halfway between downtown and Boardwalk Square we exited the freeway.  We continued on the I-29 access 
road.  We made occasional stops in this stretch, but still moved right along.  We were actually ahead of schedule when we got to 
Boardwalk Square, about half an hour after leaving 10th & Main. 
 
 I followed side streets and the access road to my ultimate destination, the Sleep Inn—Kansas City Airport.  This wasn’t a 
particularly nice hotel, but it was acceptable.  Sleep Inns have tiny rooms, and their bathrooms feature only showers.  [More recently 
designed Sleep Inns have larger, nicer rooms.  This one still had the original design, though.]  I couldn’t complain, though, since 
the room was free, a point redemption from Choice Privileges.  Two nights here cost 16,000 points [which is what Choice’s promotions 
assume is standard, but really is toward the low end of their redemption categories], but that was better than the $150 or so I’d 

pay in cash for cheap lodging in Kansas City. 
 
 I had dinner at a Waffle House just down the access road from the hotel.  I basically had breakfast for dinner, ordering ham and 
eggs and hashbrowns.  My waitress, a black girl named Lexus, screwed up my order.  She brought me hashbrowns with onions, when 
I’d asked for them “chunked and covered” (i.e., with ham and cheese).  She wasn’t happy when I pointed out the error, but I really didn’t 
want all those onions.  [Onions don’t make me seriously ill like they do my brothers, but large quantities of them will give me a 
touch of indigestion.] 

 
 I basically spent the evening relaxing in my tiny room.  Mostly I watched TV.  The big story on the local news was a shooting on 
a city bus, not exactly what I wanted to hear when I’d chosen that as my main mode of transport.  Like most urban violence, though, this 
shooting was targeted to a specific person.  Bystanders were frightened, but they weren’t actually injured. 
 

 
 
 The bed at the Sleep Inn was far too soft, and I didn’t sleep well at all.  I woke up pretty much every hour all night long, and I 
was wide awake at 5am.  I had the hotel breakfast, which was minimal at best, and made my way back to the park and ride.  I caught a 
bus at 6:33am and made it downtown more than an hour earlier than I needed to be there.  Because of that I walked the mile southward 
from 10th and Main to Union Station through another area that hadn’t yet quite managed to gentrify. [This would be the area the new 
streetcar runs through.  Hopefully it might help with the transformation.] 

 
 When I reached the station I could see a bi-level long distance train on the tracks.  The only long-distance train that goes through 
K.C. is the Southwest Chief, and this was in fact that train.  It turned out they’d made it to Kansas City almost half an hour early, so it was 
stopped there for quite some time.  The Chief comes all the way from Los Angeles, and it’s quite unusual for it to be on time, let alone 
early. 

 
The old main concourse at Union Station – Kansas City 

 I’d hoped to have breakfast at the 
Harvey’s restaurant in the station, but it wasn’t 
open yet.  (They probably time their opening 
for the late arrivals they’d normally expect from 
the Chief.)  All that was open was an extremely 
pretentious coffee bar, and I passed on that.  I 
killed some time just wandering around the 
station.  I spent quite a long time walking 
around the old main concourse and also 
admiring the paintings and sculptures in the art 
gallery.  The architecture is really the main 
feature of Union Station, though.  The place 
really has been beautifully restored. 

 
 We began boarding Train 314 at 
8:00.  They began by calling the Cramer family 
to board.  This must have been a family 
reunion, because there were dozens of people 
in that party.  I honestly think they may have 
filled an entire car all by themselves.   

 
 It was interesting that almost all the 
passengers on this train were “newbies”, 
people who hadn’t taken Amtrak before.  I was 
the “expert”.  I explained the boarding process  

to those who were confused and assured them they’d make their train, regardless of where they were in line. 
 
 The train departed at 8:15.   I’m pretty sure this is the shortest Amtrak trip I’ve ever taken, since at 8:34 I reached my destination 
at Independence.  While city buses run between Kansas City and Independence, they are both infrequent and slow.  Amtrak cost a bit 
more, but it really was a better option.  [I just checked the Amtrak schedules, and it does indeed have the record.  The one other 
trip that came close was from Summit (just west of Midway Airport) to Chicago, a ticket they don’t even sell anymore.  They 
schedule 23 minutes for that trip, though, while K.C.—Independence is 19.]  



 

 When you buy 
tickets on Amtrak, they 
provide you with an 
additional option to buy an 
offset for the carbon 
footprint of the trip.  
[They’ve stopped this 
silly option, which is fine 
by me.]  While I am 

concerned about global 
warming, personally I think 
the whole idea of carbon 
offsets for train travel is 
silly.  The train will travel 
anyway, and it will use the 
same amount of fuel 
whether I’m on it or not.  
From my point of view 
taking the train is a “green” 
alternative to driving an 
individual car.  I was 
amused by the concept of 
being offered a carbon 
offset for such a 
ridiculously short trip, 
though, so I looked into 
what it would cost.  
According to their 
calculations (and I have no 
idea what goes into them) 
a  single  trip  from Kansas  

 
Carbon offset certificate for the trip from Kansas City to Independence 

City to Independence generates 0.07 tons of CO2 emissions.  Planting forests to offset that carbon supposedly costs 67¢.  I was willing 
to pay sixty-seven cents for a laugh, and charging  that amount to my credit card (probably the smallest charge I’ve ever done, and it 
makes me wonder how much they pay the credit card company) allowed me to receive an impressive certificate by e-mail.  Let it never 
be said I didn’t do my bit for the earth.  Perhaps someday I’ll head down to Brazil and visit the forest that 67¢ paid for. 
 
 We pulled out of the station right on time and followed an open cut all the way across Kansas City.  Behind me during this short 
ride were a divorced father and son who were headed to somewhere in central Missouri.  As is often true on the train, we didn ’t exactly 
get a picture postcard view of K.C.  We passed warehouses, abandoned factories, and the overgrown back sides of strip businesses.  
We also passed junkyards, which seemed to hold a special interest for the father.  He commented on all of them and noticed special 
features in them just as an old farmer might notice the subtle differences in fields he drove by.   
 

The father tried to get his son to appreciate all the junkyards, and he also explained how the railroad switching yards worked 
and which tracks led to which places and were controlled by which railroads.  I think the son actually was interested in what his dad was 
saying, but you certainly wouldn’t know it from a transcript of their conversation.  No matter what the father said, the son responded 
“yeah”.  His intonation changed remarkably, which is how I determined that he actually did seem interested, but all he ever said was 
“yeah”.  It was as if there were only one word in the son’s vocabulary.   

 
 The Independence station is a historic old brick building that was left to decay and is just starting to be restored.  This was the 
place where President Truman began and ended his whistle stop campaign tours, but there’s little to distinguish it from hundreds of other 
old depots around the Midwest.  There is no Amtrak staff in Independence at all.  In fact passengers can’t even go into the station building, 
which today houses the Jackson County Genealogical Library.  The couple of people who joined the train at Independence were waiting 
in a small shelter on the platform that looked like a bus stop. 
 

 I left the station and began a fairly lengthy walk around Independence.  The first thing a visitor here notices is how 
many churches there are.  Independence is the headquarters of the denomination now known at the Community of Christ (formerly the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints), and in addition to their big temple (a circular building from the ‘50s with a 
spiral-shaped stainless steel spire), there are neighborhood Mormon chapels every couple of blocks all over the city.  In addition to the 
Community of Christ there are also “real” Mormons, plus a group that calls themselves the Remnant Latter Day Saints.  There are also 
grand old churches from all the mainline Christian denominations and the assortment of Baptist and charismatic churches I’d expect in 
Missouri.  Except for the Community of Christ headquarters, none of these is large, but I got the feeling there were more churches per 
capita in Independence than anywhere else on the planet. 

 
My first destination in Independence was the United Nations Peace Plaza, the only monument in the world dedicated to people 

who served in the peacekeeping forces of the United Nations.  [That statement is simply false.  When I visited Ottawa I saw two 
different monuments to Canadian forces who served as U.N. peacekeepers.  I suppose this may be the one monument that 
honors just the U.N., without any specific nation included.]  This is located adjacent to the Community of Christ headquarters, but it 

isn’t actually part of that complex.  It’s an interesting sculpture of a girl with a dove standing on a stylized globe.  Apparently it was erected 



in the ‘90s and dedicated in 2003 by U.N. Secretary General Kofi Annan.  I suppose the location in Independence is because of Truman’s 
work in establishing the United Nations, but it definitely wasn’t what I expected to find in the Kansas City suburbs. 

 
Community of Christ headquarters 

Independence, Missouri 

 
United Nations Peace Plaza 

 

[I hadn’t noticed until writing this revision that the 
artwork on top of the fountain’s base is both a 
camouflage design and multicultural people dancing.] 

 My first real stop in Independence was at the National Frontier Trails Museum, which is just a couple blocks east of the train 
station.  Paul and Nancy had been here last winter, and they seemed to like it.  It was also open at 9am, while most of the other attractions 
in Independence didn’t open until 10:00. I was their first visitor of the day, and only a couple others showed up while I was there. 
 
 Independence was the starting point for many of the historic western trails.  The museum particularly features the Oregon Trail, 
but they also include information on the Lewis & Clark Trail, the Santa Fe Trail, the California Trail, and the Mormon Trail.   They do a 
pretty good job of explaining the motivations for people’s journeys west and the difficulties faced by the pioneers.  I don’t know that they 
told me much that I hadn’t read in Laura Ingalls Wilder books when I was a little kid, but it was still interesting.  I will say, though, that I 
ended up spending a bit longer at the museum than I might have because it started pouring while I was inside. 
 
 The rain let up before too long, and I made my way downtown to the National Park Service visitors center.  This is located in an 
old firehouse, which makes the building itself kind of interesting.  There’s a small museum inside, and they show a film on the life of Harry 
Truman.  The real purpose of the visitors center, though, is to provide a place to buy the timed tickets that are necessary to tour President 
Truman’s home.  I paid four bucks for a ticket on the 11:15 tour, watched the film, and spent a couple of minutes going through the 
exhibits and the gift shop. 
 
 I still had quite a bit of time to kill before the tour would begin, so I had a leisurely walk around downtown Independence.  
Independence today has over 100,000 people, and it’s essentially a suburb of Kansas City.  That’s not really the feeling you get  in the 
city center, though.  The downtown area reminded me a lot of Mason City (or Burlington or Ottumwa), and I’m sure that’s the size of place 
it was when President Truman lived here.  Strangely Independence is the seat of Jackson County.  While many of the government 
services have been moved to Kansas City, the courthouse is still in Independence.  The buildings around the courthouse square are full 
of lawyers, deed registrars, and the like—not to mention all the Truman-related tourist business. 
 
 There are actually three courthouses in Independence.  The turn-of-the-century building where Truman served as a judge is on 
the National Register of Historic Places and is currently undergoing extensive renovations.   Most of the county offices are actually in a 
nondescript ‘70s building down the street.  The third courthouse is a log cabin that dates to the mid 19 th Century. 
 
 On my way over to the Truman house I passed two more churches that stood out.  One was Trinity Episcopal Church, which 
was the church Harry and Bess Truman attended.  Today this appears to be a very mission-oriented church.  It’s where the local food 
pantry and soup kitchen are, and they also run a second-hand shop.  The other church I remember was First United Methodist.  They 
had an event sign out front, but it didn’t give the time of their services or an inspirational message.  Instead they noted that hula lessons 
were available on Mondays and Fridays.  I’m not sure why a Methodist church in Missouri is giving lessons in Hawaiian dance, and if 
that’s what they find most important, I don’t think I’d care to worship there. 



 I remember going to Independence when I was a child on one of the trips we took out West.  I distinctly remember seeing the 
Truman home on that trip.  There’s a reason I don’t remember details of the place, though.  We couldn’t possibly have gone inside when 
I was a kid, since Bess Truman was still living in the home until her death in 1982.  The house is still technically owned by Truman’s 
eldest grandson, Clifton Daniel, Jr.  Our guide told us that Mr. Daniel uses parts of the house when he visits the K.C. area from his home 
in Chicago.  In fact he slept there just last weekend.  Since 1983 the home has been managed as a national historic site, and regular 
tours are now given whenever the place isn’t being privately used. 
 
 If you’ve seen a Victorian home with ‘50s décor, you can easily imagine what the Truman home looks like.  It’s a big old two-
story house, with an addition at the back.  It’s supposedly Queen Anne style and features lovely stained glass ornamentation around the 
windows.  Bess Truman’s grandfather built the home in the 1870s, and in the early 20th Century it was the grandest place in Independence.   
Today it looks like a modest old Victorian.  Indeed it reminded me quite a bit of the place where my brother Steve lived when his family 
was in Oskaloosa.  President Truman was every bit as frugal as everyone else of his era, so while they remodeled the place when he 
retired, it was definitely not a mansion. 
 

 The downstairs is left pretty much exactly as it was when the Trumans 
lived there, which means there’s a hodgepodge of furniture and appliances from 
different eras.  The only major renovations were done when President Truman 
left the White House, and the unfortunate pink and green color scheme dates to 
that era.  While most of the possessions also date to that era, I couldn’t help but 
notice things like a steel and plastic toaster almost identical to the one we had in 
Mt. Pleasant in the ‘70s or a digital clock with flipping numbers like the one my 
grandparents had on their farm.  I was also intrigued by a number of unsightly 
repair jobs that had been done by the President himself and a dirty spot on the 
wallpaper that had been created by decades of pulling a light cord. 
 

 Something I hadn’t realized until taking this tour was that President 
Truman had extremely poor vision.  When the house was renovated, it was 
designed with extremely bright lighting that would assist him in reading and going 
about his daily tasks.  Throughout the house there’s bright overhead lighting and 
also lighting beside every chair and table.  I wouldn’t have noticed that on my 
own, and it was interesting to know the reason for it. 

 
Kitchen at the Truman home 

(from the National Park Service website) 

 
 Privacy was also a major concern at the house.  Both Harry and Bess were very private people, and they were annoyed that 
after he left the White House people wanted to snoop around their home.  To maintain their privacy they purposely let the bushes in their 
yard become overgrown—to the point that neighbors complained.  Today the park service “trims” the yard to the same manner Truman 
did, which is to say not much. 
 
 The guide spent quite a while describing the relationship between the President and his mother-in-law.  It was she, not the 
President, who owned the home, and she continued to live there until her death—which was just shortly before Harry’s.  Truman had 
grown up in a farm family and was the last President who didn’t graduate from college.  (It’s interesting that he was elected  a judge, but 
was never a lawyer.)  His mother-in-law never felt he was good enough for her daughter.  She made it extremely clear that she never 
voted for the man, and apparently their relationship at home was tense at best. 
 
 After visiting the Truman home I made a long, long walk up to the Truman library and museum.  While the President apparently 
walked there daily, the library is awkward to get to on foot.  Not only is it about a mile north of the home, but I had to cross under a freeway 
to get there and there were no sidewalks in the underpass.  [Presumably the freeway wasn’t there when the President was walking.]  

Between Truman’s home and his library is the Delaware Avenue Historic District, which features grand homes from a variety of eras.  At 
the south end are places similar to the President’s, and as I made my way north they turned to “mid-century modern” style similar to those 
in Shaffer Addition just east of where we lived in Mt. Pleasant.  Regardless of their age, all these homes are immaculately maintained.  
This is obviously one of the nicest areas of Independence. 
 
 After I paid my admission at the museum, they directed me to an elderly woman who gave orientation to the place.  (While her 
presentation came across as personalized, I was amused to walk by later and hear her saying the exact same spiel she’d given to me.)  
She particularly wanted me to be aware of a mural at the entrance that some artist who is apparently locally famous had done.  President 
Truman had helped out with painting it, though she pointed out that all he’d actually painted was a bit of sky in the background. 
 
 For not really being a big history buff, I’ve been to a surprising number of Presidential museums—Kennedy, Johnson, FDR, 
Carter, and now Truman.  (I’d hoped to get to the Lincoln museum at the 4th of July, but that will have to wait for another trip.)  Truman’s 
was the first of the “official” Presidential museums and libraries, and while I it was not my favorite (an honor that probably goes to the LBJ 
museum in Austin), it was an interesting place to visit.  They detail Truman’s life before, during, and after his Presidency, and they also 
explore the many challenges he faced as President.  Their treatment of Truman is balanced almost to a fault.  In some cases they seemed 
almost apologetic for some of Truman’s actions—in particular his baby steps on civil rights and his decision to use the atomic bomb at 
the end of World War II.  While it’s easy to second guess things with almost seventy years of hindsight, I’d really rather they’d explored 
more of the context of the era to explain why Truman made the decisions he did. 
 
  One interesting feature was a recreation of the Oval Office.  I’ve seen similar displays at other Presidential libraries, but an 
interesting touch here was a scratchy old recording of Truman’s own voice giving a tour of the place.  I listened to the recording play twice 
as I gazed around the room and pondered just how many people had listened to Truman give this tour over the years.  [I do wonder if 
when he originally made the recording, he imagined people listening to it years after his death.] 



 Harry and Bess are buried in the courtyard of the Truman Library, as are their daughter Margaret and her husband Clifton Daniel, 
Sr.  Supposedly Harry said he wanted to be buried there so he could get up and walk to his office if he wanted to.  The graves are marked 
with just simple slabs of concrete, almost as if the ground settled and the vaults were sticking up.  It’s very stark looking, and certainly not 
the kind of place I’d want to spend eternity.  [It is, however, very much of the era when it was designed.] 

 
 Once I’d seen the museum I re-traced my steps down Delaware.  This time I paused to read many of the historical markers 
they’d placed in front of the homes.  Some indicated friends or relatives of the Trumans, while others were for people who I’d bet even 
the locals hadn’t heard of.  One of the most interesting marked McCoy Park, a large city park located in a flood-prone area across the 
freeway from the Truman Library.  The park was actually an urban renewal project.  Before that this flood-prone area was a hundred-
year-old neighborhood called the Neck that was home to much of Independence’s black population.  Many of the residents worked as 
cooks, housekeepers, or gardeners for the families who lived along Delaware—including the Trumans.  The families were forced to leave 
in the mid 1960s to make room for the park.  The plaque didn’t say where they ended up, but I couldn’t help but notice some public 
housing projects further west along the freeway.  McCoy Park is really quite a nice green space, and it seems to be heavily used by 
people of all races.  It’s an interesting to ponder whether doing “slum clearance” to create the park was a valid use of eminent domain. 

 
 It was toward the end of lunch when I made 
my way downtown.  Pretty much all of 
Independence’s restaurants are tourist-oriented, and 
they’re also all overpriced.  I ended up at a place 
called UpDog, which sells “gourmet” hot dogs in 
regional variations from all over the country.  Among 
their many offerings are the classic Chicago dog, a 
Detroit dog (which is basically a generic chili dog), 
and a Hawaiian dog (with ham, pineapple, and 
crushed potato chips).  In honor of my location I 
chose the Missouri dog, which comes with pickle, 
bacon, cheddar cheese, and mustard.  They cook 
everything to order, so they didn’t even put a wiener 
on the grill until I’d paid.  They also kept checking and 
re-checking the temperature of the meat by punching 
thermometers in the franks.  (I wondered if the health 
inspector wasn’t among the other customers.)  
Because of that it took forever to get my food.  It 
actually was worth the wait, though.  The hot dog was 
really very tasty.  I also really enjoyed the fries that 
came with it.  They were topped with both salt and 
pepper, which was both unusual and very flavorful.  
[Pepper is a very simple way to make fried 
“gourmet”.  It’s surprising more places don’t use 
it.] 

 
UpDog – Independence, Missouri 

 

 
Independence MetroCenter 

 After having my  Missouri dog I 
walked about a block to Clinton’s soda 
fountain.  This is the remnant of the place 
where Harry Truman had his first job (other 
than on the family farm, of course).  Before 
World War I this was Clinton’s Drug Store, and 
like all the pharmacies of its day it featured a 
soda fountain.  Truman did just about every 
job in the store at one time or another, among 
them being a soda jerk.  The drug store is long 
gone, but the soda fountain lives on as an 
excuse to milk the tourists, and they managed 
to sucker me in.  Instead of Harry Truman, the 
current employees are some very indifferent 
high school girls.  I chose to go with the theme, 
so I had a “Harry’s Favorite” sundae.  That 
featured chocolate ice cream with 
butterscotch sauce and whipped cream. 
Chocolate and butterscotch is a strange 
combination, and I don’t know that I’d order it 
again.  It wasn’t bad, though, and I did finish 
every bite. 

 
 Amtrak only goes through 
Independence twice a day.   I wasn’t sure how  

long I’d be spending there, so I didn’t know if I could make the afternoon westbound train or not.  As it turned out, I probably could have, 
but since you have to buy Amtrak tickets in advance, that was not an option now.  [In the smartphone era I probably could have 
bought a last minute ticket, but this was when my cell phone was “dumb”.]  So I had little choice but to take a city bus back to 



downtown Kansas City.  I made my way to the Independence MetroCenter, a pretentious park-and-ride at White Oak and Norland Roads 
just east of downtown.  It serves several “IndyBus” circulators that shuttle people around Independence as well as K.C. bus #24. 

 
“Selfie” waiting for a bus in Independence 

 
 Like far too many of Kansas City’s 
buses, bus 24 runs hourly, and I had more 
than half an hour to wait before the next one 
would show up.  The first part of the wait was 
actually fairly pleasant.  The bus stops at 
Independence MetroCenter are arranged 
around a pleasant park with a strange fountain 
in the middle that features water cascading 
over a globe.  I sat on a bench there and killed 
some time reading in my Kindle.  
Unfortunately, the sky rapidly clouded up, and 
soon it began pouring.  There are only a 
couple of small shelters at Independence 
MetroCenter, and I huddled in one of them 
together with about half a dozen other people. 

 
 The storm passed right about the 
time bus #24 showed up, and I was the first 
person to board it.  I was glad I was, because 
this would be a very crowded bus, and by 
boarding first I was assured a seat.  They 
definitely need to improve the service 
frequency on this line.  The bus was nearly full 
when  we  left  Independence,  the start  of the  

line, and by the time we were west of downtown it was standing room only.  The area this bus runs through has a high percentage of 
transit-dependent people, and it should probably run about three times as often as it does. 
 

 While it’s just fifteen minutes by train, it takes a full hour to get from downtown Independence to downtown Kansas City on the 
bus.  I filled a lot of that time reading in my Kindle.  In particular I read a book called The Cassoulet Saved Our Marriage that was partly 
written by one of my former students.  The book is a collection of essays on how food shapes people’s social interactions.  Sarah Shey, 
who I taught back in the ‘90s now lives in Brooklyn and is a freelance writer who works mostly for the New York Times.  For this book she 
wrote about feeding construction workers who were working on the roof of her apartment building using hospitality skills she inherited 
from her mother who put together big meals for the workers on their farm.  It was an interesting essay, made more so because I knew 
both Sarah and her mother. 
 
 This was a colorful bus ride, to say the least.  Route 24 runs through a very bleak area for most of its length, cutting through 
some of the poorest areas of both Independence and Kansas City.  I definitely stood out as a tourist among all the destitute people (black, 
Hispanic, and white) who crowded onto the bus. 
 
 There was another small group of passengers who also looked like they didn’t belong on this bus.  They were three chubby high 
school aged suburban white girls, two clad in hot pants and one in a miniskirt.  They weren’t out of place at the park-and-ride in 
Independence, but the further west we went the stranger they looked compared to the other passengers.  They ended up getting off on 
a rough-looking block near the east end of Kansas City.  The only nearby businesses were a pawn shop, a discount auto parts place, 
and a Mexican grocery store.  I’m not sure what they were doing there, but they were giggling when they got off the bus. 
 
 I had a window seat, and for most of the ride my companion on the aisle was a sixty-something man who was either homeless 
or one step away from that.  He talked and talked as if he were my best friend; the man literally wouldn’t shut up.  What first prompted 
the conversation was my Kindle.  The guy said he had one, which may have been true—though I doubt it.  Making it less likely that he 
had one was the fact that he asked me several questions about the Kindle, like how long the battery lasted or how much it would store. 
[The honest answers?  Batteries on the classic Kindle models last almost forever; mine will go several weeks between 
recharging.  I’ve never come close to filling the memory either, and I have hundreds of books and documents stored on it.  
Those are among the reasons that I still have a classic Kindle years later.  It ain’t broke, so why fix it?]   Then he said he had 

every other kind of electronic device you could imagine (a smart phone, an I-Pad, etc.), and he just kept jabbering on and on and on.  He 
wasn’t happy that my responses were mostly grunts.  I felt rather trapped, but with the buses running only hourly it wasn’t like I could just 
hop off and wait for another one. 
 
 Near the place where the high school girls got off another old man boarded who obviously knew the guy next to me.  They 
started talking, mostly about the quality of food at various missions and soup kitchens.  It was strange to listen to, but at least it kept his 
attention away from me. 
 
 I rode the bus to 12th & Grand downtown and walked a block away to a MAX stop.  I’d originally planned to go back down to 
Country Club Plaza, but I was dead tired by the time I got downtown.  When I saw that bus 129 also stopped at the MAX stop and was 
due fairly soon, I decided to just head back north.  On the ride back the most interesting passenger was a young black man who had 
recently moved to Kansas City from Chicago.  He works at the airport (which is bus 129’s ultimate destination) and lives in Westport, the 
area south of downtown I’d been through yesterday.  He said he found Kansas City boring, but he felt his new neighborhood was quite a 
bit safer than the area near 79th & Halsted where he’d grown up.  I’ve never been to that exact intersection in Chicago, but I have been 



just a few blocks east, west, and north of it.  It’s the heart of Chicago’s South Side and about as “inner city” as you could  get.  Westport 
isn’t a nice area, but I’m sure it is safer than that part of Chicago 
 
 When I got back to Boardwalk MetroCenter I drove to the south end of the Boardwalk complex and had an early dinner at a 
place called Winstead’s.  Winstead’s is a local chain that’s a lot like Steak ‘n’ Shake, basically a glorified diner that specializes in burgers.  
I had a ham and cheese sandwich, onion rings, and a limeade.  The limeade is one of their specialties, and it really was very good.  It’s 
fresh squeezed and made with carbonated soda water, and they serve it with a scoop of sherbet in it.  The rest of the food wasn’t bad, 
but it was a bit heavy on the grease. 
 
 I took the same back streets getting to the hotel that I’d followed yesterday.  It was right at rush hour as I took them today, 
though, and traffic was much heavier.  It was still a lot faster than following the interstate, though, and I made it back okay. 
 
 There were literally hundreds of channels on the hotel’s cable TV service, and after clicking though a few I settled on The 
Cooking Channel, the sister station of Food Network.  We don’t get that channel in Algona, and their commercials are often for shows 
that sound interesting.  Tonight they had a marathon of Good Eats, a show that ran years ago on Food Network.  It’s a quirky show that 

looks into the science behind why different cooking methods have the effect they do.  It’s been quite a few years since I’ve seen it, and it 
was interesting to watch again.  [There’s a number of shows that used to be on Food Network that I prefer to what they’re airing 
today.  They’ve gone to lots of competition shows, which strike me as rather pointless.] 

 
 I did little other than watch TV tonight, and I was asleep before 10pm.  The bed was still too soft, but I did manage to sleep a bit 
better than I had last night. 
 

 
  

I was up around 6:00 this morning.  I had a biscuit with honey at the breakfast bar and filled my travel mug with coffee.  Checking 
out of the hotel was awkward, as no one was at the desk.  My bet is that this is one of those hotels that normally does express check-out, 
with the bill pushed under the door in the middle of the night.  With a point redemption, I shouldn’t have had any bill at all, but I wanted to 
make sure there had been no extraneous charges.  Once a clerk finally did show up, he was able to confirm my balance was zero, and I 
could be on my way. 

 
It was still before 7:00 when I left, so there was very little traffic anywhere in greater Kansas City.  I followed highways 152, 435, 

270, and 50 east and south to Lee’s Summit, just about as far away from the airport area as I could get and still be in the K.C. area.  From 
Lee’s Summit I continued east on U.S. 50, a four-lane highway with extremely minimal engineering.  I got a laugh driving along it, because 
I’d seen a feature on TV that bragged about how Missouri had some of the best highways in America.  It’s true that the surfaces are good 
on almost all the roads in the Show-Me State, but it’s rare that they do much with cuts or embankments.  I felt like I was on a roller coaster 
as I went up and down and up and down on highway 50. 

 
Traffic was heavy on highway 50, and the drivers were among the worst I’ve encountered anywhere.  The speed limit is 65, but 

drivers seemed to do either 40 or 80.  They also had a habit of suddenly slamming on their brakes and turning off the road without 
signaling.  (There are no turn lanes on U.S. 50.)  The road seems like an accident waiting to happen, and I was pleased to make it through 
unscathed. 
 

I stopped for breakfast at a Country Kitchen in Warrensburg.  There’s not many Country Kitchens left these days, and if this one 
is any indication, I can see why.  The lamp over my table was caked with years of dust, and every other surface in the place seemed 
grimy and tired.  I ordered the “skillet scramble”, which is scrambled eggs, ham, and cheese sauce on top of hash browns.  The hash 
browns had no brown to them at all; they were barely warmed shreds of raw potato.  The eggs were undercooked, and the cheese sauce 
they used to drown the dish had obviously been watered down from a coagulated mess left from the previous shift.  [On the day I’m 
writing this part of the revision, we went to a movie at school.  I had a pretzel there, and the cheese sauce that came with it was 
very similar to what I had at Country Kitchen.]  My waitress, Dani, was indifferent and honestly rather rude; she certainly didn’t make 

me feel like she valued my business.  She didn’t even refill coffee or ask if everything was all right.  I usually over-tip in cheaper 
establishments, since the waitstaff there work just as hard as they do in expensive restaurants but the checks on which tips are based 
are lower.   Today, though, I left an appropriately minimal tip for minimal service.  [I really love breakfast places, but this Country 
Kitchen was easily one of the worst restaurants I’ve ever been to.] 

 
I continued east to my destination for the morning:  Sedalia, Missouri.  One of my former students works as a chiropractor in 

Sedalia.  I wasn’t here to see Dr. Elbert, though it was interesting to pass the clinic where he works.  Sedalia is the size of Burlington or 
Mason City, and driving through it almost seemed like three different towns in one.  It’s very Southern in that sense.  All over the south 
they tend to abandon what was there before and move on with new construction. 
 

The part of Sedalia you’re supposed to notice these days is at the western edge.  This is centered on the U.S. 50 strip, which 
extends far west from the core of the city.  Some of the strip buildings date to the ‘70s, while others are brand new.  It’s a busy strip, and 
it looks like what you’d find in any town of similar size all over America.  Off the strip is a newer residential area, with homes in little cul 
de sac neighborhoods.  There are ranch homes and split levels from the era when I grew up and mini “McMansions” just a few years old.  
The area is tidy, though the lack of sidewalks and trees makes it seem unfinished.  [While I write this I have one of those house-
hunting shows on HGTV on in the background.  They’re looking at homes in Arizona, but the neighborhood looks a lot like the 
west end of Sedalia.] 

 



 Driving eastward I came I came to an older area, which dates to the ‘50s and ‘60s.  Small bungalows stand on tree-lined streets, 
and the business is warehouses and older shopping centers.  Like the far west area, the people here are lily white.  I personally liked this 
area better than what was father west, though it’s obviously a poorer district.   
 
 Finally I came to the heart of Sedalia, an old neighborhood with 75- to 100-year-old homes.  Most of these are occupied but not 
particularly well maintained.  The population in the older area appears about equally split between blacks, Hispanics, and “poor white 
trash”.  At the center of it all is what was once a grand-looking downtown.  Handsome buildings either stand empty or house marginal 
businesses.  I couldn’t even find a bank in downtown Sedalia, which is kind of sad given that Algona has five different downtown banks. 

 
Exterior and waiting room at Missouri Pacific Station – Sedalia, Missouri 

 

 I turned off the highway at Ohio Street, which decades 
ago was the main drag running north/south through Sedalia.  
Today it just serves the shell that’s left of downtown and carries 
almost no traffic at all.  I was headed to Sedalia’s Amtrak station.  
Strangely the place is not signed, but I did eventually mange to 
find it.  Once I had located the station there was an additional 
complication because I parked in the wrong lot.  Half of the 
building serves as the regional headquarters of the Missouri 
Pacific Railroad, while the other side is the Amtrak depot.  Again 
it wasn’t marked which half was which.   
 
 The Sedalia station looks much newer than it actually is.  
It was built in1886 (about the same time as the warehouses that 
surround it at the north end of downtown).  They extensively 
remodeled it in 1951, though, and it’s that era that’s reflected in 
the architecture.  Much of the construction features glass block, 
which gives a bright, airy feel to the place.  While it’s an unstaffed 
depot, it’s one of the most welcoming stations I’ve been to.  [When 
it’s well done, glass block can be quite attractive.  Too often, 
though, it looks like a run-down  warehouse.] 

 
 I had about an hour to kill before my train would arrive, and I  filled  it  by chatting  with  Margaret  on  my  cell  phone  as  I 
wandered around  downtown  Sedalia.  This could be  an absolutely gorgeous community,  but they’ve  really let the place go to seed.  
It’s apparently been preserved as a historic district, and they’re trying to restore it.  W ithout much in the way of business, though, that will 
be tough.  There are only a couple of “real” stores downtown, and there’s lots and lots of empty buildings.  There are also more thrift 
shops and antique shops than I’ve seen in one place anywhere.  It’s almost like the whole downtown area is one big flea market.  [Far 
too many towns in the South are like this, and Missouri really is the northernmost of the southern states.] 
 

 Sedalia would do well to focus on their best known native son.  Ragtime composer and pianist Scott Joplin spent much of his 
adult life in Sedalia and wrote such famous compositions as “The Maple Leaf Rag” here.  They hold an annual ragtime festival in June, 
but it surprised me that there was no museum honoring Joplin.  In fact the only tributes to him are a mural on the side of a downtown 
building and Scott Joplin Park, an unfortunate barren lot with concrete benches that was erected as an urban renewal project at the time 
of the U.S. Bicentennial. 
 



 
Scott Joplin Mural – Sedalia, MO 

 I made my way back to the station and 
joined about twenty other people who were 
waiting for the train.  Most notweothy was a 
group of bicyclists from Wisconsin who were 
traveling with their bikes.  Sedalia gets a lot of 
cyclists.  It’s one of the main stops on the Katy 
Trail, a 240-mile recreational path that follows 
the former route of the Missouri, Kansas, and 
Texas Railroad.  I was intrigued that the bikers 
had a laundry bag from the Hotel Bothwell, 
where I’d be staying when I got back to Sedalia.  
The hotel (one of the downtown renovation 
projects that’s actually been completed) offers 
special deals to cyclists and provides safe 
storage for their bikes.  The group waiting at the 
station said they’d actually done the trail the 
“wrong” way.  They’d ridden their bikes from St. 
Louis and were taking the train back east.  
Apparently Sedalia is quite a bit higher than St. 
Louis, so there were far more uphill stretches 
than down in that direction.  The preferred route 
is to ride the train westbound and then bike back 
east. 

 
 The Missouri  River  Runner  (the same  

train I’d taken to Independence) arrived in Sedalia about five minutes early.  That was good, though, because a lot of time was spent 
loading the bicycles.  The conductor directed people traveling alone to one car and those in groups to another car.  There was plenty of 
space available on the train, and I ended up with two seats to myself for the trip. 
 
 My trip to Chicago was free, a point redemption from Amtrak Guest Rewards.  To fit the points I had available, I was traveling in 
coach from Sedalia to St. Louis, and I’d be in business class from there to Chicago.  I actually redeemed the points at exact ly the right 
time, because shortly after I did they raised the numbers necessary for various types of trips.  [That said, point redemptions are still 
very affordable, particularly on the Illinois trains.  I’ll be doing another business class redemption this upcoming Easter.] 

 
 Across the aisle from me on Train #314 was a kid in a basketball T-shirt and gym shorts who I’d swear had attention deficit 
disorder.  He kept constantly switching from one thing to another—listening to his I-pod, reading a magazine, checking his cell phone, 
staring out the window of the car, lying back like he was going to sleep, eating snacks, staring at other people in the car, etc.  He would 
do each thing for about thirty seconds and then switch to something else.  As fidgety as he was on a 3½-hour trip to St. Louis, I’d hate to 
see him on a truly long train trip.  It certainly was entertaining to watch him, though. 
 
 I filled most of my time by making notes for this travelogue and writing a letter to my brother.  I didn’t get up once during the trip 
from Sedalia to St. Louis.  While it’s called the River Runner, for the first part of the trip, train #314 doesn’t really run anywhere near the 
water.  It’s still a pretty ride, though, going through forests and pastures in central Missouri.  We joined the Missouri River near Jefferson 
City, and we also boarded a ton of people in Missouri’s capital city.  I put my computer away there to make room for someone to sit next 
to me.  No one did, though, and mine ended up being one of only two empty seats left in the car.  A high school aged black kid joined the 
ADD guy across the aisle at Jeff City.  It was amusing after all the recent news about the Trayvon Martin murder that the first thing the 
kid did after he sat down was to eat a bag of Skittles.  [Since even six years later a lot of people probably won’t remember the 
details, Martin was a black teenager shot by a white police officer in a gated community in Florida.  He was visiting relatives 
there and had left their home to go to a convenience store where he bought Skittles.] 

 
 We stopped for a while on a siding at a dumpy town east of Jefferson City, waiting for the westbound River Runner to pass.  I’m 
not positive, but I think this may have been the town of Chamois (shum-MOY), where the former minister at my church had been before 
she came to Algona.  She described the place as god-forsaken and uncivilized (which is saying something, given that she came from the 
deep South), and that’s certainly how this town came across. 
 
 Somewhere between Jefferson City and Hermann the conductor got on the intercom and called our attention to a woman who 
was standing by the tracks.  They were holding up a sign that said “HAPPY BIRTHDAY, BONNIE WAGNER”, who was presumably a 
passenger on our train.  You don’t normally see personalized messages on Amtrak, particularly between the stations, and it was kind of 
fun to see this one.  I hope Bonnie Wagner enjoyed it. 
 
 Before long we got to Hermann, which looked familiar from my visit there at the start of the summer.  We continued to follow the 
river east from there.  It’s a lovely trip, but the tracks were so close to the river bank that I wondered if they might not have had trouble 
with flooding earlier in the season. 
 
 We made a quick stop at Washington and then went through a series of tunnels east of there.  I didn’t really expect railroad 
tunnels in Missouri, but the area around St. Louis really is quite hilly.  Our final intermediate stop was at Kirkwood, in the western St. 
Louis suburbs.  There were “WELCOME HOME” signs on the platform there, and nearly half the passengers on the train got off at 
Kirkwood.  Almost all of them were Boy Scouts who had been camping at the Philmont Ranch in New Mexico.  Margaret and I had been 



on a train full of scouts when we took the Southwest Chief out to California, and obviously the River Runner serves as a feeder for Scouts 
who take the train out west. 

 
View out the window of the Missouri River Runner 

 
Scouts leaving the train at Kirkwood, Missouri 

 While I’ve been to St. Louis a number of times, the route we took in there was not at all familiar.  I recognized nothing at all until 
I saw the Grand Metrolink station, which was just west of our ultimate destination downtown.  We arrived in St. Louis about five minutes 
early, and even after going up, across a skywalk, and back down to get into the station, I still had more than an hour to kill before the train 
for Chicago would be leaving. 
 
 Gateway Station in St. Louis is one of the newest Amtrak stations.  It replaced an old “Am-shack” from the ‘70s similar to the 
one Margaret and I had been to in Dearborn, Michigan.  That in turn replaced the historic St. Louis Union Station, which is now a downtown 
shopping mall.  [Union Station isn’t really downtown, and pretty much no one other than tourists shops there.  It is one of the 
liveliest places in St. Louis though.]  Gateway Station is just over a year old, and it certainly looks shiny and new.  It has solid colored 

glass windows that give it a bit of character.  The other positive thing I’ll say for it is that it’s the right size.  The place serves both Amtrak 
and Greyhound, and there’s a sufficient but not excessive waiting area for both the buses and the trains. 
 



 

 On the negative side, Gateway 
Station is one of the most boring places I’ve 
ever waited for a train.  Besides the ticket 
counters and waiting room, there’s a single 
business in the place.  That business 
combines a gift shop, a bakery, a Pizza Hut, 
and a Kentucky Fried Chicken—all in one.  
While I knew it would be overpriced, I thought 
I might get a bite to eat from Pizza Hut.  I stood 
in line for quite a while at the combined 
counter.  When I finally got to the front I 
ordered a combo that would include a 
personal pepperoni pizza, bread sticks, and a 
soft drink.  The counter girl rather snottily told 
me that Pizza Hut was closed.  There were no 
signs to that effect, but she implied that I was 
somehow supposed to know that.    She made  

 
Skywalk over the tracks – Gateway Station – St. Louis, Missouri 

it clear  that all  that was  available was KFC food.  I’d had all the fried chicken I cared to for the trip in Kansas City, so I really didn’t want 
any here.  I was really rather hungry, but I wouldn’t be getting anything at the station.  [The whole concept of multi-chain restaurants 
is strange, and it’s even weirder in cases like this one where only certain brands are available.] 

 
 The whole time I was at Gateway Station they ran constant announcements on the loudspeaker.  On rare occasions these were 
useful announcements about buses or trains.  Most of the time, though, it was an irrelevant pre-recorded loop that welcomed us to St. 
Louis and went through safety regulations in the station.  About every five minutes they’d re-start the tape from the beginning. 
 
 A line started to form on the Amtrak side of the station about half an hour before the Chicago train was due to leave.  I joined it 
and ended up between a group of hung-over college boys headed to Bloomington and an elderly couple going to Alton (a ride just slightly 
longer than Kansas City—Independence).   
 
 Joining the line fairly early allowed me to be the first passenger to board in business class.  I was glad of this, because I could 
claim one of the singleton seats in the 2 – 1 configuration.  It turned out business class on this train wasn’t actually that full.  It often is, 
though, and my preference is almost always to sit alone. 
 
 Aside from me, there were two businessmen in the car, a family with a mother and two young kids, and an Asian woman who 
didn’t seem to speak English well and moved to a different seat without asking the conductor.  The Asian woman stood out because she 
wore a frilly sleeveless blouse but hadn’t shaved her armpits.  The combination looked rather ridiculous. 
 
 There was supposed to be wi-fi internet access on the Illinois trains now, and there were stickers all over the train advertising 
that fact.  My computer recognized a strong signal from Amtrak, but when it tried to connect, it came up with an error saying “no network 
access”.  While I never complained, others obviously did.  Eventually the conductor made an apology over the loudspeaker that the wi-fi 
was down. 
 
 We left St. Louis right on time at 3pm.  We crossed the Mississippi almost immediately and then zipped through East St. Louis.  
Beyond there, though, we crawled through farm country as we made our way north to Alton.  There didn’t appear to be other train traffic, 
and since we were on a high embankment I wondered if there might be something not quite with the tracks.  After the derailment in Spain 
earlier this week, I certainly hoped they’d go at appropriate speeds on this trip. 
 
 Since I hadn’t gotten lunch in St. Louis, I went to the lounge and got a salad.  It was a really tasty mixture with a variety of greens, 
pepper slices, cheese, and chicken.  Business class passengers also get free coffee, so I had that as well.  The conductor pointed out 
the other perk for business class travel, a free newspaper.  Unfortunately the paper was yesterday’s USA Today.  I’d already read that 
on my Kindle, so there was little incentive to read it again. [The primary perk of business class is sitting in a quieter area away from 
the mob.  These days there’s another big perk as well.  Today business class passengers have free access to the Metropolitan 
Lounge in Chicago.] 

 
 We were about twenty minutes late getting into Alton, which is basically the northeast corner of metro St. Louis.  From there 
sailed right along through farm country.  I’d noticed there were almost no soybeans in the fields in Iowa or northern Missouri, which made 
it interesting that in southern Illinois many of the farms had only beans.  There also seemed to be a lot of flood damage, with large parts 
of the fields entirely empty. 
 

We were still twenty minutes down at Carlinville, a dumpy little town in the middle of nowhere in southern Illinois.  More business 
class passengers boarded in both Alton and Carlinville, which made me glad to have gotten the single seat. 

 
It intrigued me that the Lincoln Service from St. Louis to Chicago used a shorter train than the ones that go from Chicago down 

to Galesburg and Quincy.  I suppose the route to western Illinois runs only twice a day, while there are five round trips serving Springfield 
and St. Louis.  Still, I’d think there would be more demand in this corridor, too.  Whatever the reason, the train was just four cars long:  an 
engine, the café/business car, and two coaches.  I think it was the shortest Amtrak train I’d ever been on.  [I’m pretty sure it still holds 
the record for shortest.  The Lincoln Service trains vary a lot in length, presumably adding cars if more tickets are sold.  Since 
Amtrak’s primary hub is in Chicago, that’s easy for them to do.] 

 



 Each time they did the “welcome aboard” announcement, the conductor made a point of noting that part of this run is now 
considered “high speed rail”.  They’ve completed exactly nineteen miles of high speed track between Pontiac and Dwight (south of Joliet), 
and on that brief stretch the train would reach 110 miles per hour.  Illinois is upgrading the entire route between Chicago and St. Louis to 
high speed standards (this is, after all, a state that never refuses government money), but it will take a couple years before most of it is 
done.  Once it is completed, supposedly it will cut an hour and a half off the travel time, which currently is five hours and forty minutes. 
[Supposedly the track upgrades were finished all the way from Alton to Joliet in 2017.  However crossing signals throughout 
the state need to be replaced before they will allow trains to travel at higher speeds.  Currently they still schedule five hours 
and forty minutes from St. Louis to Chicago.] 

 
 We were about half an hour behind schedule when we got to Springfield.  A stop here was originally part of my summer plans, 
and I really would like to get back here and see all the Lincoln stuff.  That said, from the train there’s certainly nothing to recommend 
Springfield.  It’s one of many Midwestern cities that did urban renewal in the form of parking ramps.  (Des Moines is another such city.)  
Everywhere you look in Springfield there’s ramp after ramp.  I think there’s more than there are in the Chicago Loop.  There surely must 
be no problem finding a parking space in Springfield, but it also doesn’t there’s much of anything else downtown.  [Margaret and I would 
go to Springfield the following Christmas.  Aside from parking, there’s lots of tourist attractions and government buildings.  
There’s not much in the way of actual business, though.] 

 
 The tracks are right at street level in Springfield, so we blocked the street as we stopped.  We were stopped for about five 
minutes, and traffic backed up more than a block in that time.  If it’s like that on Saturday, I’d hate to see it at rush hour on a weekday 
when a train comes through. 
 
 A very rude woman boarded in business class at Springfield.  Another person was in the bathroom when she boarded, and she 
just moved the other person’s seat tag and took that occupied seat.  When the person came out of the toilet, the woman who’d taken the 
seat refused to move.  That certainly took some nerve. 
 
 I really wish they’d have assigned seating on Amtrak.  Doing so would solve a lot of problems with people taking occupied seats 
or being unable to find a seat.  In the computer age it should be fairly easy to account for what’s available between any given pair of 
stations.  With very few exceptions, though, they keep everything open seating.  [In researching a possible trip out to Atlantic Canada, 
I found that VIA Rail in Canada does have assigned seating on most of their trains.  I do wish Amtrak would follow suit.] 

 
 On all Midwest regional trains business class is combined with the lounge car, with a curtain separating the two halves of the 
car.  Something strange about this particular car was that there was no trash container in the business class area.  There were two big 
boxes up front (which is what Amtrak normally uses for trash), but they were labeled for recycling of paper and plastics rather than for 
trash.  Several people came forward to try to throw something away, only to find it was only recycling.  They then had to go back to the 
lounge or into the restroom to find a place to dispose of their waste. 
 
 I used the restroom in the stretch north of Bloomington.  I’d also done that near the start of the trip, and it’s amazing jus t how 
pathetic a restroom can become in a few hours.  It was immaculate when we left St. Louis, but by the time we got to northern Illinois it 
was absolutely pathetic.  There was urine all over the seat and floor, and the trash bin was overflowing to the point that it was no surprise 
there were paper towels littered around the room.  There was only one restroom in the car, and it would be convenient for anyone coming 
to the lounge, so it’s not surprising it was heavily used.  It really was a contrast from when we started out, though. 
 
 We eventually reached Pontiac, and past there the high speed section of the route.  Very briefly I could tell we were going quite 
fast.  This section of the Lincoln Service parallels I-55, and we were whizzing past cars on the freeway that were presumably doing at 
least 65 mph.  Unfortunately partway past through the high speed section we ended up slamming on the brakes.  It turned out the reason 
was that the southbound Lincoln train was approaching, and they only allow one train to run full speed at a time.  Since we were already 
behind schedule, we were the ones to slow down. 
 
 Slowing down didn’t really matter much, though, since past Pontiac the schedule is padded a lot.  We were only five minutes 
down when we reached Joliet (which the conductor pronounced “Jolly-yet”).  We stopped on an embankment here right next to a minor 
league ballpark.  I was reminded of a time a few years back when my former student Brad Nelson was down in Alabama and hit a home 
run that hit a passing train.  It was a freight train that Brad hit; I’m not sure what would happen if a baseball hit the windows on a passenger 
train—though I’m sure it’s happened more than once.  A lot of ballparks are located next to train tracks, since that’s where the cheap land 
is, and the trains have to make good targets for the ballplayers.  [There would be about six Metra commuter trains passing the Joliet 
ballpark during a typical game.] 

 
 The conductor announced as we were about to leave, “If you’ve changed your mind and want to detrain at Joliet, this is the place 
to get off.”  While that sounds a bit silly, it’s actually something that probably happens fairly frequently.  While a lot of  people buy tickets 
to Chicago, there’s a good chance their actual destination may be somewhere in the suburbs.  Joliet is the end of two different Metra 
commuter lines, and depending on the schedule, it might be quicker to reach a suburban destination from there than going into the city 
and coming back. 
 
 Joliet has long had a reputation in Illinois as a rather depressed city.  I mention that, because except for Chicago it was probably 
the nicest looking large place we went through today.  There were some abandoned factories toward the north end, but the downtown 
area was quite lively—certainly better than Sedalia, St. Louis, or Springfield.  While the residential areas look like an older suburb, they’re 
mostly well kept.  The people appear to be mostly minorities (it looked like a Hispanic majority with a black minority), but it didn’t really 
appear to be poverty stricken. 
 



 The most noteworthy feature north of Joliet is the Stateville prison, an ancient institution that looks a lot like the old prison in Ft. 
Madison.  The train tracks go right next to the prison wall.  [Stateville is actually closed, but there is a newer state prison near Joliet 
that remains active.]  Beyond there we whizzed through the area politely named the “Heritage Corridor”.  This grim industrial area lies 

along the Illinois and Michigan Canal, the engineering marvel that takes water from Lake Michigan and drains it into the Mississippi—
thus keeping Chicago’s waste from polluting the lake.  The National Park Service operates has preserved a few tiny remnants o f what 
was once all green space.  Mostly, though, we saw rail yards, warehouses, and grimy old factories. 
 
 We whizzed past the Metra stops along the heritage corridor, making our last stop at Summit, just outside the city.  From there 
we paralleled the CTA orange line all the way downtown.  The ‘L’ actually went quite a bit faster than us, because Amtrak has to switch 
from track to track in what’s basically one big yard on the west side of Chicago.  Even doing that in slow motion, we still got into Union 
Station about twenty minutes ahead of schedule.  As I said, there’s a lot of padding at the north end of this route. 

 
 Noting that we were getting in early, one of the passengers in business class was hoping he could make a tight transfer to a 
Metra train.  The problem was that he was headed to the northwest suburbs, and trains in that direction leave from the far north end of 
this complex, about four blocks north of where we were entering.  He had about fifteen minutes to make his train, and if he rushed he 
probably could do that.  Otherwise it would be two hours before the next departure. 
 
 I made a familiar transfer to the blue line subway, which is located beneath the Eisenhower Expressway about three blocks 
south of Union Station.  Since ‘L’ trains run every ten minutes, there wasn’t any particular rush to get there.  They’re doing major 
renovations at the Clinton blue line station, and at the moment the escalators to the platform are entirely out of service.  That meant I had 
to tote my bag down a long flight of stairs that’s normally used as an emergency exit.  Replacing the escalators at Clinton is long overdue.  
They were incredibly narrow and really quite awkward for a station that gets a lot of people with luggage.  [The replacement escalators 
are no wider.  What they really need to do at Clinton is install an elevator.] 

 
 The other big renovation that’s happening in all the Chicago ‘L’ stations is a change in the turnstiles.  Starting this fall (though it 
was originally supposed to be in June) they will be converting all the fare media to a smart card system called Ventra and getting rid of 
the magnetic stripe cards and passes they’ve used for almost twenty years now.  In anticipation of that they’ve moved the slots where 
you insert the old style cards to an inconvenient location far forward on the turnstiles and put touch pad readers for the Ventra cards 
where the slots used to be.  The slots are in an awkward place, but apparently by 2014 they’ll be removing them all together.  [They are 
long gone now, and while some people complain about it, Ventra is about the most reliable smart card fare system around.] 

 
 Almost immediately after I got to the platform an O’Hare-bound train arrived.  It was nearly empty when I boarded, but as soon 
as we passed Jackson at the south end of downtown it became quite crowded.  For security reasons CTA has long used short  trains at 
night and on weekends, when there are generally fewer riders.  It probably made sense to have a short train on the west side, but not 
one the northwest branch leading out to O’Hare.  That part of the blue line passes through Wicker Park, a trendy area that is party central 
on weekends.  The train was crowded packed with twenty-somethings headed to the bars.  In addition there were Hispanic and Polish 
heritage festivals this weekend in different neighborhoods on the northwest side, so there were even more people headed to those.  I 
was glad to have boarded before downtown, because it was standing room only all the way to Jefferson Park—which is nearly the end of 
the line.  [CTA has taken to short-turning many trains at UIC—Halsted (one stop west of Clinton), which allows them to run more 
trains toward O’Hare and fewer on the west side.  In fact on weekends now half the trains make the shorter trip.  That allows 
service on the northwest side every 7 – 10 minutes, while west side passengers have to wait 15 – 20 minutes.] 

 
Nighttime view of I-90  

as seen from Room 804 of the SpringHill Suites—O’Hare – Chicago, Illinois 

 
 I rode two stops past Jefferson Park 
to Cumberland.  This stop is mostly a park-
and-ride, but it also serves a suburban area 
(much of which is actually in the city) and 
about half a dozen airport hotels.  I’ve used 
this station before when I stayed at what is 
now a Holiday Inn (previously a Ramada, a 
Clarion, and originally a Wyndham Garden 
Inn), the place where O.J. Simpson fled to 
after the chase in a white Ford Bronco years 
ago.  That hotel is just across the street from 
the station.  Unfortunately my reservation on 
this trip was at the SpringHill Suites (more 
“free” nights from the screw-up in 
Washington), which is just about the furthest 
hotel that’s vaguely near Cumberland station.  
Even walking at a good clip, it’s a good ten 
minutes from the station to the SpringHill 
Suites.  A large part of that way there are no 
sidewalks, so it’s not an easy walk either. 

 
 Check-in  was  easy  and took  almost  

no time at all.  I quickly made my way up to Room 804, a true suite (separate living room, kitchen, bathroom, and bedroom) in the 
southwest corner of the building.  The room featured full-length windows, and while the view was of little other than the Kennedy 
Expressway, it was still interesting. 
 



 I left my stuff and made my way back to Cumberland station.  I caught an inbound train and rode one station east to Harlem.  
Just outside the station is a little restaurant I’d passed numerous times but never patronized, and I had a late dinner there.  Though its 
name is incredibly American (Taco Burrito King), this is a “muy auténtico” Mexican restaurant.  (It may have also had Guatemalan 
influences, since they had newspapers and magazines from that country on display.)  It’s part of a chain with half a dozen locations in 
heavily Hispanic areas throughout Chicagoland.  [I may check out another of their locations when I’m in the Windy City at Easter.]  

They’re open twenty-four hours a day, and the place was certainly hopping at 10:30pm on a Saturday.  As is often true at Mexican 
restaurants, the Hispanic staff instinctively greeted patrons in their native language.  I was greeted in English, as was a rather drunk 
person in line ahead of me, but the next three people in line behind me were greeted in Spanish.   
 
 I had sopes for dinner, basically savory pies made of corn meal and topped with vegetables, meat, and sour cream.  I had one 
chicken sope and one “al pastor” (with marinated pork chunks).  They were served with a variety of sauces that ranged from extremely 
mild to almost impossibly hot.  I mixed the sauces, and they made an excellent combination.  I also ordered a bottle of Jarritos soda.  
Strangely it came in a plastic bottle.  Almost always Mexican pop comes in glass.  This was “hecho en México”, but it was a plastic bottle.  
I’d never seen that before. 
 
 I lucked out and caught an outbound train almost immediately after I’d finished my dinner.  There was still a long walk back to 
the hotel, though.  I relaxed for a while listening to WBBM news radio [something I’ve done since I was a small child].  I got to sleep 

around midnight and ended up sleeping quite well. 
 

 
 
 I was up shortly after 6:00 this morning and was one of the first in line when they opened the breakfast buffet at 7:00.  (Like a 
lot of hotels, this one started breakfast later on weekends than during the week.  I never really understand why they do that.  [That is a 
pet peeve of mine.  I recently stayed at a hotel while judging at state speech, and I had to skip the “free” breakfast because it 
didn’t’ start until after I needed to be at the judges’ meeting.])  The buffet was huge.  I enjoyed surprisingly good scrambled eggs, 

together with peach yogurt, a bagel, a muffin, and cranberry juice.  I also took some turkey sausage, which turned out to be disgusting—
you can’t win them all.  [I’m not a great fan of sausage in general, and when it’s made of anything other than pork, it’s almost 
always inedible.] 

 
 I got some coffee to go and set out for the day.  I crossed to the north side of Higgins Road, where there was a sidewalk.  That 
made a more pleasant walk to the station.  There was a bank on the way, so I stopped there to use their ATM.  Two things stood out 
about that.  First, they charged a $4 charge at the ATM, the most I’d ever encountered.  [I’m pretty sure that record still stands.]  

Secondly, they were advertising a certificate of deposit that earned 0.67% interest.  I can remember back in the ‘80s when passbook 
savings earned ten times that and when CDs were in double digits.  What’s sad is that interest people have to pay banks on things like 
credit cards hasn’t gone down at all, but interest banks pay to people is now essentially nonexistent.  It’s appalling that banks are allowed 
to get away with that. 
 
 Blue line service early Sunday morning is less frequent, so I had to wait about ten minutes before a train came.  I had an 
uneventful ride downtown and got off at Clark & Lake.  I spent about half an hour walking all over the Loop before eventually making my 
way to Chicago Temple, the skyscraper Methodist church I’d been to on several previous occasions.  I arrived well ahead of the start of 
their 8:30 service. 
 
 I’ve been to a lot of different churches, both at home and while traveling, and Chicago Temple is probably my favorite of the lot.  
It’s friendly without being intrusive, formal without being stuffy, and diverse without being assertively “inclusive”.   That’s a tough 
combination to pull off, and they do it very well.  A church like this can only work in a major city.  That’s too bad, because I really wish I 
could attend one like it regularly. 
 
 The crowd this week was unusually small for this church; probably only a hundred or so were in attendance.  The minister 
explained the reason for that in thanking those who were there at the beginning of the service.  They were apparently shooting a movie 
on Dearborn Street in the Loop, and they’d blocked off all the cross streets around the church.  That meant everyone who was here either 
lived nearby and had walked to church or had come by train. 
 
 Chicago Temple has started a new tradition of having a brief hymn sing before the weekly worship service (or at least before 
the early one—it might become unwieldy with the larger crowd at 11am).  We sang two verses of about half a dozen hymns requested 
by various people in the congregation.  The church has an outstanding organ and organist, and it was nice to have even more time to 
appreciate them. 
 
 The main lectionary reading for the week was Luke’s brief account of the Lord’s Prayer and a strange parable that follows it as 
a means of illustrating the directive to “ask, and you shall receive.”  As he always does, Dr. Philip Blackwell preached an outstanding 
sermon.  In “Unsettling Prayer” he analyzed the real meaning behind the prayer we so often recite without any thought.  Much of his 
discussion was about metaphors.  He noted that Jesus’ parables (like today’s about giving a scorpion to a child who asks for an egg) are 
invariably metaphors.  The Lord’s Prayer is also full of metaphors.  God is not literally our father, for instance, but a loving father is a 
metaphor for our relationship with God.  Similarly we aren’t praying specifically for bread; rather this is a metaphor for not being in want 
of the things we truly need.  It was an interesting and thought-provoking sermon.  [Dr. Blackwell has since retired.  I’ll be in Chicago 
this Easter, and I’ll almost certainly be at Chicago Temple again.  I hope the new minister is as good as he was.] 

 



 The service also featured good choral and congregational music, appropriate prayers, and a short but reverent communion 
service.  I always like that people are allowed and encouraged to kneel in front of the altar after taking communion at Chicago Temple.  I 
think more churches would do well to copy that practice. 
 
 After church I took the blue line over to UIC—Halsted, just west of downtown.  They’ve changed the blue line schedule so that 
on many weekend trains this is the end of the line [as I noted earlier].  Only about half the trains continue to the western terminal at 

Forest Park.  That’s because demand is very unbalanced on the blue line.  Northwest Chicago is rapidly growing and full of young people 
and recent immigrants who take the train, while the west side hit its peak in the ‘60s and continues to decline.  [There are some pockets 
on the west side that are gentrifying, but they are few and far between.]  They’ve tried to increase service where there’s a need 
without running empty trains where there isn’t.  [That has in turn led to lawsuits from organizations who claim the CTA is being 
racist in better serving white and Hispanic neighborhoods while offering less service to black neighborhoods.  It really is a 
situation where no matter what they do, they can’t win.] 

 
 From the Halsted station I took a walk through the Greektown area.  The restaurants here all serve Sunday brunch, and they 
had lines out the door on Sunday morning.  I didn’t stop at any of the “real” restaurants, but I did go into a Dunkin’ Donuts that was equally 
crowded.  The place stood out because of the family of tourists that was in line ahead of me.  The father obviously didn’t want to be there.  
Over and over again he cautioned his family that this wasn’t really a meal stop, just a snack break.  When they finally got to the front of 
the line, the wife and kids did in fact order light.  The father, though, bought out the store.  Not only did he get doughnuts, but also a 
breakfast combo meal with an Egg McMuffin clone and hashbrowns, plus coffee and a smoothie.  If that’s a “snack” for him, I’d hate to 
see what he orders for lunch.  I ordered a bit lighter.  I had their cheapest combo, with a single doughnut (a Boston crème) and a small 
coffee.  For me that really was a nice snack. 
 
 My main event today would be a visit to the Brookfield Zoo.  I’d intended to go to the zoo when I was in Chicago after Thanksgiving 
last fall.  Unfortunately I had a fall then and hurt my leg badly.  I was barely able to hobble from the bed in my hotel to the bathroom, let 
alone walk around all day.  The zoo ticket I’d bought was valid for a year, though, and I figured this was as good a time as any to get 
some value out of it. 
 
 To get to the Brookfield Zoo you need to either drive or take a Metra train.  Since my car was in Missouri, obviously the latter 
option was best for me.  I headed over to Union Station and joined a long line of people at the Metra ticket window.  The vast majority of 
Metra riders are commuters who use passes.  On weekends, though, there are a lot of people who take getaway trips from the city to the 
suburbs or vice versa.  You can buy tickets on the train, but there’s a $5 surcharge if you don’t get your ticket in advance.  That’s why so 
many people were lined up on a Sunday. 
 
 For me, as for most of the riders, the best deal was a “weekender”.  This ticket allows unlimited travel anywhere Metra goes all 
day Saturday and Sunday.  The $7 cost was already $1.50 less than a round-trip to the zoo would be, plus it would allow me to make a 
side trip if I wanted.  They really are an outstanding deal.  [The price has since increased to $10, but it’s still a great value.] 

 
 I caught the 10:40 BNSF Metra train west from Union Station.  It’s about a twenty-minute trip from Chicago to Hollywood, the 
stop in eastern Brookfield that serves the zoo.  As we were leaving the train another passenger made conversation with the conductor 
and found out that he worked all day, riding back and forth between Chicago and Aurora.  The passenger said that it seemed like there  

 
Typical home in Brookfield, Illinois 

was a big crowd for a Sunday, and the conductor 
noted that it would be far more crowded later in the 
afternoon when a White Sox game let out and 
thousands of fans returned to the suburbs.  The 
passenger asked if the fans were rowdy, to which the 
conductor shrugged.  “Sox fans aren’t bad,” he noted.  
“They’re nothing like Cubs fans.  The Cubs fans are 
just out of control.”  That comment stood out to me, 
because I was wearing a Cubs cap in honor of Brad 
Nelson’s latest employer.  While I certainly support 
my former student, I must say I’ve never really been 
a Cubs fan.  In spite of the cap, I’d tend to agree with 
the conductor about how they act.  I far prefer seeing 
games at Comiskey (or technically U.S. Cellular Park) 
to Wrigley Field.  [The White Sox ballpark is now 
called Guaranteed Rate Field, apparently after a 
mortgage company.  As far as I can tell, pretty 
much everyone in Chicago still calls it Comsikey.] 

 
 It’s about a ten-minute walk from the station 
to the back entrance of Brookfield Zoo.  The walk 
goes through a neighborhood of immaculately 
maintained homes from early in the last century set 
on tree-filled lots.  The people here are surprisingly 
diverse—mostly  white,   but  with  a  fair  number  of 

Asians and Hispanics, all of them middle to upper class.  It really does seem like a lovely neighborhood.  I’m not normally a fan of suburbs, 
but Brookfield is a place I could feel comfortable living.  [I’d never afford to call the place home, though.] 



 
 

Giraffes at Brookfield Zoo 

 I loved residential Brookfield, but I can’t say I was as bit a fan of the zoo.  I’d been to the Blank Park Zoo in Des Moines a couple 
weeks earlier, and honestly I preferred that to its more famous cousin in Chicagoland.  Brookfield does have a good variety of animals, 
and most of them were out since it was pleasantly cool.  Unfortunately the zoo is too big, too crowded, and too commercial.  On Sunday 
the place was jam-packed with young couples pushing their kids around in strollers.  The vast majority of those kids were old enough that 
they should have been able to get around under their own power, but for some reason their parents had strollers (mostly rented from the 
zoo) for them.  There was a loud concert going on in the main plaza, which I found frankly annoying.  The whole concept of a concert at 
a zoo seems odd to me, and this one was loud enough I’d think it would disturb the animals. 
 
 It was also annoying that everywhere I went at the zoo they seemed out to make a buck.  I expected that the exit would be 
through a gift shop and that there would be food concessions scattered around the grounds.  I didn’t expect that the place would feel 
more like a shopping mall than a park.  Everywhere I went there was stuff for sale.  There were at least seven full-sized gift shops 
(including one that specializes in gifts for your dog), plus dozens of carts selling assorted trinkets.  All those parents with their strollers 
have to run a gauntlet of food stands, plus vendors tempting their kids with face painting, temporary tattoos, hair glitter, and bubble wands.  
What any of that has to do with a zoo, I have no clue, but a family could spend hundreds of dollars on all of it.  On top of all that, many of 
the most popular attractions are ticketed separately from general admission, so it would cost about $40 per person to see everything. 
 
 I didn’t spend a dime at Brookfield Zoo, besides the $15 ticket I’d bought last fall.  I also walked through the place in about one-
fourth of their suggested time, taking about an hour and fifteen minutes to see everything.  I didn’t dislike the place, but I really don’t see 
why so many people find it such a huge attraction. 
 
 I made my way back to the station about ten minutes before the next westbound train was scheduled to depart.  [To be honest, 
I’d actually hurried just a bit at the zoo so I would make the train, but I don’t know that I’d have cared to dawdle much longer 
anyway.]  While I waited a recorded announcement repeatedly said, “Attention, Metra customers.  The next inbound train, train # 1314 

from Aurora to Chicago Union Station is running six to fourteen minutes behind schedule.  This delay is due to passenger 
accommodations.  Thank you for your patience, and thank-you for riding Metra.”  There was a pause in the announcement before each 
of the underlined terms while the computer obviously searched for the relevant train, delay time, and reason.  Six to fourteen minutes is 
a strange range of times for a delay, going from almost nothing to significantly tardy.  I’d also say “passenger accommodations” is about 
as vague of a reason for a delay as there is.  It certainly made me wonder who they were accommodating. 
 
 There was an interesting poster taped to a trashcan at the Hollywood station.  All it said was “Political corruption is treason”.  
That’s a powerful statement, particularly in a state famous for corruption on both sides of the aisle.  Illinois’ last two governors (Republican 
George Ryan and Democrat Rod Blagojevich) both ended up in federal prison, and there have been corruption charges against county 
governments all over the state (citing Democrats in the Chicago area and Republicans downstate), and against the administration of the 
state universities. The current governor, Pat Quinn, appears to be serious about investigating these charges, which is definitely a first for 
a politician from the Prairie State.  [Quinn does appear to have been relatively uncorrupt.  He was quite unpopular, though, 
particularly after he raised both income and sales taxes in Illinois.  When he ran for reelection in 2014, he lost every county in 
the state except Cook County, where Chicago is located.  His successor, Bruce Rauner, also seemed mostly honest.  Rauner 
lost resoundingly in the anti-Trump reaction in 2018, with Democrat J.B. Pritzker (the wealthiest person ever to serve as a 
governor in the U.S.) winning every urban county and getting nearly 80% of the vote in the Chicago area.]  

 



 The delay didn’t affect me, since I was boarding an outbound train.  It was a couple minutes late, but presumably they don’t 
bother announcing anything five minutes or less behind schedule.  I rode just two stops west to LaGrange Road.  I’d been at this stop 
before (mostly on Amtrak trains coming from Princeton), but I’d never gotten off there. 

 
Website view of the crepes I ordered at Blueberry Hill 

 
 Today I was planning to have a late lunch in LaGrange.  I 
walked south a couple blocks from the station to a place I’d read 
about called Blueberry Hill, a local chain of family restaurants.  They 
obviously do a huge brunch business.  It was after 1pm, but there 
was still a wait for seating.  Larger parties had to wait as long as 
twenty minutes.  Fortunately, as a singleton I was able to get a small 
table by the kitchen fairly quickly.  My waitress, a sixty-ish East 
European woman with a thick accent, was almost too helpful.  She 
was constantly topping off coffee and asking if everything was all 
right.  That’s certainly better than being ignored, but at least a little 
privacy would have been nice. 
 
 I had triple berry crepes with a side of ham, which made 
an excellent meal.  The crepes were topped with fresh whipped 
cream, and it was real ham carved right off the bone.  The only 
negative thing about my lunch was the coffee.  It was the weakest 
brew I’ve had in ages, surprisingly weak for Chicagoland. 
 

 On Sunday trains on this line come every two hours, and I 
had nearly an hour to kill after lunch before the next eastbound train 
would arrive.  I spent most of this walking around downtown 
LaGrange and the nearby residential areas.  LaGrange seems to 
have a strange mix of income levels, everything from lower middle 
class to filthy rich.  Some of the homes here are charming old brick 
homes here with manicured formal gardens, but there’s also cheap 
frame homes from the ‘50s that look like they haven’t seen 
maintenance since the ‘70s.  The vast majority of LaGrange appears 
to be white, with just a few Hispanics thrown into the mix. 
 

 Downtown LaGrange had some rather strange sidewalk 
decorations.  These were made of sheets of plywood joined by 
chains or ribbons and set with an angle at the top like sandwich 
signs.  What made these unique was that all of them had holes at 
the top that looked like you might pitch balls in them as a game of 
chance.  Most were painted in designs that somehow related to the 
businesses they were in front of.  I have no idea what the purpose 
was, but they certainly made an interesting sight. 

 
 I needed to use a restroom badly, so I stopped at a McDonalds just north of LaGrange Road station.  I bought a frozen lemonade 
essentially as payment for using their facilities.  Only then did I realize they didn’t even have a restroom.  The place is adjacent to a BP 
convenience store, and it’s the gas station that’s responsible for the toilets.  While I was in BP I noticed they had Pepsi for sale in a 
strangely shaped bottle I didn’t have, so I added that to my collection. 
 
 I made my way back to the station, only to hear an announcement that the train I was waiting for would also be delayed six to 
fourteen minutes.  This time the reason was “excessive load”.  I killed a bit of time at a Walgreen’s across the street and then proceeded 
to thumb through the local phone book, which was available in what looked like a newspaper box on the platform. 
 
 Eventually the eastbound train arrived, and I rode it back to Cicero station.  This station is located right at the east end of the 
massive Cicero rail yard.  Its exit leads down to Cicero Avenue, a busy street lined with national chain stores (K-Mart, Sam’s Club, Best 
Buy, Staples, etc.) with most of their signs in Spanish.  While Cicero was originally settled by East European immigrants, today it is 
something like 90% Hispanic.  Cicero is a grimy town, but it’s lively and fun.  Going there is also almost like a trip to a foreign country, but 
one that you can get to on the ‘L’. 
 
 I walked about a half mile up Cicero Avenue to the pink line ‘L’ station at Cicero & Cermak.  I caught a pink line train and headed 
eastward.  The most interesting passenger on this ride was a skinny middle-aged black man who boarded at Kedzie.  He politely asked 
if anyone had candy or gum, explaining that he was a diabetic and needed something sweet.  A woman reached into her purse and 
handed him a stick of gum.  He seemed grateful and left a couple stations later.  I’ve never really known anyone with acute diabetes, but 
it’s hard for me to believe a single stick of gum would be enough to make a difference.  [I just googled the topic, and apparently even 
that small an amount of sugar can make a difference with diabetes—I guess you do learn something every day.] 

 
 I rode east to the new Morgan station on the near west side.  I’ve walked around the neighborhoods near the vast majority of 
Chicago’s ‘L’ stations (including all of the other pink line stations), and I was curious to check out the Morgan area.  It’s really rather dull.  
It’s almost entirely residential [I’d later discover quite a lot of business a couple blocks to the south.], and it combines some of the 
rattiest houses in Chicago with others that have been beautifully restored and gentrified.  I was reminded of a play called Clybourne Park 
that Margaret and I saw up at the Guthrie earlier this year.  The show, which is set in a fictitious neighborhood in Chicago, examines how 
neighborhoods change over time.  The first act revolves around the first black family to move into an all-white neighborhood, finding a 



family willing to sell to them only because of a suicide that recently happened in the house.  The second act looks at white yuppies who 
want to tear down a decaying home in a gentrifying neighborhood and replace it with a mini mansion.  The house they are buying turns 
out to be the same one featured in act one.  It’s really quite a fascinating show, and I could see all the different aspects of their imaginary 
neighborhood here in the Morgan area. 
 
 I walked about ten blocks, from Morgan and Lake to Grand and Milwaukee.  At Grand I went down to the subway and took the 
blue line back toward O’Hare.  Several of the passengers in this car were college kids from Europe.  I’m not sure where they were from, 
and I think they were actually from more than one country.  They spoke English to each other, but it was clear that was no one’s native 
language.   
  
 Since it had seemed like an incredibly long walk from Cumberland to the hotel, this time I got off at Harlem and decided to walk 
from there.  That was a mistake.  I had to walk well over a mile, including a very long overpass across I-90.  There were sidewalks the 
whole way in this direction, however, so at least it was a level walk. 
 
 My legs were quite tired when I got back to the hotel, so I took a warm bath to soothe them.  I ended it with a brief shower, which 
invigorated me for the evening.  The clothes I’d worn most of the day were acceptable for church in summer, but really geared for walking 
around the zoo.  By now they’d also gotten rather sweaty.  I was headed to a play tonight, and Chicago is a place that still mostly dresses 
for the theatre.  I enjoy dressing up for an evening at the theatre myself, so I put on a nicer outfit and then made my way back to 
Cumberland station. 
 
 There are only two stations beyond Cumberland, but the train I boarded was already crowded at that point.  A lot of the people 
had obviously boarded at O’Hare (the dead giveaway being luggage), but others had used the park-and-ride at Rosemont.  I managed to 
get the very last available seat in my car.  I was glad of that, because after about three more stations the aisle was completely packed 
with bodies. 
 
 The most interesting passengers on this ride were a group of anorexic looking high school kids, three girls and three boys, who 
were headed for a free outdoor concert near the Damen station.  The girls were in party dresses that would be obscenely short on their 
own.  Fortunately they all wore tights underneath them.  The boys were in T-shirts and gym shorts.  The most interesting was a boy whose 
T-shirt advised “VOTE FOR NATALIE SCHILTZ FOR STUCO PRESIDENT – SHE HAS A GREAT STUDENT BODY”.  I might not have 
even noticed the shirt except that “Schiltz” is a very common last name in the Algona area.  I’ve never taught a Natalie Schi ltz, but I 
probably have taught two dozen people with that last name over the years.  Almost all of them (male and female) have been known for 
their good looks.  As moderator of our student council, I’m certainly aware that looks and the associated popularity often decide who wins.  
Fortunately, though, no one at Garrigan has ever campaigned so directly on such superficial things.  I also couldn’t help but wonder which 
of the girls (who pretty much all looked alike) was Natalie Schiltz.  At least I certainly hope one of them was; I can’t imag ine a girl allowing 
her beau to wear a shirt that talked about someone else’s “great student body” 
 
 When I got downtown there was still some time to kill before the theatre would open its doors.  So I took the underground pedway 
over to State Street and rode the red line for a little bit.  They’re currently doing major renovations on the red line and the whole section 
of that line that runs in the middle of the Dan Ryan Expressway.  They’ve re-routed the red line trains onto the green line ‘L’ tracks that 
run parallel a few blocks east.  It’s obviously a fairly lengthy renovation, because they’ve covered over all the destination signs to say 
“63/Ashland” instead of “95/Dan Ryan” and there are detailed maps showing all the shuttle bus routes that fan out all over the South Side 
to replace the missing Dan Ryan service.  [The Dan Ryan stops are open again, and it really doesn’t seem like they changed very 
much.  I think there was a lot of invisible infrastructure work, though.  The biggest change on the red line is that they’ve relocated 
the main downtown stop from Washington to Lake (two blocks north).  The station still has an interchange with the blue line 
subway, but it’s at the opposite end of the platform from where it used to be.] 

 
 I rode just a couple stops south to Jackson and had dinner at a McDonalds near there.  Like many of the downtown fast food 
joints, this McDonalds had its restaurants on the second floor.  They also had a guard who watched to make sure that only customers 
went up there to use them.  One woman used the elevator to get upstairs, and the guard raced up the stairs to beat her to the second 
floor.  The next thing I saw both the guard and the woman were emerging from the elevator on the first floor.  A few minutes later the 
woman had a coffee in her hand as she made her way back up the elevator to the toilets.  It was interesting entertainment while I ate. 
 
 I walked over to Jackson and Dearborn and rode the blue line one stop north to Monroe.  I couldn’t help but notice as I made 
my way up the steps how much easier it was than when I’d used those same steps last Thanksgiving.  I really did a number on my leg 
then, and it was all I could bear to hobble up those stairs.  Fortunately the leg has fully healed, and I made it up today without any particular 
effort.  [I couldn’t begin to count the number of times I’ve twisted my ankle or had an awkward fall that screwed up my leg.  I still 
distinctly remember the spill I took in Chicago that Thanksgiving, though, and I hope never to repeat it.] 

 
 I made my way to the Bank of America Theatre (formerly the Schubert) and then up level after level of steps to the balcony.  
[This theatre has changed its name twice more since I was here.  For a time it was called the Privatebank (all one word) Theatre.  
That bank was bought out by the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, and now it’s called the CIBC Theatre.  I’ll be seeing 
Hamilton there at Easter.]  While it took some time to get there, I actually had an outstanding seat for this show.  I was in Row A of the 

balcony, right on the right hand aisle.  The view was perfect, and while the theatre was crowded, there ended up being no one in the seat 
next to me, so I had plenty of space. 
 



 The show I was here to see was the 2011 Tony-
winner The Book of Mormon.  While I had heard a bit of the 
music before at speech contests [it was probably the 
most popular selection for musical theatre entries at 
the time], I didn’t really know what to expect.  It turns out 
that The Book of Mormon is a very adult show, which is 
not really a surprise coming from the creators of the South 
Park TV show.  It’s assertively non-Mormon language 
would make high school and college kids blush, some of 
the choreography leaves nothing to the imagination, and 
much of the plot could be considered blasphemous.  The 
show has been controversial in some circles, though to 
their credit the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints 
responded by issuing a simple statement that said, “The 
play The Book of Mormon may entertain audiences for an 
evening, but The Book of Mormon as a volume of scripture 
will change people’s lives forever.” 
 
 I’ll be honest and say I really don’t know much 
about the scriptures in The Book of Mormon.  [Even after 
my recent trip to Utah, that’s still the case.]  I’ve 

thumbed through the book a few times when I’ve stayed in 
hotels that had it alongside the Gideon Bible [as it is in 
every hotel owned by Marriott], and I’ve picked up a few 

things while trying to politely dismiss missionaries who 
have interrupted my day.  From what I’ve seen, though, 
The Book of Mormon makes the King James Bible seem 

like a children’s book.  It’s complicated and dull, filled with 
archaic language and bizarre imagery. 
 
 The musical The Book of Mormon grows out of 

that very fact.  The plot focuses on two young men who are 
sent to do missionary work in a remote part of Uganda.  
Understandably they have trouble getting the natives to 
understand their complex book of scriptures.  So, one of 
the missionaries decides to make up stories that the locals 
can better relate to.  They listen to him and learn from him, 
and they change their behavior to act in more Christian 
ways.  Eventually they ask to be baptized as Mormons.  
Church officials are so impressed with the success that 
they come to visit the African mission.  The locals present 
a play for the officials to show what they’ve learned—much 
of which turns Mormon teaching on its head.  
Understandably the officials consider this blasphemy, even 
though the mission had succeeded in making a positive 
change in the lives of the natives.  This leads to the 
ultimate theme of the show—whether the point of religion 
should  be a literal  interpretation of  scripture and doctrine  

 
Playbill for The Book of Mormon 

or helping people and improving the world.  The playwrights make it very clear that they feel what you believe is far less important than 
being good and helping people—and I must say that’s pretty much my opinion as well. 
 
 This was one of the few shows I’ve ever seen that had a primarily male cast (which, of course, fits the theme.)  The leads in 
most musicals are women who can belt out songs; even the male leads are often just character roles that sort of talk their way through 
the songs.  The Book of Mormon is almost the exact opposite of that, and it was a refreshing change.  The men sang well, and they had 
excellent music to sing.  There’s also a wide variety of music, much of it parodying styles common to other Broadway shows. 
 
 The two central characters were quite different.  One was an unpopular nerd, while the other was an over-achieving perfectionist.  
I found it fascinating that I could see elements of myself in both of them.  As the play proceeds, the characters develop, and each assumes 
characteristics of the other—which I found quite interesting.  While I’m still a bit shocked by just how adult much of the show was, I’m 
very glad to have seen it.  I can certainly understand why it won so many awards. 
 
 Many people stuck around socializing after the show, but being on an aisle, I was able to make it to the exit fairly quickly.  I 
headed back to Monroe station, where there was already a fair crowd on the platform, most of them holding playbills.  I’ve noticed a big 
increase in the number of people who take the ‘L’ to the theatre in recent years, a definite sign of the CTA’s rising popularity.  The platform 
rapidly became more and more crowded, and I knew it was likely to be very crowded on an O’Hare-bound train.  So when a train bound 
for Forest Park arrived first, I decided to board it and ride one stop south to Jackson.  It was much less crowded there, and by boarding 
an O’Hare train before the mob, I was able to get a seat on a standing room only train.  [I’ve pulled that trick on many occasions, both 
in Chicago and other cities.  It’s particularly useful when sporting events let out.] 

 



 This turned out to be one of the most crowded trains I’ve ever been on.  It was just four cars long, and all of them were jammed 
past Monroe.  We picked up more people at Clark & Lake (the big downtown mixmaster), and then we reached Damen right as both the 
Hispanic festival and the free concert were letting out.  The platform at Damen looked like it was about to collapse, and when those people 
crammed onto the train it was the sort of crowding you’d expect in a Third World country.  It gradually thinned as we made our way 
northward, but it was still standing room only all the way to Harlem.   
 
 Something I couldn’t help but notice on this trip was that there was far more graffiti on the trains and in the stations than  there 
used to be.  For quite a while the CTA had been quite vigilant about dealing with vandalism, but they seem to be getting more lax.  I 
assume it’s a lessened priority as funding becomes tighter, but it could be a symptom of the larger crime problems Chicago has had in 
recent years.  Whatever the reason, there were more scratched-up windows and a lot more spray paint than there used to be. 
 
 Close to a hundred people got off the train at Cumberland.  Almost all of them exited to the south, where the park-and-ride ramp 
is located.  The only people who went north were me and a group of college boys who had probably come from the festival at Damen.  It 
turned out they were also staying at the SpringHill Suites; I followed them all the way there. 
 
 I packed up my stuff and then settled right into bed.  This had been a long day, and I slept pretty well tonight. 
 

 
 
 I’d set my alarm for 6:15 this morning, but I was up promptly at 6:00.  I was down at breakfast by 6:30 and left the hotel at 6:45.  
For so early in the morning there was an amazing amount of traffic on Higgins Road.  With my suitcase I preferred to walk on the north 
side with the sidewalk, but it was a bit of a chore to cross the street. 
 
 The ‘L’ trains run frequently on business days, and at rush hour this was an eight-car train.  There was plenty of room when I 
got on, but it filled up past Jefferson Park.  It wasn’t nearly as packed as the weekend trains had been, though. 
 
 I rode to Clark & Lake and transferred there to the green line.  I rode one stop west to Clinton, which is a few blocks north of 
Union Station.  As I walked down the sidewalk on Clinton Street I was practically barbecued by tobacco smoke.  The unintended side 
effect of banning smoking in public buildings is that all the smokers stand right outside the building entrances puffing away.  That’s 
especially true right before business hours, when many people are trying to get their fix for the day.  I passed literally dozens of smokers 
(probably more than a hundred) as I made my way south along Clinton. 
 
 While it was still quite a while before my train would leave, I made my way straight to the boarding area.  To my surprise, it was 
remarkably calm.  Every other time I’ve boarded a train in Chicago, it’s been utter chaos.  On the other hand, every other time it’s been 
in the afternoon, when dozens of long distance Amtrak trains and Metra commuter trains leave at roughly the same time.  The Amtrak 
waiting lounge doesn’t have nearly enough space to accommodate everyone who wants to board in the afternoon.  On the other hand, 
in the morning there are just a couple trains, and they all run relatively short distances in the Midwest.  Only three trains were leaving 
from the south end of the station anytime soon—the Lincoln service to St. Louis, the Saluki to Carbondale, and the Wolverine to Michigan.  
Those are all small trains, and there was more than enough space to accommodate their passengers.  The staff was also able to deal 
with everyone efficiently and politely.  I was truly amazed at how calm it was. 
 
 I’d arrived more than an hour before the train was scheduled to depart, but some passengers appear to cut things very close.  
They lock the boarding gates five minutes prior to departure, and a large group of people boarded the Saluki with less than a minute to 
spare.  Another passenger showed up after they’d closed the gate and was denied boarding.  Fortunately on short distance trains there 
are other options, but I’d hate to cut any transfer so close. 
 

I was again in business class, and today there were only two empty seats in the entire car (which makes sense on a business 
day).  This was a different style of car than the one I’d taken northward.  It was squared off rather than tube-shaped.  It was immaculate, 
but it lacked curtains and there was no overhead storage. 
 
 We boarded efficiently and left right on time.  I was intrigued as we pulled out to see an old black man fishing in the Chicago 
River.  While it’s not nearly as polluted as it once was, I certainly wouldn’t trust any fish from that river.  Hopefully he just threw back 
anything he might have caught. 
 
 Past Joliet the business class car was entirely bull of passengers.  With the exception of two, though, everyone was entirely 
silent.  Those two, a twenty-something young woman and a woman fifty or so, talked non-stop from Chicago on.  Sometimes they were 
on their cell phones, but mostly they chatted with and about each other.  I couldn’t help but overhear everything they said.  The younger 
woman was apparently in a serious accident about ten years ago and is still recovering from injuries she sustained.  She takes the train 
because her condition makes her unable to either fly or drive.  The older woman has degrees in law enforcement and psychology.  Her 
job is investigating the misuse of computers by employees of the State of Illinois.  While she sometimes looks into issues like pornography, 
more often she investigates people who waste time on the job with things like checking Facebook and shopping online.  Her agency also 
assisted in finding the computer documentation that sent Governor Ryan and Governor Blagojevich to prison for corruption.  While none 
of this was any of my business, it certainly was a fascinating conversation to overhear. 
 
 Before long we reached Pontiac.  My original summer plans had included an overnight stay here and a visit to their Route 66 
and antique auto museums and the vast murals on display all over the town.  The museums and murals do sound fascinating.  Looking 
at the people who exited in Pontiac, though, it was clear that most people who take Amtrak there are not interested in art or Route 66.  



Pontiac is home to three different state correctional facilities, and it was quite clear looking at the people who got off the train there that 
they were visiting inmates.   
 
 Around 11:45 we reached Normal (they call the station Bloomington, but it’s actually in Normal, kind of like Minneapolis—St. 
Paul).  This ended up being a rather embarrassing stop for the train crew.  We actually passed by the station without stopping.  The 
engineer apparently didn’t realize it until we were well past, so we stopped somewhere in the middle of a college campus and then backed 
up a mile or so.  The conductor made a rather sheepish announcement before we started backing up.  It did make me wonder just what 
was up. 
 
 It was a beautiful day all across Illinois.  Not much of significance happened on this leg of the journey, and I mostly filled time 
reading in my Kindle. My lunch was an Amtrak cheese and cracker tray, which is both tasty and good value. 
 
 We reached Alton early, so we made a very long stop there, waiting almost twenty minutes before leaving the station.  Between 
Alton and St. Louis we took a completely different route than we had going northbound.  This time we crossed the river at Granite City, 
well north of St. Louis and then crawled through desolate industrial areas on the north side of the city.  I thought we might be looping 
around so the train could leave heading east, but we pulled into Gateway station facing west.  I’m not sure why they take two  different 
routes, but it was kind of nice to see some different scenery.  [A surprising number of railroads are single track, and probably the 
other route was occupied by a freight train.  The advantage in an urban area is that there are alternatives that can be followed.] 

 
 As on most trains, the schedule is padded near the terminal, so even taking the alternate route we ended up arriving at STL 
about ten minutes early.  Again there were no Pizza Hut products available in the station, but they did at least have a reason for it this 
time.  Apparently their pizza oven was broken.  If they’d told me that the first time, I might have had a better opinion of the place. 
 
 I filled most of the wait by reading some more in my Kindle, this time the autobiography of Olympic diver Matthew Mitchum.  
When I saw a line start to form, I joined it.  That allowed me to be the first person to board in business class.  I’m glad I did,  because 
again the car was quite full.  It was interesting that I was the only passenger in the car who wasn’t headed all the way from St. Louis to 
Kansas City.  [It’s interesting to have major cities at both ends of the route.  On the Illinois trains, everyone is headed to Chicago 
in one direction, but the other way people get off at all the intermediate destinations.  Even on the train to St. Louis, only Chicago 
is a major destination.] 

 
 It intrigued me that the Missouri River Runner used cars with stickers on them saying they’d been paid for by the Illinois First 
infrastructure project.  The train headed to Chicago on the next track (the same one I’d come in on) did not have those stickers.  I assume 
the State of Illinois bought a certain number of cars for Amtrak, and they just distributed them among their Midwestern routes.  It was 
interesting, though, to be in an Illinois car on a route that doesn’t ever enter Illinois. 
 
 Most of Amtrak’s short distance routes are subsidized by the states those routes serve, rather than by Congress.  Illinois in 
particular gives Amtrak a very high subsidy, second only to California.  That allows good service statewide (probably the most 
comprehensive rural service of any state in the country), and it also helps keep fares low.  In addition to the operations subsidy, Illinois 
also funds Amtrak infrastructure such as the rail cars and the high speed track. 

 
View out the back of the Missouri River Runner 

 
 I went to the lounge to get some pretzel chips 
and hummus.  The attendant was honestly rather 
rude, and I certainly didn’t feel obliged to leave 
anything in his tip cup.  Every single one of the chips I 
got was broken—probably not the attendant’s fault, 
but it did seem a bit strange.  The roasted pepper 
hummus was good, though.  [The chips and 
hummus is probably my second favorite Amtrak 
food item, after the cheese tray.  It is weird to have 
a full bag of broken pita chips, though.] 

 
 We crawled going out of Gateway station.  
The Metrolink line parallels Amtrak here, and it took 
us more than ten minutes to get from the Civic Center 
Metrolink station to Grand, a distance that takes about 
four minutes by light rail.  Past Grand we finally sped 
up, and before long we were out to Maplewood, near 
where I’d stayed at the start of the summer.  We 
reached Kirkwood ahead of schedule and ended up 
waiting there for about ten minutes.  Our train blocked 
several cross streets in Kirkwood, so it had to be 
annoying to drivers that we made such a long stop. 

 
 From time to time  light rain spattered  on the  

windows.  Mostly, though, it was dark and gloomy all the way across Missouri.  My entire ride was before sunset, but I needed the light 
on over my seat to read.   It was the sort of dreary day I’d expect to see in March or November, and it really seemed out of place in 
August. 
 The most interesting thing that happened during the Missouri leg of this trip was that at one point during this trip the restroom in 
our car somehow got locked with no one inside it.  [I’ve actually seen this happen more than once.  The shaking of the rails appears 



to move the locking mechanism, and once it’s locked it won’t come open again.]  A couple of different people tried to use it, and 

finally one woman who obviously needed to go went and found the car attendant.  He hesitantly knocked and then used a skeleton key 
to open the door.   
 
 They had the P.A. turned off in business class [standard, though I don’t care for it myself], and since I was mostly reading, I 

just looked up occasionally and was only vaguely aware of the stops we made.  I knew we had passed Jefferson City, and it caught me 
a bit by surprise when I saw the outskirts of another fairly large town, which had to be Sedalia.  When we reached those outskirts it was 
still about twenty minutes before our scheduled stop, and we made it to the station fifteen minutes early.  I was glad I knew where we 
were, so I was able to exit without a problem. 
 
 My car started right up, and I had an easy drive to the hotel.  I was glad to have scouted out downtown Sedalia earlier, because 
the hotel’s parking lot wouldn’t have been easy to find at night without prior knowledge.  Things were further confused because streets 
were blocked off because of construction and because of some festival that was taking place near the courthouse. 
 
 I had a reservation at the Hotel Bothwell, a “boutique” hotel that is part of Choice Hotels’ “Ascend” Collection.  It’s a lovely old 
brick building that reminded me of the Harlan House or the Brazelton in Mt. Pleasant.  The place went to seed when downtown Sedalia 
started dying.  By the 1980s it was being used as a senior housing building, and I gather the residents were just one step up from 
homelessness.  In the mid ‘90s they gutted the place and tried to restore it to its former glory.  The lobby and other public areas are really 
quite beautiful. 
 
 I had a long time to gaze at the lobby, because it took forever to check in.  When I arrived the desk clerk was on the phone with 
someone who was trying to make a reservation for an extended stay sometime in the fall.  The clerk was apparently not able to make this 
particular reservation, and she had to take a message that would be referred to the manager.  She spent more than ten minutes dealing 
with that phone call before she even acknowledged that I was a t the desk. 
 
 Once she did welcome me there was an additional complication because I wanted to pay with a Choice gift card.  The desk clerk 
had obviously never seen one before and was totally clueless about how to process it.  I’ve talked other desk clerks through that process 
before. (The key at Choice properties is that they must first check the guest into a room and then go into the folio to apply the payment, 
which is the reverse of the order they normally do things.)  She made it very clear she didn’t want my assistance, though.  S ince I really 
didn’t want to wait in the lobby all night, I eventually presented a credit card, hoping I could apply the gift card at check-out. 

 

 
LEFT:  Lobby area of the Hotel Bothwell 
RIGHT:  Room 506 at the Hotel Bothwell 

 (The complete width of the room is shown.) 
 

 The clerk swiped my Visa card and gave me 
metallic gold-colored plastic cards in an envelope 
that said “Room 506” on it.  I went to the elevator, 
pressed “5”, and made my way upstairs. 

 
While the lobby at the Bothwell was beautiful, I was much less impressed when I went up to my room.  To say Room 506 was 

tiny is almost an exaggeration.  Only once do I remember staying in a smaller room.  That was in a former convent in Pittsburgh that had 
been converted to an inn.  [I’ve since stayed in a similarly tiny room in Brooklyn.]  The room there had once been a nun’s cell and 

was sized appropriately for that purpose.  My room at the Bothwell wasn’t much larger, and there was actually less usable space.  In 
Pittsburgh I’d had a single bed, while here the bed was a queen.  It came just a few inches from the wall on both sides, so c lose that I 
had to shimmy sideways.  At the foot of the bed was a tiny table with a straight chair.  The table was barely large enough to house a 
coffeemaker, which I moved to the floor to make room for my computer.  Facing the foot of the bed, just far enough away that the chair 
could slide out, was a tiny chest of drawers with a small flat screen TV on top of it.  The one thing that kept the room from being completely 
claustrophobic was high ceilings. 
 

There were two doors on one of the walls which could only be opened by shimmying sideways next to the bed.  One led to a 
surprisingly large closet (which even had bathrobes hanging in it, an amenity I don’t think I’ve ever before encountered at a hotel), while 
the other led to a bathroom significantly smaller than the one in my apartment.  There was a small old fashioned sink with separate hot 
and cold faucets and no surrounding counter at all.  Next to that, with no space between, was a toilet.  The toilet paper was cleverly 
mounted next to the radiator on the facing wall.  When I sat on the toilet my knees touched that radiator. There was a window above the 



radiator that spanned the whole width of the bathroom and continued up to the ceiling.  If I wanted, I could have opened Venetian blinds 
that covered that window and given the whole neighborhood a view of all my glory.  On the toilet my elbow pushed the curtain of a tiny 
concrete shower (the size you’d expect to see in a camper) inward. 

 
The closet and bathroom in Room 506 at the Hotel Bothwell 

Sedalia, Missouri 

I was rather shocked at just how small this room was, particularly 
because of a decision I’d made when booking the hotel.  Several room types 
came up when I made  the reservation.  One was  specifically listed as  “small   

room”, and after a bit of pondering I decided against that one and splurged for the next size up.  If this was a “standard queen” room, I 
hated to think how tiny the small room must have been. 
 
 I called Margaret, and we talked for a while.  Then I made some notes for this travelogue and watched Antiques Roadshow on 
TV.  I also did a bit more reading, and it was after midnight when I finally got to sleep. 
 

 
 
 I was up around 6:30 and watched the morning news from Kansas City.  Much of the news revolved around weather.  There 
had been heavy rain all over central Missouri overnight, which led to flooding in many places.  Fortunately Sedalia was not among those. 
 
 Watching the news made me think of another of my former students.  Dawn Bormann was a senior the year we started doing 
the “Bear Facts” radio show that I’m still in charge of producing.  She was one of our first announcers, and she went on to become a TV 
news anchor who the last I knew was in Kansas City.  Thinking of Dawn made me Google her name (she’s been married for years, but 
still uses her maiden name professionally), and I found out she’s no longer in television.  She moved on to the Kansas City Star and a 
year ago was involved in a very nasty staff reduction (one that made national news for the awkward way it transpired).  I was not able to 
determine what she’s been doing since last December; I do hope she landed on her feet.  [These days she appears to be using the 
name Dawn Bormann Novascone, and a look at pictures on her Twitter feed confirmed this is the Dawn I knew.  She is working 
as a free-lance writer and is frequently published in an online publication called Flatland, which describes itself as “Kansas 
City’s digital magazine”.  I hope Dawn comes back for our school’s 60th anniversary.  It would be great to see her again.] 

 
 I went down to the breakfast room and caught a bite to eat.  I’ve gotten spoiled by the many hotels that have upgraded their 
breakfasts and added hot items, There was really nothing wrong with the Bothwell’s breakfast, but it was more “continental” than full.  
They had a variety of pastries and bagels, and there was even yogurt and apples.  Eggs, meat, and even the now ubiquitous waffles were 
conspicuously absent, though. 
 
 I gathered my stuff and left the tiny room for good.  No one was at the desk, so I had to wait about ten minutes before I could 
check out.  When I did, I found out I’d actually been assigned to the wrong room.  I was supposed to be across the hall in a significantly 
larger room.   
 
 There were some issues with the check-out, though.  I was allowed to pay with a gift card at check-out.  However, the clerk (a 
different woman than worked the evening shift) had to call a manager at home to find out how to apply it.  This was complicated by the 
fact that they’d already charged my credit card, so they had to issue a credit and also charge the gift card.  The credit was to my American 
Express card, which seemed strange since it was my Visa card that the evening clerk had scanned.  The day clerk didn’t seem to 
understand why this was a problem, but I certainly didn’t want to be double billed.  On top of that, after being told I’d been assigned to 
the wrong room, the clerk didn’t offer me a discount or any compensation for the mistake.  I knew that when I’d booked my room the 



“small room—shower only” room type was priced at $9 less than what I paid, and I figured it was only fair that I should get that difference 
refunded.  

 
Main entrance to Hotel Bothwell – Sedalia, Missouri 

 I argued quite a while with the clerk, but left when it 
became clear that was going nowhere.  After I got home I wrote a 
polite e-mail to the manager and for my troubles I not only got 
refunded the difference in room costs, but also got the night for 50% 
off.  The manager also assured me that only one credit card had 
been charged.  The American Express card was the card I’d 
secured the room with, and because I hadn’t checked in before 6pm, 
it would have been automatically billed at that time.  The Visa would 
only have been used for incidental expenses, of which there were 
none.  The clerks apparently should have known that, and I gather 
the manager will be visiting with them about it.  So, while I may not 
have had the room I wanted, I certainly can’t complain at how things 
worked out. 
 

 After checking out I left my car in the Bothwell lot and spent 
about an hour and a half hiking around Sedalia.  As I noted earlier, 
the town is the center of the Katy Trail.  I walked over to the Katy 
Depot, which has a visitors’ center for the trail.  It was closed, but 
the building itself was interesting to see.  I then hiked part of the 
Katy Trail—just the part that is actually in Sedalia, but it still made a 
nice walk.  I was able to get a different perspective on the town than 
either what I saw downtown or what I’d seen driving the strip. 
 

 It surprised me that the trail was primarily paved with pea 
gravel.  That wasn’t bad for walking, but I’d think it would be awful 
for the bikes.  It certainly wouldn’t surprise me if they get a lot of flat 
tires. 
 

 I hiked a few miles on the trail and then came back north 
on Ohio Street.  I did another round of the downtown area, finding it 
no more interesting than it had been last weekend.  So I hopped in 
my car and made my way north on U.S. 65. 
 

 I  stopped  for  gas  at  a  Break Time convenience store in  

 
Katy Depot – Sedalia, Missouri 

Marshall, Missouri, the next main place north of Sedalia.    The cost was $3.399 a gallon, which was the best I’d see on the trip.  I followed 
highway 65 up to U.S. 36 and then headed west from there.  As I drove I was reminded of a feature I’d seen on the news that was patting 
Missouri on the back for supposedly having some of the best roads in the country.  I’d agree that the Show Me State’s highways have 
good surfaces.  They were almost universally asphalt that had been recently re-surfaced.  However, the roads themselves are awful, as 
they haven’t updated them with modern engineering.  They did the bare minimum of cutting and filling, which means I was forever going 
up and down and around curve after curve—even on the four lanes.  There are almost no shoulders, and the drainage is bad.  The speed 
limit is either 60 or 65 on two-lane highways and 65 or 70 on expressways in Missouri.  Most of the time, though, it wouldn’t really be safe 
to go that fast. 
 
 My destination this morning was St. Joseph, a place the size of Waterloo that is the only important town between Kansas City 
and Omaha.  Highway 36 dumps out on the backside of St. Joseph, and I made my way through a rather seedy area to get to the historic 
district.  The old part of St. Joseph is called Patee Town.  It’s named after a town founder who apparently came from the area near 



Cooperstown, New York.  I don’t know if he’s in any way related to the Patee for whom a historic hotel in Perry, Iowa (near where my 
brother lives) is named, and searching the name on line didn’t really answer the question. 

 
 St. Joseph’s 
biggest claim to fame is 
being home to the 
Pony Express.  They 
have a museum 
housed in the original 
stable that was used to 
supply horses for the 
first leg of that famous 
run.  As I paid my 
admission, the woman 
at the desk asked me 
where I was from, and 
when I said “Iowa” she 
pried as to exactly 
where.  It turned out 
that she was from 
Denison, and while 
that’s really nowhere 
near Algona, it did give 
us a tiny bit in common. 
 
 I spent forty-
five minutes or so 
watching their movie 
and checking out the 
exhibits.  Honestly it 
really wasn’t that good 
of a museum, but it did 
teach me quite a bit.  I 
knew almost nothing 
about the Pony 
Express besides its 
name, and it was 
interesting  to  find   out  

 
Monument across from the Pony Express stables – St. Joseph, Missouri 

how it worked and how short-lived the service was. 

 
Hobby horses with replicas of Pony Express saddles 

 and the tiny “mochila” pouches that held the mail 
Pony Express Museum – St. Joseph, Missouri 

  
 I drove through north and east through St. Joseph.  
Beyond the historic area is a rather handsome downtown area.  
There’s beautiful architecture and a lot of restaurants and 
shops.  There also appears to be a lot of residential 
development in downtown St. Joseph.  Having been to a lot of 
places, that strikes me as the key to urban downtowns.  The 
liveliest urban areas are places where people live downtown—
either where they never left or where the downtown has been 
re-developed with apartments and townhouses.  They keep the 
streets lively at all hours, and they provide a demand for “real” 
businesses.  The best thing that happened to Des Moines was 
a boom in downtown condos, and it appears St. Joseph has 
made that push as well.  [Good transportation is also 
essential to preserving a strong downtown, but having 
people live there is definitely #1.] 

 
 From downtown I headed east on Frederick Avenue, a 
very busy old strip that today serves mostly poverty-stricken 
neighborhoods.  It’s certainly a lively neighborhood, though 
probably not what the chamber of commerce wants tourists to 
see.  Frederick is lined with dollar stores, payday loans, liquor 
stores, auto repair, and seedy restaurants selling barbecue, 
fried chicken, and tamales. 

 
 After  a few  miles  Frederick changes character  rather  

dramatically.  It widens and becomes lined by stately old homes on enormous lots.  After a mile or so of that it becomes a modern strip 
with a trendy mall that appears to cater mostly to college kids. 
 



I’d been looking for an ATM since yesterday, and I finally used one at a drive-through bank near the mall.  Then I headed back 
to my next destination, which was in the strip of mansions along Frederick.  This was an institution called the Glore Museum which is 
housed in one of many buildings that once made up the facility originally called Missouri Home for Lunatics #2.  It later had names like 
Northwest Missouri Asylum and St. Joseph State Hospital.  The hospital is still in operation, but like all such institutions, it is much 
downsized these days.  As in my old hometown of Mt. Pleasant, the mental hospital now occupies just a single building, and most of the 
people it treats are outpatients.  The rest of the buildings on the campus serve a variety of functions.  In addition to the Glore and several 
smaller associated museums, there’s a community college, a high school, a prison, and the Missouri Corrections Officer Training Facility.  

 
Stomach contents exhibit at Glore Museum – St. Joseph, Missouri 

 
 The Glore Museum was 
truly fascinating.  The biggest part 
gives a candid look at what the 
hospital was like over the past 150 
years, both from the perspective of 
patients and staff.  (It’s interesting 
that until the 1970s most of the staff 
lived on-site.)  Several exhibits 
looked at the eccentricities of 
specific patients, though by law their 
names could not be used.  One, for 
example, had a habit of ingesting 
nails, pins, buttons, and pretty much 
anything else she could fit into her 
mouth.  During a surgery in 1929, 
1,446 different non-food items were 
removed from her stomach.  They 
have a collage of her stomach 
contents on display today.  Another 
display shows 525 disjointed 
messages a man in the ‘60s had 
stuffed inside a television set.  They 
speculate that he might have 
thought   the   TV   would   somehow  

transmit the messages to the outside or   perhaps   he  was   just    keeping   a  diary.  Yet another display shows the wrappers from 
100,000 cigarette packs.  A patient had collected them thinking that the tobacco company would redeem them to provide a new wheelchair 
for his ward.  (The company had no such program.)  There are at least a dozen other fascinating exhibits highlighting other unique 
patients. 
 
 Nearly as interesting as the patient peculiarities were the furnishings they had on display.  Different areas were restored to 
various eras in the institution’s long history, so there was a wide variety of styles.  [I’ve noted in other travelogues that I really like the 
idea of restoring to different areas to show how a place changed over time.  There’s very few places that remained unchanged 
throughout their useful life.]  Much of the furniture was purposely designed for use in this sort of institution—with no sharp corners, for 

instance, and places where restraints could be attached.  It’s all nearly indestructible, too, which is likely why even the oldest furniture is 
in pristine condition. 
 
 A large part of the museum examines the changes in psychiatric treatments over the years.  Much of this includes life-size 
dioramas that show the different practices (the Dickensian treadmill, dunking in ice water, lobotomies, genital mutilation, electroshock, 
and various types of restraints).  The dioramas themselves were part of a controversial treatment devised by the Dr. Glore for whom the 
museum was named.  Patients back in the ‘60s built them essentially as art therapy.  They also have examples of more traditional artwork 
done by various patients—some of them very “normal” and some that obviously show how disturbed the artists were.  They also explain 
music therapy and play recordings of music composed and played by patients. 
 
 A huge exhibit that spans several rooms examines the pros and cons of pharmacological treatment for mental diseases.  Almost 
every psychological drug does provide benefit, but each also has its unique side effects.  A fascinating part of this exhibit shows how 
marketing of drugs has changed over the years.  Until about 1990 drugs were marketed to doctors, and the ads praised many of the 
drugs as a way to keep annoying patients from complaining.  That they were addictive was largely seen as a good thing.  Today laws 
have changed to allow drugs to be advertised directly to patients.  (You can’t help but see drug ads on TV or in magazines.)  The drugs 
now have cute trademarked names, and the advertising suggests they bring instant happiness and that a good life is impossible without 
them.  It’s interesting that both when marketed to doctors and patients, the vast majority of psychiatric drugs are targeted to female 
patients—even though nearly half of psychiatric patients are men. 
 
 Admission to the Glore Museum is just $5, and that ticket also provides admission to several smaller museums also located at 
the old mental hospital that are collectively known as the St. Joseph Museums.  The best two are a black history museum and a Civil War 
museum.  Missouri has an interesting perspective on both of those topics.  There was also an Indian history museum, a room devoted to 
Jesse James (who died in St. Joseph), and an enormous collection of dolls (which I assume someone bequeathed to the museum in her 
will).  I went through those much more quickly than the psychiatric museum, but they were still interesting. 
 
 I left St. Joseph on I-29 and saw a strange sight.  A young couple was walking in the median of the interstate.  I’ve seen people 
walking on the shoulder of freeways before, but never in the median.  The couple seemed very much in love, and they were oblivious to 
everyone else around them. 



 From St. Joseph I drove north on U.S. 71 past Maryville and on up to Iowa.  I could tell when I got to the border, because while 
the road surface got worse the actual quality of the road was better.  Like most U.S. highways in Iowa, this was a well-engineered two-
lane road with wide gravel shoulders, deep ditches, crowning for good drainage, and straight gentle grades.  It was, however, built of 
deteriorating concrete, which provided a constant jolt from the expansion joints. 
 
 I stopped in Clarinda to get gas at Casey’s ($3.499) and to have a very late lunch at a Runza restaurant at the intersection of 
highways 71 and 2.  Runza is a Nebraska-based fast food chain that mostly sells an item that is probably best described as an Eastern 
European empanada.  They combine ground beef and cabbage (and other ingredients like cheese) baked inside bread.  I’ve had one 
before, and both then and now it sounded better than it actually was.  It’s really quite bland, and baking the hamburger inside the bread 
makes the bread greasy.  I also had a side salad at Runza, and that was quite a bit better than the main dish. 

  
Website images of Runza sandwiches 

LEFT:  from the Runza corporate website, with idealized sandwiches 
RIGHT:  From a food reviewer, showing what the sandwich actually looks like 

 I took Iowa highway 2 east from Clarinda.  I’m not sure I’ve ever driven this stretch of highway before.  Indeed I don’t think I’ve 
taken highway 2 at all except in extreme southeast Iowa.  Signed as the Mormon Trail (the road from Nauvoo out west), it really is a 
gorgeous road.   
 
 I turned onto I-35 and followed that back up to Des Moines.  My only stop was at a rest area by Osceola.  My destination tonight 
was the Sleep Inn—Living History Farms at the northwest edge of Des Moines.  The Sleep Inn, a Comfort Suites, and the Iowa Machine 
Shed Restaurant all share the same entrance as the famous attraction.  I don’t think I ever stayed at this particular hotel before, though I 
did once stay at the Comfort Suites next door and also at a hotel that was then a Clarion (it’s now called the Clive Suites) across the 
street.  This Sleep Inn was really quite nice (a definite step up from the one in K.C.), and for Des Moines (one of the priciest cities for 
hotels there is) it was quite affordable.  [I don’t think I’ve ever stayed at this Sleep Inn again, mostly because it has gotten 
increasingly more expensive over the years.] 

 
 There was a bit of a wait to check in, because some people with a long-term stay were checking in before me.  They were 
truckers who had apparently just started with a Des Moines-based trucking company.  The company was paying for them to essentially 
live at the Sleep Inn, and from there they’d be making “day trips” all over the Midwest.  A representative from the company was with them 
to handle the paperwork and charges.  The guys couldn’t have been far out of high school, and they seemed excited about their career 
choice.  It would be interesting to see how they feel about the job next winter. 
 
 Since the Machine Shed was quite a bit pricier than my budget, I decided to have dinner at a Denny’s restaurant across the 
interstate.  I could see the place from my hotel room, but it was no small chore to get there.  I had to walk back to the Living History Farms 
entrance, cross highway 6, walk along the highway under the interstate, and then walk through the rather complicated entrance to the 
truckstop where Denny’s was located.  I ended up walking about three-fourths of a mile, one way.  There were no sidewalks on any of 
that walk, and nowhere was it practical to cut along a shorter path. 
 
 I think I’ve eaten at Denny’s exactly one other time in my life.  That was on the trip when my brother Steve and I went out to the 
world’s fair in Vancouver.  We stopped at a Denny’s in Olympia, Washington, and I got extremely sick afterwards.  Ever since I’ve been 
kind of scared of Denny’s and avoided it like the plague. 
 
 I didn’t get sick this time, and in fact I had quite a nice meal.  My waiter was a Hispanic kid named Alegandro (normally this 
Spanish name would be spelled with a “j”, but “creative spelling” must have invaded Mexico as well as the States.  Alegandro was 
overworked, and the service was incredibly slow.  I was in no hurry, though, and the food was really quite good.  I ordered sirloin steak, 
which I was intrigued to find had the same price we charged at the Iris back in the ‘70s.  [That would be $7.95.]  Of course, we included 

salad bar with that, while it was just a single side dish at Denny’s. 
 
 I walked back to the hotel and basically just relaxed and did nothing.  Eventually I turned out the lights, and a comfortable bed 
provided a good night’s sleep. 
 



 
 
 I slept in at the Sleep Inn, not getting up until after 7am.  Breakfast was nothing special, but I managed to catch a quick bite.  It 
was extremely foggy when I left Des Moines, to the point that it was difficult to merge onto the interstate.  The fog burned off by the time 
I got up to Ft. Dodge, though.  I stopped there for gas and then got home around 10:30.  I spent much of the day doing laundry, and in 
the mid afternoon my sister Margaret showed up.  Our next vacation, a trip out to Alberta and Montana, would begin the next day. 


